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Death in the Long
Grass 

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
There is grass in Africa that could
hide a tall elephant, so something
as small as a lion or wounded buffalo becomes the
hapless hunter's grim reaper.  Stare down the dou-
ble-barrel shotgun nose and black eyes of that
wounded buffalo, watch in slow motion as the
fury of a black-maned lion crashes out of the bush.
Colorful details and breathtaking images -
described as only Capstick could - make this one
of the classics of African sporting literature.  297
pages - Hardcover.

# 645-649 ............................................................................$22.99

Safari:
The Last Adventure 

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Drawing on his years of experience
as a professional hunter, Capstick
explains everything a bwana needs to know:  how
to book a safari; where and when to go; fees and
licenses; the guns, ammo and personal equipment
needed and much more.  291 pages - Hardcover.

# 192-729 ............................................................................$23.99

The Last Ivory
Hunter:

The Saga of Wally Johnson

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Wally Johnson was one of the last to make his liv-
ing legally hunting ivory.  Capstick tells his story,
one of thundering encounters with massive tuskers
and the giant guns used to take them.  A unique
look at Africa as it once was, through the eyes of
one of the greatest elephant and buffalo hunters
ever.  220 pages - Hardcover.

# 723-646 ............................................................................$21.49

Last Horizons:
Hunting, Fishing, and Shooting

on Five Continents

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Compilation includes accounts of
bow-fishing piranha in South America, hunting
Africa's "Big Five" and dealing with real man-eaters.
277 pages - Hardcover.

# 312-541 ............................................................................$22.49

Warrior:
The Legend of Colonel Richard

Meinertzhagen

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Richard Meinertzhagen was one of
the most daring, ruthless men to ever serve during
the glory days of the British Empire.  Capstick,
with his trademark wit, tracks him from his youth
in England through his first posting in India and
then on to British East Africa, where he fought in
the fierce colonial wars and against the Germans in
WWI.  295 pages - Hardcover.

# 610-860 ............................................................................$23.99

African Adventures:
A Return to Silent Places

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.  This
sequel to Death in the Silent Places
brings the reader back to turn of
the century Africa and chronicles the influence of
four of the most important big game hunters of
that era: Frederick Selous, Constantine "Iodine"
Ionides, John Boyes (King of the Wa-Kikuyu) and
James Sutherland.  288 pages - Hardcover.

# 956-753 ............................................................................$21.49

Death in a Lonely
Land:

More Hunting, Fishing, and
Shooting on Five Continents

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.  Stories included are
"The Killer Baboons of Vlackfontein," "A Lapful of
Leopard" and "Four Fangs in a Treetop."  284 pages
- Hardcover with dust jacket.

# 633-720 ............................................................................$22.49

Death in the Dark
Continent

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Chilling, authoritative accounts of
hunting the five most dangerous
killers in Africa: lion, leopard, ele-
phant, cape buffalo and rhino.  This book brings to
life all the suspense, fear and exhilaration of stalk-
ing ferocious killers under primitive conditions,
with the ever-present threat of death.  283 pages
with photos - Hardcover.

# 174-342 ............................................................................$21.49

Death in the Silent
Places

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.  With
his characteristic color and flair,
Capstick recalls the extraordinary
careers of famous hunters like
Patterson, Corbett, W.D.M. Bell, Siemel and more.
258 pages - Hardcover.

# 315-296 ............................................................................$22.99

Death in the Silent
Places

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.  With
his characteristic color and flair,
Capstick recalls the extraordinary
careers of famous hunters like
Patterson, Corbett, W.D.M. Bell, Siemel and more.
258 pages - Hardcover.

# 315-296 ............................................................................$22.99

Peter Capstick's Africa:
A Return to the Long Grass

By Peter Hathaway Capstick  In
this work, Capstick recounts his
1985 African safari first hand,
comparing Africa as it is now to
the Dark Continent that so many
professional hunters have documented in the
past.   Accompanied by beautiful photography,
this book is considered by many to be the author-
itative account of hunting in modern Africa.
Published in 1987.  240 pages - Hardcover.

# 444-593 ............................................................................$34.99

Frederick C. Selous
An African Legend:

Recollections By and About the
Great Hunter

Edited by James A. Casada.  This book completes
the lost writings of F. C. Selous, one of Africa's
greatest hunters.  It includes vivid descriptions of
African game from antelope to elephant as well as
hunting caribou in Newfoundland.  Also includes
essays by many of Selous' close friends including
Theodore Roosevelt and W. T. Stead.  Published in
2000.  187 pages - Hardcover.

# 112-444 ............................................................................$29.99

Under the African
Sun:

Forty-eight Years of Hunting
the African Continent, 2nd

Edition

By Dr. Frank C. Hibben.  The late Dr. Hibben
was a veteran of 36 African safaris from 1949 to
1997.  This book is a collection of many of his best
and most famous writings and includes 17 previ-
ously unpublished stories.  Illustrated with dozens
of color photos.  Published in 1999.  305 pages -
Hardcover.

# 721-990 ............................................................................$34.99
Sands of Silence:

On Safari in Namibia

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Capstick journeyed on safari
through Namibia in the African
spring of 1989, and he takes his readers with him
to the stark landscape that makes up the
Bushmen's tribal territories.  In addition, the
author explains the economic benefits of the
sportsman's presence and how ethical hunting is a
tool for game protection and management on the
continent.  240 pages - Hardcover.

# 763-192 ............................................................................$31.99

Baron in Africa 

By Brian Marsh.  Born into
German aristocracy, Werner von
Alvensleben was exiled from
Germany for disagreeing with
Hitler and journeyed to Africa,
where he hunted professionally and eventually
founded the famous Safarilandia Outfitters.
Spellbinding accounts abound in this tale of one
man's journey.  290 pages - Hardcover.

# 330-757 ............................................................................$31.49
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White Hunter 
By J.A. Hunter.  The author
recounts many of his most har-
rowing adventures.  During his
time, Hunter was considered the
finest professional white hunter in
East Africa.  282 pages - Hardcover.

# 311-997 ............................................................................$21.99

The Perfect Shot:
Africa Series

By Kevin "Doctari" Robertson.
The author  has created this com-
prehensive book to show the
anatomical features for all classes of
African game.  Each animal is shown in a color
field picture as well as a color "ghost view" that
illustrates the shoulder bones, heart, lungs and
brain to show precisely where to place a shot.
Standard Edition is hardcover, while the Mini
Edtion is Soft Cover.

Description ..............Pages...Product #..Price
Shot Placement for 
African Big Game .............271 ...........515-560.....$58.99

Mini Edition for Africa .......126 ...........612-657.....$15.99

The Hunter's Guide
to Ballistics 

By Wayne van Zwoll.  A great
guide to explaining how a bullet
will behave in flight and how to
put it on target consistently.  Covers topics such as
long distance shooting, how to read mirage, shoot-
ing uphill and bullet selection for select types of
game.  Complete with several ballistics tables to
aid bullet, cartridge and load selection.  280 pages -
Softcover.

# 790-761 ............................................................................$28.99

The Perfect Shot:
North America Series

By Craig Boddington.  Shows actu-
al in-the-field photographs and
illustrations that pictorially describe
where you must shoot to get an
instantaneous kill.  Each species illustrated in the
book shows not only vital areas (lung, heart, spine)
but also entire skeletal structure.  Standard Edition
is hardcover, while the Mini Edtion is Soft Cover.

Description ..............Pages...Product #..Price
Shot Placement for North 
American Big Game........240 ...........139-751.....$37.99

Mini Edition for 
North America..................126 ...........653-536.....$11.99

The Adventures of
an Elephant Hunter 

By James Sutherland.  Sutherland,
the most prolific elephant hunter
in Africa, shot in excess of 1200
elephants by 1912.  This book,
originally published in 1912, is as pertinent, enter-
taining and enjoyable now as it was almost a cen-
tury ago.  Join Sutherland in his quest for the
largest game animal on earth.  324 pages -
Hardcover.

# 154-773 ............................................................................$37.49

The Wanderings of
an Elephant Hunter 

By W.D.M. Bell.  A classic novel
following Karamojo Bell's travels
through Uganda in search of the
African elephant of his dreams.  While primarily an
elephant book, Bell throws in a few buffalo and
lion tales for good measure.  188 pages -
Hardcover

# 139-912 ............................................................................$39.99

The Man-Eaters Of
Tsavo

By Lt. Colonel J.H. Patterson,
D.S.O.  Considered one of the
greatest man-eating sagas of all
time, this is a firsthand account of
the infamous Tsavo lions.  Written by the leg-
endary officer who risked his life several times to
shoot these lions, this is not only the story of his
breathtaking hunt, but also of Lt. Col. Patterson's
adventures in the African bush.  Patterson's story
inspired the movie "The Ghost and the Darkness."
347 pages - Hardcover.

# 191-390 ............................................................................$22.99

Fourteen Years in the
African Bush

By Anthony S. Marsh.  Marsh chose
a life of excitement and hardship
when he decided to become a game
warden in Kenya, where he was in charge of prob-
lem animals and problem people.  300 pages -
Hardcover.

# 506-434 ............................................................................$37.49

Green Hills of Africa 

By Ernest Hemingway.  A classic
tale of an African Safari from the
man who pioneered the genre.
Follow along on Hemingway's one
month journey through 1933 East
Africa.  Allow yourself to be taken back to a now
gone time when Africa was still the dark continent.
295 pages - Softcover.

# 135-984 ............................................................................$12.99

Hemingway on
Hunting 

By Ernest Hemingway, edited by
Sean Hemingway.  This compilation
gathers the master's stories about
hunting.  Hemingway's ability to draw his reader
into his tales remains uncontested to this day.  His
mastery over the English language is undeniable,
and won him the Nobel Prize for literature in
1954.  296 pages - Hardcover.

# 807-844 ............................................................................$28.99

Maneaters

By Peter Hathaway Capstick.  In
one of his finest works, Capstick
explores the wide world of
maneaters, creatures who regard
humans as just another meal.  The
ultimate horror of being eaten alive is very real,
and in this book Capstick discusses sharks, lions,
leopards, tigers, bears, wolves, cannibals, jaguar
and puma.  178 pages - Hardcover.

# 131-460 ............................................................................$21.99

African Hunter II

Edited by Craig Boddington and
Peter Flack.  This book contains
overviews of hunting areas, back-
ground information, and best times
to hunt in 25 African countries.
Includes the Big 5 (lion, leopard, buffalo, rhino,
and elephant), the 9 spiral-horn antelope and oth-
ers for a total of 228 African animals.  Published in
2004.  606 pages with color photos - Hardcover.

# 769-025 .........................................................................$124.99

Where Lions Roar:
Ten More Years of African

Hunting

By Craig Boddington.  This book
chronicles the author's journeys as
he takes big game in Ethiopia, the Central African
Republic, Tanzania, Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
South Africa, Zambia, and Botswana.  Published in
1997.  349 pages - Hardcover.

# 442-264 ............................................................................$28.99

Rifles for Africa
By Gregor Woods.  Provides advice
and information on what rifles, cal-
ibers and bullets work on African
game.  Woods prefers items that
function rather than items that are
just expensive, and he covers what he considers
minimum standards for bullet performances,
sights and rifle functioning. Information is taken
from the 40 years of experience the author has
hunting in Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Namibia,
Botswana and South Africa.  430 pages -
Hardcover.

# 851-216 ............................................................................$37.99
Maneaters and

Marauders

By John "Pondoro" Taylor.  This
book describes many of Taylor's
adventures during more than 35
years of hunting dangerous game including lions,
crocodiles and elephants.  It recounts tales of man-
eating lions, aggressive buffalo and crop-destroying
elephants while providing an intimate glimpse into
the lives of the native peoples of East and Southern
Africa.  Published in 2004.  200 pages - Hardcover.

# 233-100 ............................................................................$25.99
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Shots at Big Game:  
How to Shoot a Rifle

Accurately Under Hunting
Conditions

By Craig Boddington.  Accurate
shooting can make a trip to the range fun and
entertaining, but when dangerous game is involved
it very well may save your life.  Boddington's
coaching will help you make faster, more accurate
shots under stress.  198 pages - Softcover.

# 132-891 ............................................................................$14.49

Rifles and Cartridges
For Large Game

By Layne Simpson.  The field edi-
tor for Shooting Times magazine
draws on his hunting experiences
across five continents to tell you
what rifles, cartridges, bullets, loads and scopes are
best for virtually any big game application.  325
pages with 100 color photos - Oversized
Hardcover with dust jacket.

# 156-615 ............................................................................$37.49

Jack O'Connor:
The Legendary Life of

America's Greatest Gunwriter

By Robert Anderson.  Jack
O'Connor was the preeminent
North American big game hunter and gun writer
of the twentieth century.  The author spent three
years interviewing O'Connor's family and friends
as well as delving into his personal papers, photos
and letters.  Illustrated with dozens of never-
before-seen photos made available by the family,
the book includes an extensive timeline that lists
the major game animals O'Connor shot, the guns
he owned, the trips he took and the books he
wrote.  261 pages - Hardcover with dust jacket.

# 482-393 ............................................................................$31.49

Outdoor Pastimes of
an American Hunter

By Theodore Roosevelt.  Stories of
hunting big game in the West and
notes about animals pursued and
observed.  An excellent memoir of a great man and
his outdoor adventures.  This classic book should
be in every hunter's library.  49 B&W photos.  369
pages - Softcover.

# 272-960 ............................................................................$18.99

The Lost Classics of
Jack O'Connor

Edited by Jim Casada.  40 of the
best stories by famed gunwriter
Jack O'Connor, well known for his
entertaining writing style.  Includes over 30 rare
photos of O'Connor during many of his hunts
around the world.  376 pages - Hardcover.

# 333-246 ............................................................................$34.99

Theodore Roosevelt on
Hunting

Edited by Lamar Underwood.  Teddy Roosevelt
was a popular President and an avid hunter and
outdoorsman.  Underwood has assembled some of
Roosevelt's best stories about hunting in the US as
well as in Africa for everything from fowl and
sheep to elk and bear.  432 pages - Softcover.

# 857-007 ............................................................................$14.99

The Old Man and the Boy 

By Robert Ruark.  All hunters have
someone who showed them the
way of the hunter: safe handling of
guns, ethical taking of game and
respect for the game they hunt.
For this famous newspaper colum-
nist, war reporter and big game
hunter, it was a grandfather who instilled in him
the true meaning of the word "hunter" and taught
him about life.  303 pages - Hardcover.

# 259-698 ............................................................................$27.99

101 Deer Hunting Tips:
Practical Advice from a Master

Hunter

By Peter J. Fiduccia.  Every deer
hunter has something to gain from
this practical approach to deer
hunting.  Learn about using scents, rattling, call-
ing, scrapes, weather and determining deer age.
153 pages - Hardcover.

# 532-411 ............................................................................$21.49

Mule Deer Strategies:
A Handbook of Hunting

Techniques

By Walt Prothero.  In this book, the
author reveals all the tactics that
have helped him become a success-
ful mule deer hunter - from choos-
ing optics and glassing, to picking the right gun, to
the best methods for hunting.  Follow Prothero's
advice, tailor it to different types of terrain and cli-
mate conditions and anyone can be a successful
mule deer hunter.  185 pages - Softcover.

# 436-742 ............................................................................$23.99

Mule Deer Quest
By Walt Prothero.  Having taken
70 mature bucks in 7 states, 2
Canadian provinces and Mexico,
Prothero knows about hunting
deer and shares his knowledge of
deer behavior, management, how-
to's and hunting stories.  293 pages - Hardcover.

# 668-046 ............................................................................$24.99

Coyote Hunting:
The Complete Book from

Head to Tail, Revised Edition

By Phil Simonski.  This book is an
excellent how-to guide that
includes information on calling,
rifle selection, hide preservation as well as how to
find this challenging predator.  129 pages -
Softcover.

# 340-326 ............................................................................$12.99

Elmer Keith:
The Other Side of a Western

Legend

By Gene Brown.  Gene Brown was
a long time friend of Elmer Keith and is unques-
tionably the leading authority on Keith's life and
work.  It covers a number of aspects of Keith's life
including the truth behind the legends surrounding
Elmer Keith, gun trading and gun trading ethics,
gun writers and the gun industry.  Published in
2002.  168 pages - Hardcover.

# 616-031 ............................................................................$18.99

The Best of Zane
Grey, Outdoorsman:

Hunting and Fishing Tales

Edited by George Reiger.  Stories
by a master storyteller recapture
an era of wild adventures, legendary sportsmen
and rugged landscapes in some of the world's most
exotic locales.  80 photos.  349 pages - Softcover.

# 270-563 ............................................................................$18.99

Hell, I Was There!

By Elmer Keith.  Keith is a capti-
vating author, and a favorite of
many who enjoy tales of the out-
doors.  Writing vividly of his expe-
riences, Keith takes you along as
he rides wild broncos, hunts big game or follows a
frozen trail in the dead of winter.  308 pages -
Softcover.

# 651-251 ............................................................................$29.99

The Old Man's Boy
Grows Older

By Robert Ruark.  A follow-up to
the "Old Man and the Boy," Ruark
explores the Boy's formative years
of early manhood as he remembers the life lessons
learned from the Old Man.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 624-761 ............................................................................$13.99
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Man Eaters:
True Tales of Animals Stalking,

Mauling, Killing and Eating
Human Prey

Edited by Lamar Underwood.  The
reports and eyewitness accounts
span many years and some of the stories are leg-
endary.  Read in chilling detail about some of the
fiercest attacks imaginable by bears, large cats, rep-
tiles and even elephants.  339 pages - Hardcover.   

# 167-191 ............................................................................$23.99

Mark Of The Grizzly

By Scott McMillion.  True stories
of recent bear attacks and the
hard lessons learned.  The book
collects the true stories of 18
attacks by grizzlies between 1977
and 1997.  The terror of a grizzly
attack has the power to teach us
how to behave in the presence of
these animals and how to avoid dangerous
encounters.  249 pages - Softcover.

# 104-459 ............................................................................$13.99

Tales of a Bear
Hunter

By Dalton Carr.  The author, a
black bear hunter for forty-one
years, was a predator controller
on the Yakima Indian Reservation
in Washington State.  Topics
include what to look for when
tracking a bear, why bears charge, bullet and cal-
iber selection and shot placement.  140 pages -
Hardcover.

# 101-917 ............................................................................$21.99

Tales of Alaska's Big
Bears 

By Jim Rearden.  Read gripping
accounts of the most frightening
Alaskan bear encounters in all
their exciting detail.  238 pages -
Softcover.

# 670-327 ............................................................................$12.99

A Boone and
Crockett Field Guide

to Measuring and
Judging Big Game

By William Nesbitt and Philip Wright.  This com-
pact field guide offers helpful hints in scoring
every Boone and Crockett animal, including esti-
mations in the field before the shot and specific
scoring measurements after.  Published in 2003.
288 pages - Spiral bound.

# 350-609 ............................................................................$19.99

A Varmint Hunter's
Odyssey

By Steve Hanson. Filled with cut-
ting edge data and information on
the challenging sport of varmint
shooting.  This book educates as
it entertains with ballistics charts,
load data and story after story of all the impossible
hits and discouraging misses the author and his
cohorts have scored through the years.  279 pages -
Softcover.

# 738-365 ............................................................................$32.49

The Complete
Tracker 

By Len McDougall.  Learn from
master trackers the skills needed
to follow your quarry in nearly
every terrain.  The author tells
how to piece together signs such
as tracks and scat as well as the less obvious signs
only a master would notice.  Over 80 line draw-
ings show tracks of 45 different species under a
variety of terrain conditions.  A great resource for
hunters, hikers and outdoorsmen.  273 pages -
Softcover.

# 281-946 ............................................................................$13.99

Solving Coyote
Problems:

How to Co-Exist with North
America's Most Persistent

Predator

By John Trout, Jr.  Outlines the
non-lethal and lethal methods for
disposing of coyotes in both urban and rural areas
as well as how to prevent them from wreaking
havoc in the first place.  286 pages - Softcover.

# 162-058 ............................................................................$13.99

Boone and Crockett
Club Records of

North American Big
Game:

12th Edition

By the Boone and Crockett Club.  A giant collec-
tion of over 22,000 trophy listings, stories behind
the record holders and hundreds of photos.  This
is the most up to date edition, published in 2005.
832 pages - Hardcover.

# 571-637 ............................................................................$39.99

Elk & Elk Hunting 
By Wayne Van Zwoll.  One of
America's elk hunting experts takes
a comprehensive look at hunting
the North American elk.  The
author examines the animal's ori-
gins, common hunting methods, the areas in
which it lives as well as effective techniques,
equipment and preparation for the hunt.  384
pages - Hardcover.

# 790-075 ............................................................................$37.49

The Ultimate Guide to Elk
Hunting:  

Techniques and Strategies of
North America's Greatest Elk

Hunters 

By Bob Robb and Gerry Bethge.  A
comprehensive guide to hunting elk throughout
their range.  Topics covered include bugling, stalk-
ing, recommended calibers and even blackpowder
hunting.  232 pages - Softcover.

# 187-761 ............................................................................$23.99

The Complete Book
of Elk Hunting

By Sam Curtis.  A complete guide
to the habits of elk, where and
when to find them and how to
hunt them successfully.  Topics include a discus-
sion of the most popular hunting methods, the
best states to hunt elk, trip planning and even a
chart to help predict the location of elk based on
climate conditions.  296 pages - Hardcover. 

# 412-902 ............................................................................$19.99

Fair Chase in North
America

By Craig Boddington.  Stories of
all types of North American big
game.  From sheep and deer to
bear and moose, Boddington shares his experi-
ences in the field.  Published in 2004.  258 pages -
Softcover.  

# 734-739 ............................................................................$15.99

The Ultimate Guide
to Handgun Hunting
By Clair Rees.  Handgun hunting
is a challenging sport that is gaining
popularity everywhere.  Learn the
basics to handgun hunting including caliber selec-
tion, shot placement and hunting everything from
varmints to dangerous game.  272 pages -
Hardcover.

# 828-138 ............................................................................$20.99
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Optics for the
Hunter

By John Barsness.  One of the
most useful resources on optics
selection, maintenance and use
available for the hunter today.
Covers parallax, eye relief, exit
pupil, prisms and more.  255 pages - Hardcover.

# 764-517 ............................................................................$21.99

Predator Calling

By Gerry Blair.  Widely known
and respected as one of the
nation's top calling experts, Blair
shares his many secrets that will
take you to a whole new level of
predator calling.  Topics include
varying methods, strategies for
differing terrain, equipment use as well as infor-
mation about the animals themselves.  100 B&W
photos.  256 pages - Softcover.

# 311-147 ............................................................................$11.99

The Ultimate
Guide to Small

Game And Varmint
Hunting

By H. Lea Lawrence.  Includes a
detailed natural history of every important small
game species.  Contains hunting tactics, field-test-
ed advice on which guns, ammunition and optics
to use for different species and conditions, as well
as tips on calls and other equipment, and a special
section on cleaning and cooking these animals.
272 pages - Hardcover.

# 350-556 ............................................................................$23.99

Benoit Bucks:
Whitetail Tactics for a New

Generation

By Bryce M. Towsley.  A combi-
nation of exciting accounts of
whitetail hunting and the tips, tricks and secrets
learned.  This book will improve your whitetail
hunting strategy and help you become a more
successful hunter.  Published in 2003.  224 pages
- Softcover.

# 790-479 ............................................................................$19.99

Hunting Whitetails
by the Moon

By Charles J. Alsheimer.
Experienced hunters know that
the habits of the whitetail deer are
affected by the lunar cycle.  This book offers
insight into the autumn moon cycles, how they
affect big bucks during the rut and how you can
use the moon to your advantage.  Published in
2000.  251 pages - Softcover.

# 416-351 ............................................................................$13.99

Quality Deer
Management:

The Basics and Beyond

By Charles J. Alsheimer.  This
book is the perfect guide for anyone who wants to
encourage a healthy deer population that will pro-
duce big bucks and healthy does.  All phases of
management are covered, from land development
and food plots to harvest tips and how to maintain
an optimal buck to doe ratio.  Published in 2002.
208 pages - Hardcover.

# 979-071 ............................................................................$26.99

Giant Whitetails:
A Lifetime of Lessons

By Mark and Terry Drury.  Two
seasoned deer hunters share tips,
secrets and personal experiences
in this guide that is sure to increase your whitetail
hunting success.  Hunting strategies are dis-
cussed, including tracking and the effect of the
moon on deer behavior.  Published in 2003.  240
pages - Hardcover.

# 917-558 ............................................................................$19.99

Modern Whitetail
Hunting:

Cutting-Edge Tactics for Big
Bucks

By Michael Hanback.  With this book, the author
explains why deer have done so well under the
pressures of increased urbanization, as well as
where to still find the big bucks.  He also shares
his most successful strategies, including tips on
rattling and the use of scents.  Published in 2003.
224 pages - Softcover.

# 727-715 ............................................................................$13.99

Strategic Whitetail
Hunting

By Tim Hooey.  This book is a
basic guide for anyone who wants
to become a more successful
whitetail hunter.  The author introduces the
reader to basic whitetail biology and discusses the
hunting techniques that will increase the chances
of filling a tag.  Equipment selection is also cov-
ered.  Published in 2004.  240 pages - Softcover.

# 594-092 ............................................................................$13.99

Successful Muzzleloader
Hunting:

Sure-Fire Hunting Strategies
with Blackpowder Arms

By Peter Schoonmaker.  The
author introduces the reader to
the world of muzzleloading, reviewing the guns
and gear available on the market today.  Gun
preparation, proper shooting technique and accu-
racy tips are covered, as well as successful strate-
gies for hunting game.  Published in 2004.  144
pages - Softcover.

# 469-473 ............................................................................$16.99

Successful Predator
Hunting:

Expert Strategies for Coyotes,
Foxes, Bears and More

By Michael Schoby.  A complete guide to preda-
tor hunting.  The author offers his experiences
with coyotes, bobcats and more, including the use
of scent, decoys and calls.  Gun and caliber selec-
tion are covered, as well as the correct use of
clothing to stay warm, dry and hidden from view.
Published in 2003.  144 pages - Softcover.

# 636-101 ............................................................................$16.99

Successful Small
Game Hunting:

Rediscovering Our Hunting
Heritage

By M. D. Johnson.  Modern strategies are cov-
ered, including the latest technology and tactics
that will increase the reader's chances of success
in the field.  Published in 2003.  144 pages -
Softcover.

# 846-642 ............................................................................$16.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Deer Guns:

Arms & Accessories for the
Deer Hunter

Edited by Ken Ramage.  This book provides
informative feature articles on the latest guns, cal-
ibers and accessories available to the deer hunter.
An in-depth catalog section provides details for
many deer guns, including current market value.
Published in 2004.  160 pages - Softcover.

# 243-331 ............................................................................$10.49

Legendary
Deerslayers

By Robert Wegner, foreword by
Ted Nugent. Book profiles 12
deer hunters including John
James Audubon and Archibald Rutledge and is
accompanied by photography and art by artists
including Winslow Homer, Currier and Ives,
Frederic Remington and others.  Published in
2004.  240 pages - Hardcover with dust jacket.

# 832-417 ............................................................................$27.99

The Turkey Hunters:
From the Publisher of Turkey &

Turkey Hunting Magazine

Edited by Brian Lovett.  A clever
and entertaining collection of arti-
cles from Turkey and Turkey Hunting Magazine.
These classic articles offer entertainment and
instruction on turkey hunting to increase the
reader's chances for a successful hunt.  Published
in 2003.  210 pages - Softcover.

# 937-227 ............................................................................$26.99
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Hunting the Land of
the Midnight Sun

Edited by the Alaskan Professional
Hunter's Association (APHA).
Contains contributions by Rob
Holt, Gary King, Gary LaRose, Garth Larsen, Jim
Shockey, Jeff Davis and many others.  All royalties
go to the APHA.  Published in 2002.  293 pages -
Hardcover.

# 193-002 ............................................................................$25.99

A Hunter's Heart:
Honest Essays on Blood Sport

Edited by David Petersen.  This
collection of essays was written by
hunters who ponder the deeper meaning and
ethics behind the sport.  It consists of 41 essays
by such famous authors as Edward Abbey,
Thomas McGuane, Jim Fergus, Ted Kerasote,
Barry Lopez and even former president Jimmy
Carter.  Many write about western deer hunting,
but others explore the almost spiritual experience
hunting produces. Published in 1997.  352 pages
- Softcover.

# 363-940 ............................................................................$14.99

Home From the Hill

By Fred Webb.  As one of the best-
known guides in the Canadian
Arctic for over twenty years, Webb
has guided hundreds of expeditions
for grizzly and black bear, caribou
and moose.  Published in 1997.  283 pages -
Hardcover.

# 565-074 ............................................................................$27.99

Russell Annabel Adventure Series

Russell Annabel was one of America's most gifted outdoor writers.  He started writ-
ing of his adventures during the 1930s and continued writing until the late 1970s.
These volumes represent an extensive anthology of his life's work as an outdoor
writer.  They contain articles and columns that were originally published in a variety
of outdoor magazines including Sports Afield, National Sportsman, Field & Stream,
Outdoor Life, American Rod and Gun, Hunting Yearbook and others.  All volumes
are Hardcover.

Volume 1 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
Alaskan Adventures: The Early Years, 2nd Edition..........................................369.............................723-334......................$29.99
Contains articles written between 1933 and 1951. Titles include "Caribou Medicine", "Wolves Look Better Dead", "Mad Dog Hunt
on Attu" and "With Moose You Never Know".
Volume 2 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
Adventure is My Business: 1951-1955, 2nd Edition.....................................341.............................188-957......................$29.99
Titles include "Murderer in the Trees", "Trapping Is No Way to Get Rich", "Brawn, as in Bruin", "Saga of the Red One" and "Adventure
Is My Business".
Volume 3 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
Adventure is in My Blood: 1957-1964, 2nd Edition.....................................384.............................960-772......................$29.99
Titles include "Grudge Grizzly", "Death of a King Wolf", "The Curse of the Chonchos", "The Shootingest Characters" and "The Gotch-
eared Bull of Toonakloot".
Volume 4 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
The High Road to Adventure: 1964-1970, 2nd Edition ...............................375.............................932-164......................$29.99
Titles include "That Damned Diabla Dog", "The Spookiest Coon Hunt", "Black Bears Are the Damnedest Neighbors", "Death of an
Injun Devil" and "Moose of the Crazy Moon".
Volume 5 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
The Way We Were: 1970-1979, 2nd Edition...................................................349.............................737-024......................$29.99
Titles include "Berserk Brownies I'll never Forget", "You Can't Beat Luck", "Grand Stalks for Smart Billies" and "The Way We Were".
Volume 6 ...............................................................................Pages ..............Product # ............Price
Head fer the Hills, Limited Edition...........................................................................312.............................159-500......................$59.99
Contains articles from more unusual publications including Esquire, Argosy, Saturday Evening Post,True and others. Titles include "So
Sorry, Please-All Big Mistake", "Shake Hands with Mr. Grizzly", "King of the Wolverines" and "Head fer the Hills".

A Sporting Life:
The Memoirs of a Big-Game

Hunter

By Jose A. Martinez de Hoz.  This
insightful and humorous book cov-
ers topics that include dealing with interpreters,
getting lost without food or water, equipment mal-
function and being charged by dangerous game.
Published in 2005.  212 pages - Hardcover.

# 678-602 ............................................................................$34.99

African Experience

By Craig Boddington.  This book
takes the reader through the history
of the modern safari industry as it
emerged after WW2, rose and
declined through the 1960s and
1970s and its current renaissance as a vital part of
modern game conservation.  Published in 2002.
302 pages - Hardcover.

# 175-575 ............................................................................$34.99

Hunter's Tracks

By J. A. Hunter.  This is the excit-
ing story of John Hunter's efforts
to capture the leader of a gang of
ivory poachers.  This story is told
along with the tale of one of East
Africa's most grandiose safaris taken with an Indian
maharaja.  An extremely interesting story full of
adventure and eccentric characters.  Published in
1999.  240 pages - Hardcover.

# 778-936 ............................................................................$22.99

Ask the Elk Guides

By J. Y. Jones.  The outfitters and
guides represented in this book
were chosen from diverse areas of
North America including the
Southwest desert, Pacific coast,
Canadian Rockies, etc.  These interviews discuss
common hunting mistakes, cartridge selection,
improved techniques, elk behavior and frequently
asked questions.  Published in 2005.  168 pages -
Hardcover.

# 398-936 ............................................................................$22.99

African Game Trails

By Theodore Roosevelt.  Edited
by Peter Hathaway Capstick.
Roosevelt was a world-renowned
hunter, conservationist, soldier
and scholar.  In 1908 he took a
long safari through East Africa with his son
Kermit.  Roosevelt describes the excitement of
the chase, the people he met and the flora and
fauna he collected in the name of science.  Richly
illustrated with original photos taken by Kermit
Roosevelt.  Published in 1988.  620 pages -
Hardcover.

# 493-817 ............................................................................$23.99
A Bullet Well Placed:

One Hunter's Adventures
Around the World

By Johnny Chilton.  This book
immerses the reader in the sights
and sounds of international big-game hunting and
allows you to experience the excitement and
adventure of each hunt.  Includes accounts of
hunting trips to Africa, Mongolia, Alaska, Australia
and more.  Published in 2005.  245 pages -
Hardcover.

# 946-693 ............................................................................$29.99

Return to Toonaklut:
The Russell Annabel Story

By Jeff Davis.  This is the story of
Russell Annabel, one of the most
colorful and controversial charac-
ters ever to set foot in Alaska.  He was a top guide
and excellent outdoor writer, and his keen insight
still makes for a fascinating read.  Published in
2002.  324 pages - Hardcover.

# 441-021 ............................................................................$29.99

Whitetail Rites of Autumn
By Charles J. Alsheimer.  The
author attempts to shed some
light on the mysteries of the rut
and pre-rut and explain the habits
of big, dominant bucks.
Published in 2003.  208 pages -
Hardcover.

# 982-745 ............................................................................$24.99
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The Hunting
Instinct

By Philip D. Rowter.  This is the
well-illustrated and action-packed
chronicle of Philip D. Rowter's
hunting experiences in South Africa and Namibia,
covering eight safaris from 1990 to 1998.
Published in 1999.  237 pages - Hardcover.

# 336-891 ............................................................................$25.99

The Invisible
Advantage
Workbook:

Ghillie Suit Construction Made
Simple

By Tom Forbes.  The ghillie suit may be the ulti-
mate form of camouflage, but buying one is quite
expensive.  Learn how to assemble a ghillie suit
from a short list of commonly available materials
that will let you melt into your surroundings on
your next hunt.  Several types of ghillie suits are
discussed, including the same one used by British
snipers during WW2.  80 pages - Softcover.

# 313-559 ............................................................................$10.99

World Record
Whitetails

By Gordon Whittington.  This
book is a chronicle of the greatest
Whitetail trophies ever taken.  It
includes records in several categories including typ-
ical, non-typical, rifle, bow, muzzleloader, handgun,
etc.  Features rare archival photos and the amazing
stories behind many of the hunts.  Also includes
Boone and Crockett scores for easy comparison.
Published in 2002.  245 pages - Hardcover.

# 571-380 ............................................................................$34.99

The Jim Corbett
Collection

By Jim Corbett.  One of the great-
est tiger hunters of all time,
Corbett wrote six books detailing
his hunts after man-eating tigers and leopards in
India in the early part of the twentieth century.
His books include Temple Tiger, Tree Tops, Jungle
Lore, Man-eating Leopard of Rudraprayag, Man-
eaters of Kumaon and My India.  Published in
1991.  6 Books contained in 5 Volumes.  1124
pages - Hardcover.

# 147-758 ............................................................................$89.99

The Lost Classics:
27 Compelling Hunting

Adventures

By Robert Ruark.  Edited by Jim
Casada.  This book is a collection
of magazine articles that Ruark
wrote during the 1950s and 1960s as well as stories
that Ruark wrote about himself and called "Ruark
on Ruark".  Contains a detailed bibliographical
appendix on all of Ruark's books and papers.
Published in 1996.  260 pages - Hardcover.

# 571-696 ............................................................................$29.99

The Adventurous
Life of a Vagabond

Hunter:
2nd Edition

By Sten Cedergren. This editons
recounts the author's many adventures including
taking all of the Big 5, service in the Rhodesian
bushwar and hunting elephants well into his 80's.
Published in 2000.  326 pages - Hardcover.

# 275-779 ............................................................................$34.99

Hunting Trips in the
Land of the Dragon

By Kenneth P. Czech.  This book
covers everything from hunting
migratory waterfowl and upland
game birds to tracking large and sometimes dan-
gerous game including the Manchurian tiger, wild
yak, brown bear and panda.  It includes stirring
anecdotes told by famous hunters including Major
General Kinloch, St. George Littledale, Kermit
Roosevelt, Roy Chapman Andrews and others.
Published in 2004.  271 pages - Hardcover.

# 188-229 ............................................................................$29.99

Winds of Havoc:
A Memoir of Adventure and

Destruction in Deepest Africa

By Adelino Serras Pires and Fiona
Capstick.   In his autobiography,
Pires recounts his childhood in Portugal and
Mozambique, his early years hunting lion and
other dangerous game and his later years caught
between feuding African governments.
Published in 2001.  265 pages - Hardcover.

# 199-137 ............................................................................$23.99

Gun Guides
Complete Guides:

By Gun Guides Publications.
Complete owner's guides to popu-
lar Ruger firearms including histor-
ical data, disassembly, production dates and serial
number ranges.  Spiral bound.

Description ..............Pages...Product #..Price
Ruger .22 
Automatic Pistols ...............56.............281-836........$9.99

Ruger 10/22 .............................55.............771-748........$9.99
Ruger Mini-14, Mini-30 & 

Deerfield Carbine..............52.............511-486........$9.99

The Complete Book
of the .22

By Wayne van Zwoll.  From
Browning to Cooper to
Winchester, Van Zwoll covers every
aspect of the popular caliber.  Published in 2004.
336 pages - Hardcover.

# 877-723 ............................................................................$21.99

The Gun Digest
Book of .22 Rimfire:

Rifles, Pistols, Ammunition

By James E. House.  22 Rimfire
calibers are some of the most popular hunting and
plinking guns ever.  This book is a complete guide
to modern and vintage models.  Also covers ballis-
tics, buying tips and a discussion of the different
styles of rimfire firearms.  250 photos.  Published
in 2005.  288 pages - Softcover.

# 565-191 ............................................................................$19.49

Model 1911
Government Pistol

By Robert Campbell.  A complete
look at the 1911, including history
of the firearm through develop-
ment, testing and approval by the US military.
Original and aftermarket models are tested for
functionality, durability and value.  Disassembly,
maintenance and customization are also covered in
this book.  160 pages - Hardcover.

# 834-406 ............................................................................$16.99

The Colt .45 Auto
Pistol

By Desert Publications.  This
reproduction of the "United States
Department of the Army Colt 45
Auto" manual contains information on the basic
operation and maintenance of the 1911 and
1911A1 models.  Chapters cover assembly/disas-
sembly, cleaning, basic repairs and ammunition.
98 pages - Softcover.

# 791-492 ............................................................................$27.99
GUN REFERENCE BOOKS

The Government Models:
The Development of the Colt Model of 1911

By William H.D. Goddard.  The
most authoritative source on the
development of the world's most
popular military handgun.
Includes an illustrated description
and analysis of every variation from
1902 until the last issued example
in 1924.  296 pages - Softcover.

# 491-340 ............................................................................$58.99

For additional 

Hunting Books,

see pages 833-834.
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The Gun Digest
Book of the 1911

By Patrick Sweeney.  This com-
plete guide to the 1911 covers
maintenance, improvements,
ammunition and accessories to
maximize performance.  More than 700 photos
provide detailed identification.  Volume 1 features
the test and evaluation results for top semi-custom
guns and includes repair tips and how to buy a
used 1911.  Volume 2 covers more than 20 recent
1911 models and offers more in depth instruction
for disassembly and customization.  Softcover.

Description ..............Pages ..Product # ..Price
Volume 1...................................334 ..........351-370......$18.99
Volume 2...................................327 ..........531-841......$18.99

The Tactical 1911:
The Street Cop's and SWAT

Operator's Guide to
Employment and Maintenance

By Dave Lauck.  The 1911 has long
been known as a fine sidearm and is becoming
increasingly popular as a tactical handgun for law
enforcement.  Learn how and why to modify a
1911 with aftermarket parts to create an accurate
and reliable tactical handgun, suitable for law
enforcement and personal defense.  152 pages -
Softcover. 

# 425-000 ............................................................................$15.99

Forty Years with the 45-70:
Revised Edition

By Paul A. Matthews.  The 45-70 is
a classic blackpowder cartridge that
offers accurate long range perform-
ance in single shot and lever action
rifles.  Containing years of the
author's personal experience, this book has been
compiled in the interest of gaining knowledge and
utilizing the cartridge's full potential.  This
expanded version includes six more years than the
previous versions and contains information on the
Lever Action Marlin 1895 SS, Navy Arms Buffalo
Rifle, plus long range 45-70 information.
Published in 2001.  184 pages - Softcover.

# 796-073 ............................................................................$13.99

Pocket Guide:
.45-70 Springfield

A North Cape Publication.  A
complete reference of the 45-70
Springfield rifle at every stage of
production in every official configuration.  Perfect
for the collector, pocket-sized for easy carry at gun
shows.  21 pages - Softcover.

# 913-788...............................................................................$6.99

The .45-70
Springfield:

3rd Edition

By Joe Poyer and Craig Riesch.
Explore the trapdoor Springfield rifle and carbine.
Includes discussions of each variant, a part-by-part
identification guide, complete serial numbers from
1873 and 1892 and much more.  140 pages -
Softcover.

# 229-114 ............................................................................$16.99

Living with the Big
.50:

The Shooter's Guide to the
World's Most Powerful Rifle

By Robert H. Boatman.  The 50 BMG is an amaz-
ing caliber, one that is gaining popularity with mil-
itaries and civilians alike.  This book investigates
the 50 caliber rifle in single shot, semi-automatic
and fully automatic versions, as well as reviews the
major manufacturers of each.  176 pages -
Softcover.

# 112-200 ............................................................................$24.99

AK-47 Assault Rifle
Edited by Wyant LaMont.  The
AK-47 and its variants make up the
most prolific military rifle ever
produced.  This manual provides
an overview of the AK-47 and covers basic mainte-
nance and repairs.  Ammunition selection, tech-
niques to improve accuracy, field stripping, clean-
ing and proper storage are also covered.  148 pages
- Softcover.

# 895-788 ............................................................................$36.99

AK47:
The Complete Kalashnikov

Family of Assault Rifles

By Duncan Long.  One of the most
popular military rifles of all time is
explored, along with all of the better-known vari-
ants on the theme.  From the AK-74 to the Galil
and others, each firearm is illustrated and accom-
panied by relevant facts and figures.  Published in
2001.  192 pages - Softcover.

# 643-162 ............................................................................$14.99

Legends and Reality
of the AK:

A Behind-the-Scenes Look at
the History, Design, and Impact

of the Kalashnikov Family of
Weapons

By Val Shilin and Charlie Cutshaw.  Noted
firearms expert Charlie Cutshaw and Val Shilin, a
close associate of Mikhail Kalashnikov, team up to
create an in-depth look at the AK-47, the firearms
it inspired and the factory where it was produced.
Includes photos and technical data for many
firearms in the AK family.  192 pages - Softcover.

# 763-310 ............................................................................$24.99

The AK-47 and AK-
74 Kalashnikov Rifles
and Their Variations

By Joe Poyer.  A review of the AK
family of rifles, including the AK-
47, AK-74, ARM and others.  Also includes infor-
mation on the man behind the gun, various optics
employed with the AK, sniper rifle variations and
ammunition.  171 pages - Softcover.

# 459-040 ............................................................................$22.99

Antique Guns:
A Collector's Guide

Edited by Steve Carpenteri.
Focused on pre-1900 firearms from
America and Europe, this book
contains information on identification and value
estimation for this highly collectible period in the
history of firearms.  296 pages - Softcover.

# 460-482 ............................................................................$16.99

The SKS Carbine
(CKC45g):

3rd Edition

By Steve Kehaya and Joe Poyer.
Often overshadowed by the AK-47, the SKS has
played its own part in the development of the
world order as we know it today.  Cheap, simple
and easy to maintain, the SKS is widely available
on the collector's market.  Learn about each SKS
variant including development, country of origin
and proper maintenance.  Published in 2000.  151
pages - Softcover.

# 463-623 ............................................................................$16.99

The SKS:
Type 45 Carbines

By Duncan Long.  The SKS is one
of the most widely available rifles
in the world, being relatively inex-
pensive to produce and extremely reliable.  Long
investigates the history of the SKS as well as the
practical aspects of operation, maintaining and
modifying this abundantly available rifle.  118
pages - Softcover.

# 163-759 ............................................................................$41.49
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The AR-15/M16:
A Practical Guide

By Duncan Long.  A complete
overview of the AR-15 family of
rifles.  From its history and devel-
opment to modern variants in tactical, sniping and
squad support roles, this modular rifle is as versa-
tile as it is modern.  Also includes a parts list and
complete instructions for assembling an AR-15
yourself.  168 pages - Softcover.

# 640-468 ............................................................................$17.99

The Gun Digest
Book of the AR-15

By Patrick Sweeney.  Over 500
photos, reference charts and
informative articles all devoted to
the AR-15.  Complete specifications on most vari-
ants as well as details on function, disassembly,
cleaning tips and more.  Published in 2005.  288
pages - Softcover.

# 295-849 ............................................................................$18.99

Classic Hunting Collectibles:
Identification and Price Guide

By Hal Boggess.  This identifica-
tion and price guide covers all the
great hunting memorabilia of the
past.  Focused especially on classic
advertising including posters, mag-
azines and calendars.  Over 1000 photos for identi-
fication along with approximate values.  Published
in 2005.  256 pages - Softcover.

# 735-191 ............................................................................$16.99

Collecting Classic Bolt Action
Military Rifles

By Paul S. Scarlata.  The author
clearly describes all of the various
bolt action systems used by the
different nations, and how they
differ from each other.  Scarlata
tests a selection of these rifles on
the range, giving you in-depth
reports on their performance, not
just for accuracy, but for ease of use, durability,
quality of ammunition and combat effectiveness.
280 pages - Hardcover. 

# 215-682 ............................................................................$39.99

Flayderman's Guide
to Antique

American Firearms
and Their Values:

8th Edition

By Norm Flayderman.  This guide features pricing
information for over 4000 firearms in 2 condition
grades.  Covers both long guns and handguns pro-
duced from the Colonial period up to the begin-
ning of the 20th century.  Published in 2001.  672
pages - Softcover.

# 289-396 ............................................................................$23.99

Old Gunsights:  
A Collector's Guide, 1850 to

1965

By Nick Stroebel.  A unique sub-
ject of interest to serious gun col-
lectors, this book offers an in-depth and compre-
hensive examination of old gunsights and the
rifles on which they were used.  It features more
than 400 photographs and hundreds of market
prices, covering all the major American manufac-
turers and some foreign.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 102-415 ............................................................................$22.99

AR-15, M16:
Assault Rifle Handbook

Edited by J David McFarland.
This reproduction of the United
States Department of the Army manual contains
instruction for basic maintenance, repair, disassem-
bly, cleaning, ammunition, storage and assembly.
Lists of basic tools and replacement parts are
included as well.  120 pages - Softcover.

# 482-898 ............................................................................$32.49

AR-15/M16 Super
Systems

By Duncan Long.  Learn how to
take advantage of the modular
design of the AR-15 to produce a
rifle perfectly suited to your needs.  From target
and hunting rifles to tactical rifles and light
machine guns, this gun can do it all.  144 pages -
Softcover.

# 157-070 ............................................................................$17.99

The AR-15 Complete
Owner's Guide

By Walt Kuleck with Scott Duff.
The AR-15 Complete Owner's
Guide is intended to provide the
prospective, new or experienced
AR-15 owner with the in-depth knowledge he or
she needs to configure, select, operate, maintain and
troubleshoot his or her rifle.  The Guide covers the
history, applications, details of components and sub-
assemblies, operating, cleaning, maintenance and
future of perhaps the most versatile rifle system ever
produced.  A comprehensive Colt model number
table and pre-/post-ban serial number information
are included.  224 pages - Softcover.

# 240-052 ............................................................................$21.99

The Black Rifle-M16
Retrospective

By R. Blake Stevens and Edward
C. Ezell.  Beginning with the Black
Rifle's forebear, the ArmaLite AR-
10, through the small caliber/high
velocity (SCHV) program at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, the .22 Gustafson carbine, the .22/NATO
T48 and the Springfield and Winchester .224 rifles,
this is an in-depth examination of the many con-
troversies surrounding the 5.56mm M16.  416
pages - Softcover.

# 128-172 ............................................................................$64.99

The Complete AR-
15/M16 Sourcebook:
What Every Shooter Needs to
Know, Revised and Updated

Edition

By Duncan Long.  Completely updated and revised
with the latest available models and accessories for
the AR-15 family of rifles.  Includes information
on variants and accessories such as grenade launch-
ers, as well as possible replacements currently being
tested by the US military.  336 pages - Softcover.

# 344-600 ............................................................................$27.99

The M16/AR-15 Rifle:
A Shooter's and Collector's Guide

By Joe Poyer.  A review of the
M16, the civilian-legal AR-15 and
other variants.  Includes detailed
production information for military
and civilian rifles, including sym-
bols and other identifying marks.
See 3 examples of modified AR-
15s: an unlimited class target rifle, a service com-
petition rifle and a rimfire version that were each
specially built for this book.  134 pages - Softcover.

# 838-268 ............................................................................$19.99

Modern Beretta Firearms
By Gene Gangarosa Jr.  Beretta is
the oldest firearms manufacturer still
in business today.  This extensive
book covers all models that bear the
Beretta name.  An entertaining and
insightful look at some of the com-
pany's finest, from precision
machined pistols to custom grade shotguns.  288
pages - Softcover.

# 425-158 ............................................................................$11.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Beretta Pistols

By Massad Ayoob.  A complete
review of the Beretta 92F, includ-
ing calibers and complete specifica-
tions.  Articles cover functionality,
reliability and accuracy.  Over 300
photos.  Published in 2005.  288 pages - Softcover.

# 568-584 ............................................................................$19.49
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Blue Book of
Modern Black
Powder Values:

4th Edition

By John Allen and Dennis Adler.  This updated
edition contains information on all types of recent-
ly produced black powder arms.  From classic sin-
gle shot handguns to modern in-line hunting
rifles, this book is the only publication of its kind
dedicated solely to blackpowder arms.  Published
in 2004.  240 pages - Softcover.

# 712-772 ............................................................................$19.99

The Complete Blackpowder
Handbook:

4th Edition, Revised And
Expanded

By Sam Fadala.  View traditional
and modern blackpowder guns,
shooting and hunting loads, shoot-
ing game guidelines and recent equipment
advancements.  Includes the histories of blackpow-
der guns, how to shoot them and correct cleaning
and maintenance measures.  500 B&W photos.
399 pages - Softcover.

# 603-994 ............................................................................$16.99

British Enfield Rifles:
By Charles Stratton.  A systematic
examination on a part-by-part basis
of the famous British rifle.
Includes parts, codes, markings,
finishes and model changes.
Softcover.

Description ..............Pages ..Product # ..Price
Volume 1, SMLE (No. 1) Rifles 

Mk 1 and Mk 3 ..................162 ..........693-935......$16.99
Volume 2, Lee-Enfield No. 4 

and No. 5 Rifles .................192 ..........145-542......$16.99
Volume 4,The Pattern 1914 

and U.S. Model 
of 1917 Rifles ......................154 ..........677-642......$16.99

Browning:
Sporting Arms of Distinction

1903-1992

By Matt Eastman.  Edition includes
facts on John Browning's inven-
tions and the history of the Browning family as
well as serial numbers, proof marks and engrav-
ings.  Also includes detailed and illustrated infor-
mation on many famous Browning models includ-
ing shotguns, rifles and handguns.  Published in
1998.  428 pages - Hardcover.

# 288-666 ............................................................................$44.99

Dates of
Manufacture

Invaluable pocket-sized reference
books for the collector detailing
serial numbers as well as dates of
manufacture.  Ideal for a trip to
the gun show.  Softcover.

Description ................Pages.Product #..Price
Browning: 1824-1988.............47..........334-611........$7.99
By George Madis.
Colt: 1837-1978

(Pictured)...................................61..........497-451........$7.99
By R.L.Wilson.
Winchester : 1849-2000......68..........706-472........$7.99
By George Madis.

Colt:
An American Legend

By R. L. Wilson. This extensive
volume describes every model
Colt has ever produced, in each variation, from the
inventor's earliest and unsuccessful firearms to
such famous guns as the single action army
"Peacemaker."  400 pages - Hardcover.

# 425-766 ............................................................................$39.99

John M. Browning:
American Gunmaker

By John Browning and Curt
Gentry.  Biography gives unique
insights into the mind and work-
shop of John M. Browning.  Includes detailed
technical information on Browning's guns, a full
bibliography and a postscript by Col. W. R. Betz.
390 pages - Hardcover.

# 662-669 ............................................................................$33.99

The History of Colt Firearms 

By Dean K. Boorman.  An extensive
look at Colt firearms, including the
famous Single Action Army
revolver.  Filled with fascinating
facts and advice to collectors, featur-
ing 350 illustrations and diagrams as
well as photographs of rare and
unique Colt firearms from the 1830s to the pres-
ent day.  128 pages - Hardcover.

# 119-733 ............................................................................$28.99

FN...Browning:
Armorer to the World

By Gene Gangarosa Jr.  The history
of the Fabrique Nationale Herstal
Liege is examined in detail.  Also
included are individual articles on some of the
company's more noted arms.  American ingenuity
and Belgian know-how were combined to make
these fine firearms.  334 pages - Softcover.

# 133-483 ............................................................................$14.99

FN-FAL Rifle et al.
By Duncan Long.  This book pro-
vides a detailed description of the
basic models of the FN-FAL that
were produced by Fabrique
Nationale and the myriads of vari-
ants that were eventually produced.  Long gives an
unbiased view of the operation of the weapon,
defining both the positive and negative attributes.
134 pages - Softcover.

# 428-967 ............................................................................$41.49

The SAFN-49 Battle
Rifle:

A Shooter's and Collector's
Guide

By Joe Poyer.  Learn the origins of this semi-auto-
matic military rifle, its effect on the battlefield and
the arms it inspired, including the FAL.  Over 100
photos and illustrations, published in 1999.  69
pages - Softcover.

# 718-614 ............................................................................$14.99

Airgun Odyssey 
By Steve Hanson.  The evolution
of today's precision air rifle is
traced from the early lever action
BB guns to the custom and hunt-
ing models that are now available.
The features and benefits of the airgun calibers are
also discussed, for both hunting and target shoot-
ing.  Airguns from foreign manufacturers are
reviewed, as are the popular gunsmiths that spe-
cialize in airgun repair and modification.  176
pages - Softcover.

# 548-949 ............................................................................$24.99

Blue Book of Airguns
5th Edition

By Dr. Robert D. Beeman and
John B. Allen.  Covering over 300
manufacturers, the Blue Book of
Airguns is a complete guide to both
modern and vintage airguns.  This
5th Edition is completely updated with articles as
well as over 800 photographs to help readers iden-
tify and evaluate air rifles and handguns of all
types.  Published in 2005.  425 pages - Softcover.

# 396-176 ............................................................................$19.99

Holsters for Combat
and Concealed

Carry
By R.K. Campbell.  A good holster
is a requirement for proper shoot-
ing, whether in competition, in combat or while
carrying concealed.  This book is an excellent
overview of the many holster systems on the mar-
ket today, and will help you choose one to match
your shooting style.  144 pages - Softcover.

# 263-944 ............................................................................$17.99
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Gun Digest 2006:
The World's Greatest Gun

Book, 60th Anniversary Edition

Edited by Ken Ramage.  The Gun
Digest is back with this 60th
Anniversary edition that covers all things gun.
Reviews, values and diagrams are balanced by inter-
esting and informative feature articles that make this
book a must have for every hunter, shooter and col-
lector.  Published in 2005.  560 pages - Softcover.

# 197-852 ............................................................................$18.99

Gun Trader's Guide
28th Edition

Edited by Steve Carpenteri.  Over
6000 handguns, rifles and shotguns
are catalogued with identification
data and approximate values.  Hundreds of photo-
graphs for fast identification.  Published in 2005.
592 pages - Softcover.  

# 284-069 ............................................................................$16.99

Guns Illustrated
2006:

38th Annual Edition

Edited by Ken Ramage.  Back for
another year, this extensive reference covers trends
in the industry, the latest developments in firearm
technology and a Directory of Arms Trade that is a
complete reference of manufacturers and suppli-
ers.  As always, a complete catalog of today's popu-
lar firearms is included with identification data and
approximate values.  Over 1500 photos.  Published
in 2005.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 927-075 ............................................................................$13.99

How to Buy and Sell
Used Guns 

By John Traister.  Includes infor-
mation on how to make a cursory
inspection, proper identification
and sections on grading and deter-
mining fair market value.  192 pages - Softcover.

# 471-270...............................................................................$8.99

Jane's Guns
Recognition Guide:

3rd Edition

By Ian V. Hogg.  Includes a new
indexing system to assist the read-
er in finding a specific firearm.
Jane's has given a complete and detailed synopsis,
including specifications and a color photograph of
every gun currently available to the military and
the general public.  A must for gun enthusiasts
and firearms experts.  462 pages - Softcover.

# 119-224 ............................................................................$24.99

Layne Simpson's
Shooter's Handbook:

600 Questions Answered

By Layne Simpson.  This collection
of reader's questions offers insight into every aspect
of shooting.  Six categories contain over 600 ques-
tions that are answered in a simple and straightfor-
ward manner by one of the greatest writers in the
field.  This is the definitive shooting question-and-
answer guide.  Over 100 photographs.  Published
in 2005.  384 pages - Softcover.

# 561-348 ............................................................................$13.99

Metallic Cartridge
Conversions:

The History of the Guns &
Modern Reproductions

By Dennis Adler.  Introduction by Tom Selleck.
This book is a guide to original metallic cartridge
conversions as well as a review of the modern
replicas currently available.  An excellent book for
anyone interested in Cowboy Action Shooting or
firearms history in general.  Published in 2003.
208 pages - Hardcover.

# 176-913 ............................................................................$27.99

2006 Standard Catalog of
Firearms:

The Collector's Price & Reference Guide,
16th Edition

By Ned Schwing.  This massive reference covers
more than 25,000 different firearms in 6 collector
grades.  Over 7,500 photos with technical specifi-
cations and data.  Also includes articles covering
industry trends, shooting tests and much more.
Published in 2006.  1456 pages - Softcover.

# 893-086 ............................................................................$23.99

Custom Gunmakers
of the 20th Century

By Michael Petrov.  This collection
of articles from Precision Shooting
Magazine highlights some of the
finest gunbuilders of the last century including
Ludwig Wundhammer, Hoffman Arms Company,
Neidner Rifle Corporation, Fred Adolph, Harvey W.
Rodgers and more.  These articles were published
between 1996 and 2004 and are accompanied by
dozens of original black and white photographs.
Published in 2005.  168 pages - Hardcover.

# 876-540 ............................................................................$19.99
Shooter's Bible:

97th Edition

Edited by Wayne Van Zwoll.  For
over 80 years, the Shooter's Bible
has been a valuable reference for
firearm identification and values.  Thousands of
unique models are presented with technical data,
identification marks and photos.  Also includes
topical articles by industry writers about firearms,
hunting and gunsmithing projects.  Published in
2005.  576 pages - Softcover.

# 176-347 ............................................................................$16.99

Modern Law
Enforcement

Weapons & Tactics:
3rd Edition

By Patrick Sweeney.  This book is a guide to mod-
ern law enforcement tactics, including the training,
weapons and gear needed to get the job done.  The
history of SWAT is explored, as well as a discus-
sion on the future of law enforcement.  Published
in 2004.  256 pages - Softcover.

# 784-866 ............................................................................$15.99

Modern Sporting Guns

By Chris Austyn.  Includes detailed
discussions of round action, over-
and-under, boxlocks, hammer
guns, bolt action and double rifles.
Lists what problems to look for
when buying a gun, and discusses
the ins and outs of auctions today.  Illustrated with
dozens of color and black and white photos.
Published in 1994.  128 pages - Hardcover.

# 727-914 ............................................................................$34.99

The Gun and Its
Development:

Ninth Edition

By W.W. Greener.  First published
in 1881, this completely revised and expanded
work is a history of projectile weapons, from early
European crossbows through the introduction of
gun powder to the development of modern
firearms.  848 pages - Softcover.

# 774-709 ............................................................................$16.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Modern

Gun Values:
13th Edition

Edited by Dan Shideler.  Focused on post-1900
firearms, this collector's guide offers important
facts and figures to help establish a value for
almost every firearm made in the 20th century.
Over 8000 listings with over 3700 photos.
Published in 2005.  680 pages - Softcover.

# 111-229 ............................................................................$16.99
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The Gun Digest
Book of Exploded

Gun Drawings:
975 Isometric Views, Handguns,

Shotguns, Rifles

By Harold A. Murtz.  This book contains over 950
exploded drawings of firearms of all types.  Each
part is numbered and named, providing an excellent
guide for repair or replacement of worn or broken
parts, as well as a guide for assembly or disassembly.
A resource guide provides manufacturer contact
information for replacement parts and supplies.
Published in 2005.  1032 pages - Softcover.

# 551-323 ............................................................................$20.99

The Gun Owner's
Handbook

By Larry Lyons.  A basic primer for
every gun owner.  Topics include
cleaning, maintenance and storage
of firearms, as well as basic troubleshooting tips
and techniques to keep them working properly.
320 pages - Hardcover.

# 380-814 ............................................................................$22.99

Big Bore Handguns

By John Taffin. Edition contains
reviews and hundreds of photos
feature handguns from makers
such as Colt, Smith & Wesson,
Dan Wesson, Ruger, Freedom
Arms and Taurus. Coverage is also given to hand-
gun customizing, accessories, reloading and popu-
lar shooting hobbies including hunting and cow-
boy action activities.  300 B&W photos.  16-Page
color section.  336 pages - Hardcover.

# 773-536 ............................................................................$26.99

Classic Colt
Peacemakers

By "Doc" O'Meara.  This pictorial
review showcases the best, the
most storied, adorned and col-
lectible examples of this popular revolver, with a
look at rare, one-of-a-kind guns with exquisite
engraving, as well as classics from the Old West.
150 Color photos.  128 pages - Softcover.

# 105-914 ............................................................................$15.99

Colt's Single Action
Army Revolver:

The Legend, The Romance &
The Rivals

By "Doc" O'Meara.  The author
details the history of this revolver and explores a
variety of Peacemaker clones available today.
With its information on production numbers and
data on the year in which certain serial numbers
were issued, collectors will want this essential ref-
erence for their shelf.  Published in 2000.  250
B&W photos with a 16 page color section.  160
pages - Hardcover.

# 785-878 ............................................................................$16.99

Classic Handguns of
the 20th Century:
A Shooter's and Collector's

Guide

By David W. Arnold.  A review of 20 of the great-
est handguns of the 20th century, this book
includes pictures, diagrams and manufacturer
information.  Published in 2004.  144 pages -
Softcover.

# 767-777 ............................................................................$16.99

Guns of the Old
West:

An Illustrated History

By Dean K. Boorman.  A review of
the popular handguns, shotguns and rifles in the
Western frontier of the late 19th century.  From
the Colt Single Action to the Winchester Rifle,
each gun is featured with historical data and
accompanying essays.  128 pages - Softcover.

# 467-620 ............................................................................$15.99

Guns of the New West:
A Close-Up Look at Modern

Replica Firearms

By David Chicoine.  This book
serves as a guide to modern replicas
that are commonly used on the
Cowboy Action Shooting circuit.
Original guns are discussed and then compared to
their modern replicas.  Pros and cons of each
model are covered, as well as ammunition avail-
ability and simple troubleshooting.  Published in
2005.  264 pages - Softcover.

# 711-398 ............................................................................$15.99

Handguns 2006
18th Edition

Edited by Ken Ramage.  A com-
pletely updated reference guide for
today's popular handguns.  With
over 450 photos, technical data and values, this
book is a great resource for the shooter and collec-
tor alike.  Also covers market trends and history of
the industry in interesting and informative articles.
Published in 2005.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 212-582 ............................................................................$16.99

Pistols of the World:
Fully Revised 4th Edition

By Ian Hogg.  Nearly every metal-
lic cartridge pistol made since the
late 1850's is listed here.  Collectors
receive the most complete, authori-
tative and illustrated reference with more than
3,000 alphabetically categorized handgun listings
that feature historical facts, model descriptions,
caliber chamberings, manufacturers and photos.
1000 B&W photos.  416 pages - Softcover.

# 772-538 ............................................................................$19.99

The Guns of the Gunfighters:
Lawmen, Outlaws &
Hollywood Cowboys

By "Doc" O'Meara.  Profiles of
more than 50 gunslingers, half
from the Old West and half from
Hollywood, include a brief biogra-
phy of each gunfighter, along with
the guns they carried.  Fascinating stories about the
TV celebrities of the 1950s and 1960s detail their
guns and the skill, or lack thereof, they displayed.
225 B&W photos.  16-Page color section.  240
pages - Hardcover.

# 767-746 ............................................................................$23.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Semi-Auto

Pistols
Edited by Dan Schideler.  Experts
in the field of semi-automatics
share feature articles that are not only informative,
but also entertaining.  A manufacturer and
resource directory is also included.  Published in
2005.  160 pages - Softcover.

# 988-912 ............................................................................$10.49

Pistols:
History, Technology and
Models from 1550 to 1913

By Adriano Sala.  An
informative look at the beginnings of the pistol,
from the earliest single shots through multi-bar-
reled actions and revolvers to the development of
early semi-automatics.  Topics include dueling pis-
tols, civil war revolvers and more.  Published in
2005.  280 pages - Hardcover. 

# 439-324 ............................................................................$54.99

Single Action
Sixguns

By John Taffin.  As the popularity
of Cowboy Action Shooting con-
tinues to increase, so does the
interest in the classic sixgun.  See
information on the history of this design, as well as
a catalog of available models and their values.  350
color photos.  Published in 2005.  336 pages -
Softcover.

# 115-898 ............................................................................$26.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Combat Handgunnery:

5th Edition

By Massad Ayoob.  Edition covers
the latest in combat handgun
designs, strengths and limitations;
caliber, size, power and ability;
training and technique; cover, con-
cealment and hostage situations.  400 B&W pho-
tos.  256 pages - Softcover.

# 840-194 ............................................................................$15.99
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MP38 - MP40:
Machine Pistol Operators

Manual

By Frank Iannamico.  An English
translation of the rare German
Luftwaffe manual using the origi-
nal graphics and format.  Includes general infor-
mation, disassembly, assembly, troubleshooting and
more. 16 pages - Softcover.

# 172-907...............................................................................$9.99

The Luger Handbook 

By Aaron Davis.  This book
includes an easy to use identifica-
tion key for all Luger variations.
Collectors will appreciate the pric-
ing information, proof marks and
detailed attributes for each model
and variation.  91 pages - Softcover.

# 662-061...............................................................................$7.99

American Hunting Rifles

By Craig Boddington.  This com-
prehensive book covers the wide-
ranging hunting rifles and calibers
that are needed for North
America's diverse game.  Includes a
detailed 24-page index and outfitter
recommendations on rifles and cal-
ibers.  Published in 1995.  446 pages - Softcover.

# 463-849 ............................................................................$22.99

Ballard:
The Great American Single

Shot Rifle

By John T. Dutcher. This edition
covers the complete listing of
Ballard rifles from 1861 through the present day
reproductions and offers illustrations and descrip-
tions of all known models. Other topics cover the
Ballard accessories: Ballard sights, Ballard car-
tridges, reloading tools, as well as special order
rifles, unlisted models and customized Ballards.
380 pages - Hardcover.

# 989-844 ............................................................................$74.99

Big Bore Rifles and
Cartridges

By Wolfe Publishing.  One of the
best books ever written on your
favorite big bore rifles and car-
tridges, with over 60 chapters.  This book covers
all of the large calibers, from 8mm up to 600
Nitro.  Perfect for the big game hunter, collector
and anyone who enjoys firearms.  360 pages -
Softcover.

# 513-489 ............................................................................$22.99

Bolt Action Rifles:
Expanded 4th Edition

By Frank de Haas and Wayne van
Zwoll.  A wealth of information
on the bolt action rifle, including
detailed take down instructions, diagrams and
accurizing tips on all major designs from the early
Mausers to many of today's most modern rifles.
Published in 2003.  696 pages - Softcover.

# 120-294 ............................................................................$19.99

Machine Gun
Buyers Guide and
Owners Manual:

2nd Edition

By Frank Iannamico.  Subjects include buying,
selling, storage, dealers, transportation, possession
and much more.  This book is a "must-have" for
anyone interested in Class 3 weapons.  Published
in 1998.  138 pages - Softcover.

# 948-134 ............................................................................$14.99

Machine Gun
Dealers Bible: 

4th Edition

By Dan Shea.  This book details
the regulations and procedures of
how to do business in the Class 3 world of
machine guns, destructive devices, silencers, pen
guns, etc.  This 4th edition includes the most
recent C&R list, newest ATF forms, Colt M16 ID
guide, HK machine gun ID guide and much
more.  Published in 2002.  400 pages - Softcover.

# 922-511 ............................................................................$39.99

Military Small Arms
of the 20th Century:

7th Edition

By Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks.
The ultimate edition of this highly
respected reference lists every relevant cartridge
arm in international military service.  Expanded
by over 60 pages, this edition includes more of
the military arms that have shaped our world.
416 pages - Softcover.

# 339-930 ............................................................................$17.49

Modern Sniper
Rifles

By Duncan Long.  A review of
sniper rifles employed by militaries
and law enforcement today.
Duncan explores the progression from large cal-
iber bolt actions to smaller caliber semi-automat-
ics, the advancements of rifles through the use of
modern materials and the increase in accuracy as a
result.  120 pages - Softcover.

# 349-864 ............................................................................$17.99

Rifles of the World:
3rd Edition

By John Walter.  A complete histo-
ry of the rifle, as well as an in-
depth look at rifles form all parts of
the world.  Both sporting and military rifles are
covered with background information, historical
data and identification photos for each model.
Over 1000 photos.  Published in 2005.  616 pages -
Softcover.

# 652-444 ............................................................................$19.99

Sharps Firearms
By Frank Sellers. Includes informa-
tion on the variations of all Sharps
firearms, as well as text on use dur-
ing the Civil War and by buffalo
hunters.  Includes over 500 illustra-
tions.  358 pages - Hardcover.

# 139-804 ............................................................................$54.99

Standard Catalog of
Military Firearms:
The Collector's Price and

Reference Guide, 3rd Edition

By Ned Schwing.  This companion to the
Standard Catalog of Firearms is centered around
collectible Military firearms. This reference covers
nearly every Military firearm you may encounter
on the market today.  Over 2000 listings with 1250
photos.  480 pages - Softcover.

# 129-094 ............................................................................$19.99

Swiss Magazine
Loading Rifles 1869

to 1958
By Joe Poyer.  From the original
Vetterli to the popular and col-
lectible Schmidt-Rubin, see some of the finest
examples of military rifle craftsmanship.  Includes
markings, codes, serial numbers, disassembly
instructions, exploded views and more.  234 pages
- Softcover.

# 890-587 ............................................................................$19.99

Tactical Small Arms
of the 21st Century

By Charles Cutshaw.  Tactical arms
from around the world are
reviewed and catalogued in this ref-
erence, complete with caliber
information, weight and other useful facts.  Over
500 photos for easy identification.  Published in
2005.  408 pages - Softcover.

# 925-204 ............................................................................$18.99
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The American Krag
Rifle and Carbine

By Joe Poyer, edited by Craig
Riesch.  This collector's guide fea-
tures detailed information on each
of the 15 Krag models, as well as a complete pro-
duction history by serial number.  317 pages -
Softcover.

# 520-827 ............................................................................$19.99

The British Sten
Manual Update

By Frank Iannamico.  This revised
second printing covers the history,
accessories, maintenance, and trou-
bleshooting of the British and foreign Sten mod-
els.  This book is a "must have" for any Sten
enthusiast.  182 pages - Softcover.

# 955-974 ............................................................................$14.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Assault

Weapons 
By Jack Lewis and David Steele.
An in-depth look at the latest
assault weaponry, training and tactics in use today
by military and law enforcement units around the
world.  Coverage includes rifles, submachine guns,
machine guns and combat shotguns - plus a review
of recent arms trends and a look at 21st century
weaponry.  Published in 2000.  500 B&W photos.
255 pages - Softcover.

# 388-494 ............................................................................$16.99

The Historic Henry Rifle:
Oliver Winchester's Famous

Civil War Repeater

By Wiley Sword.  Tested and
proved in the Civil War, the Henry
rifle became the forerunner to the
famous line of Winchester
Repeating Rifles that "won the west."  Here is the
fascinating story of the rifle that helped change the
very nature of combat.  104 pages - Softcover.

# 751-801 ............................................................................$29.99

The Legacy of Lever Guns
By Wolfe Publishing Editors.
Winter 2000 Special Collector's
Issue of Rifle Magazine.  Special
sections are dedicated to Marlin,
Winchester, Henry and other
major manufactures.  Features arti-
cles by Mike Venturino, Ken
Waters, Layne Simpson and many others.  Also
features serial number lists and reloading data.  130
pages - Softcover.

# 248-363...............................................................................$4.49

The Sporting Rifle:
A User's Handbook, 4th Edition

By Robin Marshall-Ball.  A guide
to sporting rifles of all types.
Whether a beginner or advanced
shooter, there is always something more to learn
about the exciting world of sporting rifles.   208
pages - Hardcover.

# 362-945 ............................................................................$23.99

Varmint and Small
Game Rifles and

Cartridges:
Revised Edition

By Wolfe Publishing.  This book provides an
account of the rifles and cartridges that drive
small game and varmint shooting.  Popular rifle
platforms are discussed, as well as caliber selec-
tion and shooting techniques.  Published in 2001.
251 pages - Softcover.

# 305-221 ............................................................................$12.99

A Collector's Guide
to United States

Combat Shotguns 
By Bruce N. Canfield.  This book
covers the evolution of the combat shotgun and its
use in battle, from the earliest examples up to the
Gulf War and beyond.  The most emphasis is put
on the trench guns, riot guns and training guns of
WW1, WW2, Korea and Vietnam.  184 pages -
Softcover.

# 359-186 ............................................................................$23.99

American & British
410 Shotguns

By Ronald S. Gabriel.  Contains
detailed information on the 410 in
the U.S. and Britain including
shotguns from Browning, Ithaca, Winchester,
Boss, Holland & Holland and others.  Also
includes a listing of production numbers.
Published in 2004.  208 pages - Hardcover.

# 161-696 ............................................................................$29.99

Game Gun:
2nd Edition

By Richard S. Grozik.  This book
is a reference guide for those who
love the lines and feel of a fine
hunting shotgun.  Topics covered include stock
selection, preparation and checkering, barrel work
and engraving.  Published in 2002.  203 pages -
Hardcover.

# 667-876 ............................................................................$23.99

The Shotgun
Encyclopedia

By John Taylor.  A comprehensive
reference work on all aspects of
shotguns and shotgun shooting.
Full of informative articles that help the reader gain a
more complete understanding of the shotgun, its
function and varied uses.  Detailed photos and draw-
ings.  Published in 2000.  281 pages - Hardcover.

# 107-630 ............................................................................$31.49

The Sporting Shotgun:
A User's Handbook, 2nd Edition

By Robin Marshall-Ball.  This
book follows the development of
the sporting shotgun from its
beginnings in the late 1700s to the
present day.  It covers working
guns for the average shooting pub-
lic and is crammed with valuable
information on the modern shotgun including
side-by-sides, over/unders, pump action and semi-
automatic shotguns.  Published in 2003.  208 pages
- Hardcover.

# 230-267 ............................................................................$29.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Sporting

Shotguns
Edited by Kevin Michalowski.
This fully illustrated reference
offers articles that cover a wide variety of topics for
the shotgun shooter.  From patterning your gun to
the benefits of sporting clays, this book will prove
an interesting read for shotgunners of all skill lev-
els.  A comprehensive catalog explores the wide
range of shotguns and accessories on the market
today.  Published in 2005.  160 pages - Softcover.

# 114-351 ............................................................................$10.49

Parker Guns:
The Old Reliable

By Ed Muderlak.  Includes a com-
plete history from the small begin-
nings to the golden years and ulti-
mate decline of one of America's great shotgun
manufactures.  Also includes a thorough appendix
that lists grades, patents, gun weights, serial num-
bers and many other specifications.  Published in
1997.  270 pages - Hardcover.

# 785-275 ............................................................................$37.99

The American
Shotgun

By David F. Butler.  The American
Shotgun is a comprehensive dis-
cussion of the shotgun as an
American tradition.  From the early
colonial period to present day, this book follows
the development of the smoothbore and its role in
American history.  Black and white photographs
and line drawings add to the interest of this book.
Published in 1973.  244 pages - Softcover.

# 917-390...............................................................................$4.29
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U.S. Winchester
Trench and Riot

Guns and Other U.S.
Combat Shotguns:

2nd Edition

By Joe Poyer.  Learn the facts and history behind
trench and riot guns of the early 20th century, get a
part-by-part analysis of the Winchester Model 12
and 97 and learn how to spot an authentic trench
gun.  122 pages - Softcover.

# 887-134 ............................................................................$16.99

Glock:
The New Wave In Combat

Handguns

By Peter Alan Kasler.  A thorough
review of the Glock handgun, fea-
turing a cutaway model to help explain the con-
struction and function of one of the most popular
handguns in recent history.  304 pages -
Hardcover.

# 897-573 ............................................................................$19.99

Glock's Handguns 
By Duncan Long.  Edition contains
a wide variety of information about
sighting devices and firearm acces-
sories to enhance the performance
and appearance of various Glock
models..  180 pages - Softcover.

# 409-635 ............................................................................$19.99

Living with Glocks:
The Complete Guide to the
New Standard in Combat

Handguns

By Robert H. Boatman.  An in-
depth look at the Glock family of handguns.  From
the original Glock 17 to some of the newer cal-
ibers and sizes, you'll see why the Glock has
gained such an excellent reputation for reliability
and durability.  Also included is a review of acces-
sories and popular modifications.  Published in
2002.  184 pages - Hardcover.

# 215-211 ............................................................................$21.99

The Complete Glock
Reference Guide

By Ptooma Productions.  Subjects
covered include complete assem-
bly/disassembly, cleaning, mainte-
nance, customization and history of
the Glock handgun.  Includes a
special torture test that shows just how incredibly
durable and dependable these handguns are.
Published in 2002.  Over 400 photographs.  300
pages - Softcover.

# 450-536 ............................................................................$26.99

The Gun Digest
Book of the Glock:

A Comprehensive Review,
Design, History, Use

By Patrick Sweeney.  The author delves into the
history of the Glock design, exploring the manu-
facturer's early days and the developments over
the years.  The unique design elements of the
Glock are explained, as well as the reasons behind
its famous dependability.  Published in 2003.  336
pages - Softcover.

# 233-574 ............................................................................$18.99

Complete Guide to
the M1 Garand and

the M1 Carbine
By Bruce N. Canfield.  Detailed
photos show specific features that
separate rarities from fakes and
rebuilds.  Covers all of the manufacturers of compo-
nents, parts, variations and markings.  Learn which
parts are proper for which guns.  Special sections on
sniper rifles, National Match rifles, exotic variations,
accessories and more.  296 pages - Hardcover. 

# 298-086 ............................................................................$39.99

M1 Garand 1936 to 1957:
4th Edition

By Joe Poyer and Craig Riesch.  A
complete reference for the M1
Garand.  Every model by each of
the 4 licensed manufacturers is
covered, along with charts and data
that will identify any rifle down to its last part.  A
perfect companion piece for any M1 Garand.  70
pages - Softcover.

# 729-277 ............................................................................$19.99

The Classic M1
Garand:

An Ongoing Legacy for
Shooters and Collectors

By Jim Thompson.  This book contains valuable
information about the rifle's history, its develop-
ment and its use in WW2.  Also included are
instructions for proper shooting and maintenance
as well as tips for collectors.  112 pages - Softcover.

# 828-426 ............................................................................$14.99

The Complete M1 Garand:
A Guide for the Shooter and

Collector

By Jim Thompson.  Perfect for the
collector or shooter, this book con-
tains information on the history of
the Garand with detailed photos
and technical data.  Function of the rifle is dis-
cussed, as well as troubleshooting tips to keep your
rifle in top condition.  160 pages - Softcover.

# 568-123 ............................................................................$17.99

The Fighting Garand: 
Owner's Manual 

By Nolan Wilson.  A valuable
resource for owning, using, and
working on the M1 Garand includ-
ing a history of the rifle and its
development.  Includes informa-
tion on disassembly, maintenance and complete
rebuilding.  93 pages - Softcover.

# 368-616 ............................................................................$13.99

The M1 Does My
Talking!

The U.S. M1 Garand Rifle in
Pictures

By Robert Bruce.  Over 300 glossy
photographs of the M1 Garand and the men who
carried it into battle.  Photographs show the rifle
in development, manufacture, training and combat
deployment through the Korean War.  80 pages -
Softcover.

# 287-036 ............................................................................$12.99

The M1 Garand:
Owner's Guide

By Scott A. Duff.  This complete
owner's guide to the M1 Garand
is a valuable source for all subjects
dealing with this classic military
rifle.  Topics include assembly and disassembly,
cleaning, repair and troubleshooting of the rifle.
Shooting techniques are also discussed, as well as
the proper method of sighting-in your rifle.
Published in 2000.  126 pages - Softcover.

# 187-966 ............................................................................$18.99

The M1 Carbine
Owner's Guide

By Larry Ruth and Scott Duff.  A
guide for carbine enthusiasts that
presents a detailed evaluation and
selection process for choosing a rifle
for either shooting or collecting.  Information on part
changes, operation, function, troubleshooting, disas-
sembly, assembly, cleaning, lubricating, maintenance
and zeroing is included, as well as serial numbers to
aid in dating the carbine.  136 pages - Softcover.

# 634-336 ............................................................................$20.99

The M1 Garand:
Serial Numbers & Data Sheets

By Scott A. Duff.  This pocket size
reference guide is the perfect com-
panion for the gun show.  It
includes 84 data sheets that contain the production
dates of these rifles, as well as the correct parts and
accessories that should be included with an origi-
nal.  These sheets will prove to be invaluable when
attempting to verify the authenticity and value of
an original rifle.  A must have for any collector.
Published in 1995.  101 pages - Softcover.

# 417-670...............................................................................$9.99
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The M1 Garand:
World War II

By Scott A. Duff.  This book
examines the history and develop-
ment of the M1 Garand up to and
including World War 2.  Springfield and
Winchester Armories are explored, while detailed
photographs and data sheets help the collector
discriminate between production runs, track the
date of manufacture through serial numbers and
identify truly original rifles.  Published in 1996.
320 pages - Softcover.

# 175-003 ............................................................................$33.99

The M1 Garand:
Post World War II

By Scott A. Duff. This reference
focuses on the production of the
M1 up to 1957. Manufacturers
such as Springfield, IHC and HRA are covered,
as well as the similarities and differences between
each production run. Detailed photographs and
data sheets aid in the identification of military
surplus rifles, and a serial number data table is
included to verify production dates  Published in
1989.  139 pages - Softcover.

# 960-561 ............................................................................$20.99

U.S. M1 Carbine:
Wartime Production, 4th

Edition

By Craig Riesch.  Covers the pro-
duction of the M1 and M2 carbines
during WW2 by various civilian contract compa-
nies.  A useful guide for the military collector, this
book explains how to identify an original M1
through the use of manufacturer's marks, symbols
and serial numbers.  132 pages - Softcover.

# 174-873 ............................................................................$16.99

The M14 Owner's Guide and
Match Conditioning

Instructions
By Scott A. Duff and John M.
Miller.  Discusses the origins,
development and production of
the M14 are covered, as well as
cleaning, disassembly, maintenance, repair and
proper shooting and sighting methods.  Match
conditioning instructions help the reader trans-
form the M14/M1A into a match rifle for compe-
tition.  Variants of the M14 are also explored,
including those used in sniping operations as well
as civilian versions.  Published in 1996.  180 pages
- Softcover.

# 445-261 ............................................................................$18.99

The M14-Type Rifle:
A Shooter's And Collector's

Guide, 2nd Edition

By Joe Poyer.  This book describes
the lengthy development of the
M14 rifle as a military rifle, its
transformation into a national match rifle by the
U.S. Army and Marine Corps gunsmiths and
finally its development as a civilian match rifle of
unparalleled accuracy.  84 pages - Softcover.

# 473-715 ............................................................................$14.99

Marlin Firearms:
A History Of The Guns And

The Company That Made
Them

By Lt. Col William S. Brophy,
USAR, Ret.  From 1863 to the present.  The book
details the company and the men that made it suc-
cessful, the details of all models of rifles and the
many other Marlin products.  Published in 1989.
1,900 B&W photos.  696 pages - Hardcover.

# 385-173 ............................................................................$75.49

Holsters for Combat
and Concealed

Carry

By R.K. Campbell.  A good holster
is a requirement for proper shoot-
ing, whether in competition, in combat or while
carrying concealed.  This book is an excellent
overview of the many holster systems on the
market today, and will help you choose one to
match your shooting style.  144 pages - Softcover.

# 263-944 ............................................................................$17.99

Serbian and Yugoslav
Mauser Rifles

By Branko Bogdanovic.  This book
contains an in-depth discussion of
the highly-collectible Yugoslavian
Mausers, including a production timeline com-
plete with serial numbers.  Identifying marks are
translated and all changes and developments to the
rifle are presented.  278 pages - Softcover.

# 793-617 ............................................................................$19.99

The Swedish Mauser
Rifles

By Steve Kehaya and Joe Poyer.
See a history of the Swedish
Mauser, technical data on each
model and charts of serial numbers by production
date.  256 pages - Softcover.

# 568-997 ............................................................................$19.99

The History of
Remington Firearms
By Roy Marcot.  A comprehensive
history of Remington firearms.  Over
200 photographs accompany articles
about Remington's history, production and design.
Also includes reproductions of classic Remington
advertising and posters.  128 pages - Hardcover.

# 157-957 ............................................................................$24.99

Mini-14 Super
Systems

By Duncan Long.  The Mini-14
can be easily transformed into a
tactical or home defense gun with
minimal expense or effort.  Long describes the
transformation process in detail with step-by-step
instructions for giving your rifle more firepower
and increased functionality.  200 pages - Softcover.

# 812-819 ............................................................................$14.99

The Mini-14:
The Plinker, Hunter, Assault,

and Everything Else Rifle

By Duncan Long.  History and
technical specifications of the
Ruger Mini-14.  Also includes a review of after-
market parts and modifications that can adapt the
Mini-14 to almost any task.  120 pages - Softcover.

# 913-647 ............................................................................$11.99

The Sturm, Ruger
10/22 Rifle and .44
Magnum Carbine

By Duncan Long.  The Ruger
10/22 is one of the most popular
rifles in the world.  Learn how to shoot, clean and
maintain this rifle properly.  See how its predeces-
sor, the Deerfield carbine, helped shape this mod-
ern classic.  108 pages - Softcover.

# 969-602 ............................................................................$10.99

The History of Smith &
Wesson Firearms

By Dean K. Boorman. Book is
complete with more than 200
color photographs, this book
describes the range of Smith &
Wesson firearms in detail and fea-
tures cutaway drawings to show the mechanisms,
along with detailed technical evaluations.
Published in 2002.  128 pages - Hardcover.

# 441-724 ............................................................................$27.99

The Mosin-Nagant Rifle: 
3rd Edition

By Terence W. Lapin.  A complete
overview of this prolific battle rifle,
including the differences between
variations that will help you accu-
rately identify any Mosin-Nagant.
This extensive guide describes
models and variations from all manufacturers
worldwide.  232 pages - Softcover.

# 460-411 ............................................................................$19.99
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Standard Catalog of
Smith & Wesson:

2nd Edition

By Jim Supica and Richard Nahas.
More than 775 models of Smith &
Wesson guns produced since 1857 are listed
according to model and year of manufacture with
updated prices in up to five grades of condition.
Includes a range of serial numbers for each year of
manufacture.  An excellent reference for shooters,
collectors and gunsmiths.  350 B&W photos.  16-
Page color section.  318 pages - Hardcover.

# 306-027 ............................................................................$23.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Smith & Wesson

By Patrick Sweeney.  All cate-
gories of Smith & Wesson arms
are covered, including
revolvers, semi-automatic pis-
tols and long guns.  A special
chapter gives readers a tour of
the Smith & Wesson factory
and corporation, and other fea-
tures include a look at competition uses, rarities
and the use of firearms in law enforcement.  312
pages - Softcover.

# 661-292 ............................................................................$18.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Sig-Sauer:

A Complete Look at Sig-Sauer
Pistols

By Massad Ayoob.  An extensive look at Sig Sauer
handguns.  The history of the company is
reviewed, as well as in depth coverage of the quali-
ty design and function of these dependable hand-
guns.  Includes manufacturing dates and locations.
256 pages - Softcover.  

# 845-032 ............................................................................$18.99

Arms for the Nation:
Springfield Longarms

By David C Clark. This book cov-
ers the long history of our nation's
primary armory as well as the 8
basic types of firearms produced there, from flint-
lock muskets up to the development of the M14
rifle.  Published in 1994.  73 pages - Softcover.

# 255-383...............................................................................$9.99

A Collector's Guide
to the '03 Springfield
By Bruce N. Canfield.  This thor-
ough guide follows the '03 through
its unparalleled tenure of service.
It covers all of the interesting varia-
tions, modifications and accessories of this highly
collectible military rifle.  A great read for shooters
or collectors.  160 pages - Softcover.

# 655-233 ............................................................................$22.99

Rock Island Rifle
Model 1903

By C. S. Ferris.  Topics covered
include the history of the Rock
Island Arsenal and the Arsenal
Museum as well as all production runs of this
rifle, its accessories and related production dates
and serial numbers.  Published in 2001.  177
pages - Softcover.

# 448-869 ............................................................................$21.99

Walther: 
A German Legend 

By Manfred Kersten.  Covers the
traditions of Thuringia in the early
14th century, the destruction and
relocation of the Walther factory at the close of
World War II and manufacturing up to the present
day.  Extensive historic photography, including
photographs of the finer production and museum
pieces produced by the Walther family.  Hundreds
of photographs and illustrations.  400 pages -
Hardcover.

# 150-297 ............................................................................$75.99

The Model 1903
Springfield Rifle and

its Variations
By Joe Poyer, Edited by Ed Furler,
Jr.  A complete reference for the
1903 Springfield, with part-by-part descriptions,
production dates and company history.  Hundreds
of black and white photos and 6 color plates.  456
pages - Softcover.

# 729-195 ............................................................................$22.99

The Springfield 1903 Rifles
By Lt. Col. William S. Brophy,
USAR, Ret.  An illustrated history
of the design, development, and
production of all the models of the
Springfield 1903 rifle. Numerous
photographs and diagrams cover
this rifle plus all of the accessories.
624 pages - Hardcover.

# 169-251 ............................................................................$70.99

United States Rifle
Model of 1917

By C. S. Ferris.  This book chroni-
cles its development and produc-
tion, with special attention given to
dates of manufacture, inspection marks and the
difference between models produced by the 3
manufacturers: Remington, Winchester and
Eddystone.  Published in 1989.  187 pages -
Softcover.

# 913-509 ............................................................................$22.99
Winchester Pocket

Guide:
Pricing & Identification for 50

Collectible Rifles and
Shotguns

By Ned Schwing.  This guide is small enough to
take to any gun show, but it contains detailed
information for over 50 collectible Winchester
firearms.  Information on design development,
variants and production history is covered,
including serial number and production date
tables.  Production quantities, grading and market
value prices are also covered.  Published in 2004.
224 pages - Softcover.

# 786-458...............................................................................$9.99

The Winchester
Model 1876

Centennial Rifle
By Herbert G. Houze.  Traces the
origins and design as it developed
immediately after the American Civil War.  The
specifics of the model-such as the numbers made
in its standard calibers, barrel lengths, finishes and
special order features-are fully listed here for the
first time.  Over 200 photos.  191 pages -
Hardcover.

# 466-109 ............................................................................$44.99

The Winchester
Model 52:

Perfection in Design

By Herbert Houze.  This reference
includes history, development and specifications of
this little bolt action.  Also includes identification
marks and yearly sales figures for the collector.
190 photos.  Published in 2005.  192 pages -
Softcover.

# 188-866 ............................................................................$17.99

The History of
Winchester Firearms 

By Dean K. Boorman.  This com-
prehensive history is filled with fas-
cinating facts and advice to collec-
tors and features 350 illustrations,
diagrams and rare photographs of Winchester rifles
and shotguns from the 1860s to the present day.
128 pages - Hardcover.

# 663-570 ............................................................................$28.99

Weatherby:
The Man, The Gun, The

Legend

By Grits Gresham and Tom
Gresham.  Follow the development
of this arms manufacturer through the life of its
founder.  Supplemented by Weatherby's own
notes, journal entries, photographs and an account
of his 1948 African safari.  290 pages - Hardcover.

# 386-242 ............................................................................$24.99
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Winchester:
Bolt Action Military & Sporting

Rifles 1877 to 1937

By Herbert G. Houze.  Tells the
story of these Winchester bolt
actions, from the famous Hotchkiss through the
Models 54 and 70.  Covers both civilian and mili-
tary bolt actions.  Contains useful technical specifi-
cations, historical notes and production details.
295 Photos.  206 pages - Hardcover.

# 344-337 ............................................................................$44.99

Winchester Lever
Action Repeating

Firearms
By Arthur Pirkle.  A series of books
about one of the most successful
American firearm companies and their repeating
rifles.  3 volumes cover classic and collectible
Winchester repeating arms, including technical
specifications, serial number ranges and produc-
tion data.  Softcover.

Description........Pages......Product # ......Price
Volume 1.........................203 ................727-697 ............$19.99
The Models of 1866, 1873 and 1876
Volume 2.........................202 ................145-045 ............$19.99
The Models of 1886 and 1892
Volume 3.........................246 ................623-116 ............$19.99
The Models of 1894 and 1895

Winchester Slide-
Action Rifles:

Volumes I & II

By Ned Schwing.  The Winchester
Slide-Action Rifle has long been a collectible
firearm, and this guide attempts to shed some
light on the models available with completely
updated information.  Color photographs, illus-
trations and patent drawings are also included..
Published in 2004.  608 pages - Softcover..

# 563-723 ............................................................................$27.99

Winchester's Finest:
The Model 21

By Ned Schwing.  The classic dou-
ble barrel shotgun has many fans
and is quite a collector's item.  This
book explores the history of the Model 21, from
its early design period through the production
years officially ending in 1990.  Published in
1990.  360 pages - Softcover.

# 117-174 ............................................................................$16.99

Winchester Repeating Arms
Company:

Its History & Development
from 1865 to 1981.

By Herbert G. Houze.  Using cor-
porate records obtained directly
from Winchester, author Herbert
Houze makes a meticulous examination of the
company, from its early history to recently discov-
ered facts not documented in any other
Winchester source.  511 pages - Softcover.

# 637-937 ............................................................................$23.99

Gun Trader's Guide
28th Edition

Edited by Steve Carpenteri.  Over
6000 handguns, rifles and shotguns
are catalogued with identification
data and approximate values.  Hundreds of photo-
graphs for fast identification.  Published in 2005.
592 pages - Softcover.  

# 284-069 ............................................................................$16.99

SHOOTING BOOKS

Action Shooting
Cowboy Style

By John Taffin.  A complete look at
this growing sport, from the latest
in western garb to winning tech-
niques at the firing line.  300 B&W photos.  8-Page
color section.  300 pages - Hardcover.

# 284-390 ............................................................................$27.99

Advanced Master
Handgunning:
Secrets and Surefire

Techniques to Make You a
Winner

By Charles Stephens.  Learn the secrets of accu-
rate shooting at still, moving and long range tar-
gets.  Includes instruction for improving your
stance, sight picture, trigger pull and more.  72
pages - Softcover.  

# 551-738 ............................................................................$11.99

Advanced Tactical
Marksmanship:

More High-Performance
Techniques for Police, Military

and Practical Shooters

By Dave Lauck.  A follow up to his previous 1996
work, this book offers useful tips and techniques
for range estimation, angle shots and more.  Learn
how to choose the correct optics and accessories
for successful long range shots.  232 pages -
Softcover.

# 961-321 ............................................................................$21.99

Cowboy Action
Pistol Shooting:

Secrets of Fast and Accurate
Gunplay

By Charles Stephens.  This book introduces the
sport to the beginner and also offers tips for
improving scores for intermediate and advanced
shooters.  80 pages - Softcover.

# 882-846 ............................................................................$10.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Cowboy Action Shooting:

Gear, Guns, Tactics

Edited by Kevin Michalowski.  A
complete guide to cowboy action
shooting.  Feature articles cover
everything from equipment and
firearm selection to proper shoot-
ing and training techniques.  An extensive suppli-
er directory is also included.  Published in 2005.
288 pages - Softcover.

# 414-654 ............................................................................$19.49

Cowboy Action Shooting

By Charly Gullett.  Gullett pro-
vides a comprehensive look at the
sport, offering valuable information
to those interested in pursuing this
rewarding hobby.  Includes infor-
mation about guns, clothing, gear,
reloading cowboy action loads, tactics and the fun
of Old West shooting.  Fully illustrated.  149 pages
- Softcover.

# 709-229 ............................................................................$14.99

Black Powder and
the Old West:

Frontier Cartridge Guns and
Cap-N-Ball

Edited by Andrew Fink.  This
book is about blackpowder firearms of The Old
West, both original and replica firearms of the
1800s.  Includes articles covering historical per-
spectives, firearm design and shooting fun.  288
pages - Softcover.

# 826-205 ............................................................................$19.99

How-To's for the Black
Powder Cartridge Shooter

By Paul A. Matthews.  In this book,
Matthews touches on topics not
covered in his other blackpowder
books including lube recipes, prop-
er cleaning techniques and over-
powder wads.  134 pages -
Softcover.

# 536-706 ............................................................................$19.99

For additional 
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see pages 833-834.
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Shooting Buffalo Rifles of the
Old West

By Mike Venturino. Focusing on
the time frame from 1861 to 1865,
learn what constitutes a Buffalo
rifle.  Common calibers are cov-
ered, as well as information about
the various powders and loads employed for mod-
ern target and silhouette shooting.  286 pages -
Softcover.

# 934-153 ............................................................................$29.99

Shooting Colt Single Actions:
All Styles, Calibers &

Generations

By Mike Venturino.  This overview
of the Colt single action revolver
includes information on its history,
conversions, generations,
Peacemaker variations, sights and customizing.
Includes both smokeless and blackpowder load
data for all the common single action calibers.
Also includes tips for cowboy action shoots,
leather goods, clones and general maintenance.
200 pages - Softcover.

# 664-065 ............................................................................$28.99

Shooting Sixguns of
the Old West

By Mike Venturino.  The perfect
companion to Shooting Lever
Guns of the Old West. Contains
detailed revolver histories, as well as photographs
and load data. Guns covered include: Peacemaker
and clones, S&W Model #3, 2nd and 3rd model
Russians, Model #3 Schofield, Remington Model
1875 and modern 1875, Merwin S&W Hulbert
Pocket Army. Includes a listing of powders and a
data section. Miscellaneous sections cover holsters,
belts, grips, shooting styles and cleaning.  221
pages - Softcover.

# 370-920 ............................................................................$27.99

Shooting Lever Guns of the
Old West

By Mike Venturino. Contains
valuable data and gun histories as
well as numerous photographs.
This book is invaluable for the
cowboy action shooter. Covers
rifles manufactured before 1900.  299 pages -
Softcover. 

# 186-237 ............................................................................$29.99

Black Magic:
The Ultra Accurate AR-15

By John Feamster.  Complete
information on how to make your
AR-15 shoot accurately and con-
sistently, during everything from prairie dog shoot-
ing to national highpower matches.  An excellent
resource detailing all manner of custom work.  304
pages - Softcover.

# 584-265 ............................................................................$21.49

The Competitive
AR-15:

The Mouse That Roared

By Glen Zediker.  An in-depth look
at using the AR-15 in competition, discussing
everything from equipment selection to proper
shooting stance.  285 pages - Softcover.

# 276-404 ............................................................................$29.49

The Complete
Guide to AR-15

Accuracy

By Derrick Martin and Barrett
Tillman.  This edition includes a
variety of articles on customizing, as well as com-
petition, reloading for the AR-15, troubleshooting
common problems and gunsmithing tricks all
designed to get the most from your Black Rifle.
278 pages - Softcover.

# 181-574 ............................................................................$24.99

Highpower Rifle

By G. David Tubb.  The author, a
winner of over 30 open individual
national championships, shares all
he knows about highpower rifle
shooting including equipment,
ammunition, gear, shooting tech-
nique, shooting in wind, mental strategies, service
rifles, long range competition and much more.
Tubb's ability to tell it like it is won't bog you
down with tons of unnecessary information.  This
is a complete work that will help shooters of all
skill levels.  205 pages - Softcover.

# 595-060 ............................................................................$22.99

Modern Highpower
Competition:

From Beginner to Master 

By Randolph Constantine.
Explains the ins and outs of the
world of highpower rifle competition at distances
from 100 to 1000 yards and from the local club
match level to the National Championships at
Camp Perry, Ohio.  Includes detailed photographs,
diagrams and charts with tips and techniques for
every aspect of the sport.  611 pages - Softcover.

# 148-581 ............................................................................$33.99

The Rifle Shooter

By David Tubb.  Anyone who
has read Highpower Rifle will
love this book.  David Tubb, the
11-time National High Power
Rifle Champion reveals his
thoughts and recommendations
on all aspects of precision rifle
shooting.  Each shooting position and event is
explored with extreme detail.  Includes detailed
chapters on ammunition loading and testing, train-
ing, rifle design and modification, event strategies
and wind shooting.  416 pages - Softcover.

# 582-468 ............................................................................$32.49

Wind Drift and Deceleration
of the Cast Bullet at Black-
Powder Velocities

By Paul A. Matthews.  With this
book you will lean how to reduce
wind drift and become a much bet-
ter blackpowder shooter.  This
book looks at surface area, muzzle
velocity, inertia, momentum, bullet
shape and other hints and secrets gathered from a
lifetime of shooting.  39 pages - Softcover.

# 124-385...............................................................................$5.99

The Top Shooter's
Guide to Cowboy
Action Shooting

By Hunter Scott Anderson.  Learn safe techniques
to improve shooting scores as well as individual
ranking among competitors.  Experienced Cowboy
Action Shooters provide tips and techniques to
improve performance.  215 pages - Softcover.

# 783-943 ............................................................................$14.99

Black Powder, Pig Lead and
Steel Silhouettes

By Paul A. Matthews.  Devoted to
the art of Blackpowder Silhouette
shooting, this book is packed with
tips on how to improve your black-
powder cartridge rifle's perform-
ance.  Chapter topics include pow-
der compression, neck tension, seasoning your
barrel, making your own bullet molds and primer
wads.  132 pages - Softcover.

# 517-967 ............................................................................$15.99

Shooting the Black Powder
Cartridge Rifle

By Paul A. Matthews.  This vol-
ume complements Loading the
Black Powder Rifle Cartridge.
Specific information for shooters
who want to gain more under-
standing on the operation and
approach to accurate and reliable use of these
rifles.  129 pages - Softcover.

# 373-394 ............................................................................$21.99
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Precision Shooting:
At 1,000 Yards

Edited by Dave Brennan.  This
collection contains the very best
articles on the topic of highpower
rifle shooting at 1000 yards including articles on
gunsmithing, stock work and sight choice.
Illustrated with numerous diagrams and photo-
graphs.  534 pages - Softcover.

# 720-844 ............................................................................$29.99

The Accurate Rifle

By Warren Page.  Page's classic
work on developing the ultimate
rifle for any application.  Includes
an equipment update from 1996.
256 pages - Softcover.

# 146-617 ............................................................................$15.49

The Art of the Rifle

By Jeff Cooper.  Words from the
master.  Cooper gives his honest
and straight-shooting advice on
the art of rifle.  An excellent book
useful to anyone from the defen-
sive shooter to the hunter.  Special color edition
contains an all new preface and a chapter on the
Scout rifle.  Hardcover.

Description ...........Pages ..Product #.....Price
Standard Edition...............104...........417-759..........$21.99
Special Color Edition.....224...........950-139..........$29.99

The Military and
Police Sniper:

Advanced Precision Shooting
for Combat and Law

Enforcement

By Mike R. Lau.  Intended for police SWAT teams
and military snipers, this book contains considerable
material suitable for hunting and precision target
shooting.  Topics covered include an extensive
review of the Marine Corps M40A1 and the Army's
M24 rifle programs, tactical rifles for police snipers,
comparison of the 308, 5.56mm, 338 Lapua and 50
BMG rounds, range estimation, sight adjustment
and tactical scenarios.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 613-700 ............................................................................$29.99

Tactical Rifle:
The Precision Tool for Urban

Police Operations

By Gabriel Suarez.  The tactical
rifle is becoming increasingly pop-
ular among urban law enforcement.  Learn the
myths and realities behind the tactical rifle, how it
is best deployed in the field as well as its limita-
tions.  264 pages - Softcover.

# 668-018 ............................................................................$17.99

The Highpower
Shooting Primer

Edited by Dave Brennan.  From
the pages of "Precision Shooting
Magazine."  Informative articles
will have you shooting better and
producing tighter groups during your next trip to
the range.  420 pages - Softcover

# 783-955 ............................................................................$29.99

Precision Shooting
with the M1 Garand

By Roy Baumgardner.  This book
contains many great tips for accur-
izing the M1 Garand and covers
virtually every part from the muz-
zle to the buttplate.  Includes such topics as slam
fires, jams, cleaning and many more.  Fully illus-
trated.  142 pages - Softcover.

# 153-514 ............................................................................$10.99

The Complete .50-
Caliber Sniper

Course:
Hard-Target Interdiction

By Dean Michaelis.  Learn the history of the
sniper rifle, modern tactics and effectiveness of the
rifle against hard targets.  Includes useful charts, a
military ammunition tip color guide and a review
of available equipment.  576 pages - Softcover. 

# 991-645 ............................................................................$39.99

Shotshells and
Ballistics

By John Taylor.  Lists factory shot-
shell loads in all shot sizes, types
and gauges.  Contains more than
1,600 tables showing shot size,
recoil, type of hull/wad, complete ballistics and
much more.  Includes data for most major manu-
facturers.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 369-508 ............................................................................$16.99

The Benchrest
Shooting Primer

Edited by Dave Brennan.  Articles
solely on the subject of benchrest
shooting and reloading for
benchrest.  Incorporated are the
best articles on the subject published in Precision
Shooting from 1982 to 1996.  420 pages -
Softcover.

# 776-339 ............................................................................$21.49

Shooting the British
Double Rifle:

A Modern Guide for Load
Development and Use

By Graeme Wright.  Covers the
monster cartridges made popular by big game
hunters in Africa at the turn of the previous centu-
ry.  This book is an excellent resource for those
loading for their vintage double or single, whether
it be smokeless or blackpowder.  Includes a list of
component suppliers.  180 pages - Hardcover.

# 733-496 ............................................................................$39.99

Armed & Female
By Paxton Quigley.  Discusses all
of the issues surrounding female
gun ownership in America today,
giving practical advice to women
who are considering buying a gun.
283 pages - Softcover.

# 137-653...............................................................................$5.99

God, Guns & Rock 'N' Roll
By Ted Nugent.  Rock-n-roll leg-
end Nugent contends that much of
what is wrong with this country
could be remedied by a simple
concept: gun ownership.  He
shares his insights and opinions in
this no-holds-barred book, which
is as funny as it is honest.  311
pages - Hardcover.

# 591-034 ............................................................................$16.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Trap and
Skeet Shooting:

4th Edition

By Richard Sapp.  This book pro-
vides readers with insight on how to improve and
win at clay busting sports.  Learn the rules of the
most popular shotgun games, get tips on selecting
the right equipment and find advice on shooting
techniques and tactics from expert trap and skeet
shooters.  Reference includes the official rules for
each game as well as a manufacturer's directory for
guns, ammunition, clothing and accessories.  256
pages - Softcover.

# 723-482 ............................................................................$15.99

Successful
Shotgunning:

How to Build Skill in the Field
and Take More Birds in

Competition

By Peter Blakeley.  With a focus on wing shooting
and sporting clays, Successful Shotgunning offers
insightful instruction on faster target acquisition,
stance, lead, the mount, taming recoil and choos-
ing the correct gun.  An excellent resource for any-
one who wants to bring home more birds or
improve their scores at the range.  Published in
2003.  240 pages - Hardcover.

# 788-165 ............................................................................$22.99
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Hidden in Plain Sight:
A Practical Guide to Concealed Handgun Carry, Revised 2nd Edition

By Trey Bloodworth and Mike Raley.  An updated volume on popular concealed carry guns
and gear.  Learn how to carry comfortably and discreetly while keeping your handgun accessi-
ble.  A list of equipment manufacturers is included.  176 pages - Softcover.

# 124-466 ............................................................................................................................................................................$14.99

The Shotgun:
A Shooting Instructor's

Handbook

By Michael Yardley.  Discusses the
problems inherent in shotgun
shooting.  The author sets out a
"layer principle" that provides a positive framework
from which to build a solid, secure shooting tech-
nique.  272 pages - Hardcover.

# 100-442 ............................................................................$31.99

The Ayoob Files:  The Book

By Massad Ayoob.  A collection of
the best and most informative arti-
cles written by noted gun authori-
ty Massad Ayoob.  Presents a grip-
ping analysis of actual gun fights
and the lessons on tactics,
weapons and the mindset needed
to survive.  223 pages - Softcover.

# 210-751 ............................................................................$15.49

The Gun Digest
Book of Guns for

Personal Protection:
Arms and Accessories for Self-

Defense

Edited by Kevin Michalowski.  This Gun Digest
release provides current, complete information on
the handguns used for personal protection.
Readers will learn the basics of selection and use of
handguns for personal defense.  Covers uses of
revolvers, semi-automatic pistols, ammunition,
holsters, training options, buying a used gun and
much more.  A catalog section contains listings of
currently available pistols and revolvers suitable for
personal defense, complete with pricing for each.
160 pages - Sofcover

# 125-756 ............................................................................$10.99

Tactical Pistol Shooting:
Your Guide to Tactics That Work

By Erik Lawrence.  From shooting
postures and techniques to develop-
ing a defensive mindset, this book
helps the reader become more famil-
iar and confident with the tactical
semi-automatic handgun.  Published
in 2005.  216 pages - Softcover.

# 856-218 ............................................................................$13.79

Shotguns & Shotgunning:
The Ultimate Guide to

Choosing and Using
Smoothbores

By Layne Simpson.  From selection
and purchase to tips and techniques
in the field, Layne Simpson touch-
es on all aspects of the shotgun.  Technical infor-
mation on shotgun mechanics and operation is
balanced by practical advice on becoming a better
shot.  Includes a look at popular shooting games.
Published in 2003.  256 pages - Hardcover.

# 429-675 ............................................................................$26.99

Fast and Fancy
Revolver Shooting:

Anniversary Edition

By Ed McGivern.  This reprint of a
1938 classic was written by one of
the best revolver shooters of his time. Offers instruc-
tion in how to combine accuracy with speed.  484
pages - Hardcover.

# 330-721 ............................................................................$19.99

Gun Notes:
Volume 1

By Elmer Keith. This book is a
collection of many of his best
"Gun Notes" columns from Guns
and Ammo magazine where he
served as a columnist from 1961 until the late
1970s.  This book also includes letters from Elmer
Keith to publisher Truman Fowler and correspon-
dence from Fowler to Jack O'Connor who took
exception to much of what Keith proposed.
Published in 1995.  219 pages - Softcover.

# 169-840 ............................................................................$22.99

Breaking Clays
By Chris Batha.  Valuable instruc-
tion for every clay shooter.  From
beginning fundamentals to
advanced, tournament-winning
techniques, this book offers easy-
to-follow instruction to improve every shooter's
scores.  Published in 2004.  192 pages - Hardcover.

# 744-416 ............................................................................$34.99

Shotgun Technicana

By Michael McIntosh and David
Trevallion.  Detailed chapters cover
the stock, barrel and various mech-
anisms (trigger, ejectors, fasteners,
etc.) that make up the double shot-
gun.  Information includes common problems and
solutions while providing a rich history of this par-
ticular type of firearm.  194 pages - Hardcover.

# 219-127 ............................................................................$27.99

The Clay Target
Handbook

By Jerry Meyer.  Detailed how-to
information on shooting trap,
skeet, sporting clays and many of
the informal clay target games.  182
pages - Softcover.

# 182-814 ............................................................................$14.99

Fight at Night:
Tools, Techniques, Tactics and
Training for Combat in Low

Light and Darkness

By Andy Stanford.  A complete
work on confrontations in the dark.  Topics
include night vision devices, selecting a flashlight,
shooting techniques with and without a flashlight
and much more.  224 pages - Softcover.

# 193-449 ............................................................................$15.99

Effective Handgun
Defense:

A Comprehensive Guide to
Concealed Carry

By Frank W. James.  Not only a
history of handguns used for self defense, but also
a topical and informative guide to modern hand-
guns.  Gun and holster selection is discussed, as
well as techniques and philosophies behind
choosing and carrying a handgun for self defense.
Published in 2004.  232 pages - Softcover.  

# 316-460 ............................................................................$13.99

Optics Digest
By Clair Rees.  This book contains
listings for nearly every rifle, shot-
gun and handgun scope, binocular,
spotting scope, red dot sight and
laser rangefinder on the market
today.  Information is presented in a convenient
table format for easy comparison shopping.  All
models are presented with specifications including
magnification, tube diameter, objective diameter,
reticle and suggested retail price.  This book also
includes practical advice on choosing a scope and a
discussion of the various scope mounting systems
that are currently available.  Illustrated with dozens
photos.  Published in 2005.  189 pages - Softcover.

# 735-698 ............................................................................$22.99
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Handgun Stopping
Power:

The Definitive Study

By Evan P. Marshall.  First hand
accounts of actual defensive shootings and their
results.  An insightful look at the effectiveness of
various handgun calibers used for self defense.
Published in 2002.  240 pages - Softcover.

# 716-448 ............................................................................$32.99

Stopping Power:
A Practical Analysis of the

Latest Handgun Ammunition

By Evan P. Marshall & Edwin J.
Sanow.  A compilation of informa-
tion from actual police and civilian shootings, this
book examines each of the popular handgun cal-
ibers from 22 long rifle up to 45 ACP.  See how
each caliber performed in life or death confronta-
tions.  Over 600 photos.  360 pages - Softcover.

# 995-308 ............................................................................$34.99

Street Stoppers:
The Latest Handgun Stopping

Power Street Results

By Evan P. Marshall & Edwin J.
Sanow.  This sequel to Handgun
Stopping Power investigates even more recent
street shooting and the calibers used.  Discusses
techniques used to calculate stopping power,
including the popular Fuller Index.  392 pages -
Softcover.

# 373-827 ............................................................................$34.99

Tactical Reality and
More Tactical

Reality
By Louis Awerbuck.  Two books
that explore the basics of quality
training.  As a proponent of realistic scenarios, the
author relates how and why tactical training can
not be simply you against a paper target.  Learn
realistic training techniques to keep yourself alive
in a gunfight.  Softcover.

Description..............Pages ...Product # ...Price
Tactical Reality: ......................272............673-495 .......$21.99
An Uncommon Look at Common-Sense Firearms Training and
Tactics
More Tactical Reality: .........144............241-707 .......$19.99
Why There's No Such Thing as an "Advanced" Gunfight

How to Become a
Master Handgunner:

The Mechanics of X-Count
Shooting

By Charles Stephens.  Solid fundamentals are a
requirement for becoming an excellent shooter.
The author explores the basic principles of good
shooting, including stance, grip, sight picture,
mental focus and more.  64 pages - Softcover.

# 871-379 ............................................................................$10.99

Concealed Carry:
The Shooter's Guide to

Selecting Handguns

By Wiley Clapp.  An introduction to
the handguns, accessories and tech-
niques for concealed carry.  This review of popular
concealed carry firearms includes information on
S&W, Glock, Kahr, Kel-Tec and many more.
Caliber selection, handgun style and common carry
issues are also addressed.  120 pages - Softcover.

# 836-331 ............................................................................$17.99

Carbine and
Shotgun Speed

Shooting:
How to Hit Hard and Fast in

Combat

By Steven Moses.  Carbines and repeating shot-
guns are some of the best choices for fast action,
tactical shooting.  Moses covers the mechanics and
techniques for using these firearms for self-
defense.  Topics include sight picture, stance, trig-
ger pull and more.  96 pages - Softcover.

# 716-567 ............................................................................$12.99

Surgical Speed Shooting:
How to Achieve High-Speed
Marksmanship in a Gunfight

By Andy Stanford.  Learn an
updated combat shooting tech-
nique that will have you shooting
faster and more accurately than
ever before.  Grip, stance, sight picture, rapid fire
and one-handed firing are all discussed in detail.
152 pages - Softcover.

# 758-011 ............................................................................$10.99

Tactical Defensive
Training for Real-
Life Encounters:

Practical Self-Preservation for
Law Enforcement

By Ralph Mroz.  A collection of articles written
for popular shooting magazines.  Mroz stresses
that mental focus and situational awareness are the
keys to staying safe on the streets.  192 pages -
Softcover.

# 334-654 ............................................................................$10.99

Tactical Pistol
Marksmanship:

How to Improve Your Combat
Shooting Skills

By Gabriel Suarez.  This is an advanced course in
fast, accurate shooting in tactical situations.  Suarez
revisits some of his theories that made his first
book, The Tactical Pistol, so popular.  He ends the
book with a set of dry fire practice drills to
increase speed, target acquisition and accuracy.
208 pages - Softcover.

# 310-857 ............................................................................$14.99

The Combative
Perspective:

The Thinking Man's Guide to
Self-Defense

By Gabriel Suarez.  An invaluable look at the men-
tal attitude that one must achieve to win in com-
bat.  Focus, desire and attitude win fights as much
as equipment does.  Suarez explains how to estab-
lish the right mindset that will help you dominate
any confrontation.  112 pages - Softcover.

# 236-096 ............................................................................$10.99

The Tactical Pistol:
Advanced Gunfighting

Concepts and Techniques

By Gabriel Suarez.  Fighting with a
handgun is close, fast and physical.
Learn all the techniques to dominate with a hand-
gun.  Topics include drawing, sight picture, use of
cover and movement and much more.  216 pages -
Softcover.

# 994-756 ............................................................................$19.99

The Tactical
Advantage:

A Definitive Study of Personal
Small-Arms Tactics

By Gabriel Suarez.  Learn the tacti-
cal techniques used by law enforcement to stay
safe on the street and during searches and struc-
ture clearings.  Learn how movement, use of cover
and teamwork can help in any tactical situation.
216 pages - Softcover.

# 851-201 ............................................................................$15.99

The Tactical
Shotgun

By Gabriel Suarez.  The shotgun is
one of the best defensive tools
available.  See how to deal with
multiple targets, low light situations and moving
targets in order to defend yourself and your family.
232 pages - Softcover.

# 334-329 ............................................................................$17.99

MidwayUSA Gift
Certificate
# 434-148  $25.00

For more MidwayUSA Merchandise, 

see page 836.
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To Ride, Shoot
Straight, and Speak

the Truth
By Jeff Cooper.  A collection of
Cooper's work on various themes,
from home defense and shooting techniques to
more abstract subjects such as architecture and
nuclear war.  384 pages - Softcover.

# 298-996 ............................................................................$22.99

Weapon Tests and
Evaluations:

The Best of Soldier of Fortune

By Peter Kokalis.  A collection of
Kokalis' writings for Soldier of Fortune and other
magazines.  Includes reviews of several firearms as
well as accounts of trips and missions to South
America and other exotic locales.  408 pages -
Softcover.

# 557-027 ............................................................................$34.99

C Stories
By Jeff Cooper.  A wide-ranging
collection of Cooper's best work.
From rifle etiquette on the firing
line to tales of African adventure.
Cooper even weighs in on some of
his favorite guns, including the BAR and the 1911.
Published in 2005.  316 pages - Hardcover.

# 470-542 ............................................................................$39.99

The Hunter's Guide to
Accurate Shooting Book

By Wayne van Zwoll.  The author
applies his 35 years of shooting
experience to a teaching technique
to create better shooters.
Discussions on every aspect of
shooting, from stance and grip to
the proper equipment and maxi-
mizing shooting potential.  352 pages - Paperback.

# 845-169 ............................................................................$15.99
Fireworks:

A Gunsite Anthology

By Jeff Cooper.  Another collection
of stories from the famed gun-
writer.  From conflicts in the
Pacific during WW2 to African hunts for Cape
buffalo, Cooper's stories are always entertaining
and insightful.  192 pages - Softcover.

# 274-474 ............................................................................$19.99

Principles of
Personal Defense

By Jeff Cooper.  This revised and
expanded work represents
Cooper's mindset on the ideology
of personal defense.  He shares his
visions of the proper mental focus, conditioning
and skills one must exhibit in defensive situations.
56 pages - Softcover.

# 992-274 ............................................................................$10.99

ABC's of Reloading:
7th Edition

By Bill Chevalier.  Perfect for
beginners or as a refresher for
experienced reloaders, this book
discusses the necessary tools and
accessories needed to get started as well as step-by-
step instructions and safety tips for loading your
own metallic cartridges and shotshells.  This book
covers all aspects of the hobby, from benchrest
techniques to ballistic software, competition and
hunting loads.  Also includes a directory of reload-
ing manufacturers.  Includes information on car-
tridge cases, primers, powders, bullets, equipment
and much more.  Illustrated.  Published in 2005.
288 pages - Softcover.

# 738-288 ............................................................................$15.99

Accurate Smokeless Powders:
Number Two, Revised

By Accurate Arms Publishing.  As
well as high-quality load data for
most modern handgun and rifle
cartridges, this manual has sec-
tions with specific information about Cowboy
Action loads, "Schuetzen" cartridges, obsolete
blackpowder cartridges and NRA High Power
reloading.  A very diverse and complete manual
with large, easy-to-read print.  Published in 2000.
392 pages - Softcover.

# 502-610 ............................................................................$17.99

A-Square:
Any Shot You Want

Handloading and Rifle Manual

Handloading data plus rifle and
cartridge selection guide for target
shooting and hunting everything from prairie dogs
to the largest game on earth.  Covers load data
from 22 Hornet up to 105x608mm and most cal-
ibers in between.  Manual has articles on safety,
basic and advanced reloading, powder compres-
sion, cannelure, crimps, throat and freebore, head-
space, terminal ballistics, mechanics of penetration,
recoil, psi, velocity measurement and interpreta-
tion, difference lot to lot, changing components,
effects of temperature, changing barrel length, rifle
selection and cartridge and bullet selection.  All
data is SAAMI approved.  Published in 1996.  627
pages - Softcover.

# 524-043 ............................................................................$35.99

RELOADING MANUALS AND
SOFTWARE

Barnes Reloading
Manual:

Number 3

The guide to loading Barnes pre-
mium bullets.  Includes data for
the new VLC-coated X-bullets as well as new data
for old favorites.  Ballistic charts make choosing a
load a snap, while articles on hunting, gunsmithing
and scope mounting as well as cleaning tips make
this an invaluable addition to your loading bench.
Published in 2001.  786 pages - Hardcover.

# 448-590 ............................................................................$22.99

Cartridges of the
World:

Revised and Expanded, 10th
Edition

By Frank Barnes.  Hunters, target shooters, mili-
tary history buffs, hand loaders and cartridge col-
lectors alike will find all the answers to their car-
tridge and shotshell questions in this comprehen-
sive book that includes more than 1,500 cartridges.
Includes detailed photos, dimensional drawings
and loading data.   Contains information about
obsolete American cartridges, wildcat cartridges
and some of the newest rounds available including
Short and Super Short Magnums and Lazzeroni
cartridges.  Features useful ballistics tables, chap-
ters on various topics from cartridge nomenclature
and identification to blackpowder and smokeless
powder cartridges as well as a complete index.
Published in 2003.  528 pages - Softcover.

# 613-085 ............................................................................$22.99

Handbook For
Shooters &
Reloaders

By P.O. Ackley.  These volumes
include informative chapters on
various topics dealing with reloading, gunsmithing
and creating wildcat cartridges.  They also include
loading data for a variety of cartridges including
many of the wildcats developed by the author
himself.  Volume 1 includes exterior ballistics
charts.  Originally published in 1962, revised in
2000.  Softcover.

Description ......Pages......Product # ......Price
Volume 1.......................567 ................212-193............$24.99
Volume 2.......................535 ................247-219............$19.99

For a complete listing of Reloading
Manuals by cartridge, please see

our website.

For additional 

Shooting Books, 

see pages 833-834.
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Handloader's
Digest:

18th Edition

Edited by Ken Ramage.  Covers
casting bullets, working handloads, choosing com-
ponents, new techniques, ballistics, reloading safe-
ty and much more.  Gain insight into reloading
trends, as well as equipment and accessories from
major manufacturers.  Includes listings of all hand-
loading periodicals and books, plus directories of
products and manufacturers.  Published in 2002.
256 pages - Softcover.

# 710-671 ............................................................................$16.49

Handloading for
Competition:

Making the Target Bigger

By Glen Zediker.  An in-depth
detailed look at handloading for competition dis-
cussing everything from equipment selection and
load data to loading procedure taken from some of
the most knowledgeable people in the shooting
world.  Published in 2001.  443 pages - Softcover.

# 875-590 ............................................................................$32.49

Handloading
Bismuth Shot:

5th Edition

By Ballistic Products, Inc.  Many
new and improved loads utilizing the newest pow-
ders and components available to reloaders.  Also
contains historical information on Bismuth
Reloading and the economics of handloading.
Published in 2001.  45 pages - Softcover.

# 796-398 ............................................................................$11.29

Ammo & Ballistics 2:

For Hunters, Shooters and
Collectors, 2nd Edition

By Bob Forker.  Ammo &
Ballistics 2 contains data and illus-
trations on virtually every sporting
cartridge sold in North America.
Besides clear and concise writing that clarifies the
complexities of ballistics coefficients and energy
versus momentum, this revised edition covers 150
calibers from 22 Short to 700 Nitro Express.  It
contains rifle and handgun calibers, and it covers
manufacturer, bullet weight, type and construc-
tion.  There are over 1,900 tables with ballistics for
every available load for each caliber.  Published in
2003.  408 pages - Softcover.

# 119-608 ............................................................................$18.99

Hornady Handbook of
Cartridge Reloading:  

6th Edition, Volumes 1 & 2

This two volume set includes
information on reloading
basics as well as thousands of
loads with ballistics tables.
Volume 1 lists load data on
everything from Hornady's 17 caliber 20 grain V-
Max to the 50 caliber 750 grain A-Max, including
the new long and short ultra magnums and even
the new 223 WSSM and 243 WSSM.  Volume 2
has more than 1000 pages of rifle and handgun
bullet ballistics, wind drift tables, uphill and down-
hill tables and an illustrated glossary.  Published in
2003.  Volume 1:  868 pages - Hardcover.  Volume
2:  1038 pages - Hardcover.

# 111-919 ............................................................................$39.99

Handloading Hevi-Shot:
3rd Edition

By Ballistic Products, Inc.  Learn
how to improve your Hevi-Shot
loads.  Includes product history,
weight tables and reloading recipes.
Published in 2002.  44 pages - Softcover.

# 788-214 ............................................................................$11.29

High Performance For Clays:
6th Edition

By Ballistic Products, Inc.
Includes information on the many
varied clay target disciplines, the
physics of specific targets and
effective attacks.  Plus, see infor-
mation on producing the loads
necessary for better long-range, mid-range, short-
range and crossing shot success.  Published in
2002.  35 pages - Softcover.

# 869-788 ............................................................................$11.29

The Sixteen Gauge Manual:
5th Edition

By Ballistic Products, Inc.
Information provided on non-toxic
pellet information, loading tools
and gauge specific loading tech-
niques.  Also includes a parts and
firearms source guide, an ammo log and new loads
including steel, bismuth and slugs.  48 pages -
Softcover.

# 844-884 ............................................................................$10.49

Cast Bullets for the Black
Powder Cartridge Rifle

By Paul A. Matthews.  Finding
the right cast bullet to perform in
your black powder cartridge rifle
can be difficult, but Matthews
puts into perspective the tools
and techniques used to make
accurate cast bullets.  This book
contains how-to information on many aspects of
using and casting bullets for use in a black powder
cartridge including preparation, casting, sizing, cal-
iber selection and much more.  Published in 1996.
133 pages - Softcover.

# 592-587 ............................................................................$19.99

The Gun Digest
Blackpowder

Loading Manual:
Expanded 4th Edition

By Sam Fadala.  Loading data for more than 250
blackpowder firearms.  Step by step instructions
and a simple, straightforward format make this
easy-to-use guide invaluable to any blackpowder
shooter.  Published in 2004.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 787-889 ............................................................................$19.99

Loading the Black
Powder Rifle

Cartridge
By Paul A. Matthews.  This book
provides the blackpowder shooter
valuable information on topics including cartridge
preparation and care, lubes and molds, powder
charges and even load development and testing.
Published in 1993.  122 pages - Softcover.

# 505-328 ............................................................................$21.99

Lapua Shooting and
Reloading Manual:

2nd Edition

Detailed cartridge descriptions and
load data account for the bulk of
this manual.  Also included are chapters covering
the various stages of reloading, safety and trou-
bleshooting.  Published in 2000.  424 pages -
Hardcover.

# 854-962 ............................................................................$24.79

Lyman Reloading
Data Log 

Contains 50 pages for entering all
important data such as bullet, powder,
primer, case, firearm used, velocity, conditions and
several lines for comments.  Comes ready to insert
in a 3-ring binder.

# 203-800...............................................................................$4.99

Lyman Shotshell Reloading
Handbook:

4th Edition

Covers all gauges from 410 to 10
gauge.  Contains a complete sec-
tion on steel shot, slugs and
extensive load data using a variety
of powders, hulls, shot and primers.  Also discuss-
es how to reload, case identification, choke tubes,
sporting clays and hunting.  Published in 1995.
372 pages - Softcover.

# 961-083 ............................................................................$15.99
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Lyman Black Powder
Handbook &

Loading Manual:
2nd Edition

By Sam Fadala.  Includes thousands of pressure
tested loads for rifles, handguns and shotguns.
Also includes cleaning tips, maintenance instruc-
tions, tips on how to choose a muzzleloader as
well as a special section by Mike Venturino on
Cowboy Action Shooting and the blackpowder
cartridge.  Published in 2001.  336 pages -
Softcover.

# 121-867 ............................................................................$14.99

Lyman Reloading Handbook:
48th Edition

Manual covers components,
reloading theory, game and target
loads, cast bullets and ballistics.
Contains rifle data from 17 to 50-
70 calibers, handgun data from 25
ACP to 45 Colt (Long Colt) and a section on
Thompson Center Contenders in 22 to 45-70 cal-
ibers.  Also has a section on factory ammunition
specifications, maximum case length and trim to
length, shellholder tables and a glossary.  Published
in 2003.  416 pages - Softcover.

# 823-498 ............................................................................$19.99

Lyman's Guide to Big Game
Cartridges & Rifles

By Ed Matunas.  This book is a
hunter's guide to selecting the
proper cartridge and rifle for hunt-
ing big game.  Cartridges from 243
Winchester to 500 A-Square are
individually reviewed for their effectiveness on
game from deer and antelope all the way up to ele-
phant.  Cartridge drawings are included, and a
lengthy rifle section covers the selection of action
types and sights currently available from most
major manufacturers.  Published in 1993.  288
pages - Softcover.

# 306-958 ............................................................................$13.99

Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook:
3rd Edition

Edited by Ken Ramage.
Everything you ever wanted to
know about cast lead bullets in
one book.  Includes the 100-year
history of the Ideal/Lyman line.
Contains more than 5000 tested loads for the cast
bullet shooter.  Features over a hundred pages of
trajectory and wind-drift tables for cast, center-fire
rifle bullets.  Published in 1980.  415 pages -
Softcover.

# 796-528 ............................................................................$14.99

Loadbooks USA
Reloading Guides

Get accurate load data on only the
calibers that you want.  Each of
these caliber-specific reloading guides are packed
with unabridged information from major US bul-
let and gun powder makers including Accurate,
Alliant, Hodgdon, Hornady, IMR, Lyman, Nosler,
RCBS, Sierra, Speer and Winchester.  All
Loadbooks manuals are printed on heavyweight
paper and spiral bound so they will lay flat on any
surface.  Photocopy quality.  Softcover.

Handgun .................................Product #..Price
25 and 32 ACP ............................................450-888........$6.99
32 H&R Magnum........................................540-927........$6.99
380 ACP...........................................................797-998........$6.99
9mm Luger .....................................................185-458........$6.99
38 Super...........................................................692-021........$6.99
38 Special ........................................................786-060........$6.99
357 Magnum..................................................442-318........$6.99
40 S&W and 10mm Auto.....................414-298........$6.99
41 Remington Magnum...........................673-667........$6.99
44 Special ........................................................177-901........$6.99
44 Remington Magnum...........................410-373........$6.99
45 ACP..............................................................424-613........$6.99
45 Colt (Long Colt) ..................................562-678........$6.99
454 Casull........................................................515-761........$6.99
Remington XP-100....................................127-332........$9.99
Thompson Center 

Contender Volume 1.............................519-178 .....$10.99
17 Bumble Bee to 7mm TCU (7mm-223)
Thompson Center 

Contender Volume 2.............................672-709 .....$10.99
30 M1 Carbine to 45-70 Government
Rifle .........................................Product #..Price
22 Hornet .......................................................437-903........$6.99
222 Remington.............................................172-731........$6.99
223 Remington.............................................360-676........$6.99
225 Winchester ...........................................762-598........$6.99
22-250 Remington .....................................575-915........$6.99
220 Swift..........................................................502-851........$6.99
243 Winchester ...........................................623-361........$6.99
6mm Remington .........................................519-406........$6.99
250 Savage......................................................510-039........$6.99
257 Roberts...................................................394-707........$6.99
25-06 Remington........................................751-600........$6.99
6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser .................509-664........$6.99
270 Winchester ...........................................630-977........$6.99
7mm-08 Remington..................................193-073........$6.99
7x57mm Mauser (7mm Mauser) ......463-070........$6.99
284 Winchester ...........................................234-352........$6.99
280 Remington.............................................455-834........$6.99
7mm Remington Magnum.....................490-293........$6.99
30 Carbine......................................................254-338........$6.99
30-30 Winchester.......................................112-306........$6.99
300 Savage......................................................764-000........$6.99
308 Winchester ...........................................558-392........$6.99
30-40 Krag ......................................................195-829........$6.99
7.62x54mm Rimmed Russian..............153-556........$6.99
30-06 Springfield .........................................207-435........$6.99
300 and 375 H&H Magnum ................117-533........$6.99

Lee Modern Reloading:
2nd Edition

By Richard Lee.  Learn about
reloading with this comprehen-
sive load data manual.  The
Second Edition of Modern
Reloading is a summary of a
lifetime of experience.  No mat-
ter how knowledgeable you are,
you will find new and interesting information in
this book.  Published in 2003.  719 pages -
Hardcover.

# 484-416 ............................................................................$12.99

Meister Reloading Manual for
Cowboy Action Shooting:

1st Edition

Meister has created this pamphlet
as a companion to their high qual-
ity cowboy cast bullets.  Several
powders and loads are offered for
each of the popular cowboy cal-
ibers.  Published in 2004.  36
pages - Softcover.

# 930-365 ............................................................................$10.99

Lee "The Shooter
Program" CD-

ROM
Included are many external bal-
listic calculators including trajectory and Richard
Lee's reduced load calculator.  Track your reloads
and their results as well as your firearm collection.
There are cost calculators which dramatically show
how you can save 60 to 80% over the cost of facto-
ry ammunition.  Minimum requirements are
Windows 95 or newer, 38MB of hard disk space
and a CD-ROM drive.

# 100-131 ............................................................................$12.49

Lyman Pistol and Revolver
Reloading Handbook:

3rd Edition

Lyman's 3rd Edition contains
information for most types of bul-
lets, powder and primers used in
handgun reloading.  A combina-
tion of in-depth charts and feature articles by the
biggest names in handgun reloading make for an
interesting and informative read.  Most major
component and powder manufacturers are cov-
ered, as well as recently introduced cartridges
including the 45 GAP and the 500 S&W
Magnum.  Published in 2004.  272 pages -
Softcover.

# 277-752 ............................................................................$14.99

300 Winchester Magnum.......................485-716........$6.99
300 Weatherby Magnum........................320-018........$6.99
7.62x39mm Russian ..................................433-018........$6.99
303 British .......................................................239-458........$6.99
8x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ......751-466........$6.99
8mm-06 Springfield and 

338-06 A-Square .....................................794-498........$6.99
8mm Remington Magnum.....................274-053........$6.99
338 Winchester Magnum.......................621-971........$6.99
35 Remington and 350 

Remington Magnum ..............................743-304........$6.99
356 Winchester and 358 Winchester.277-080........$6.99
35 Whelen ......................................................118-605........$6.99
375 Winchester and 458 Winchester.504-354........$6.99
444 Marlin.......................................................860-938........$6.99
45-70 Government....................................694-314........$6.99
Weatherby Magnums Volume 1.........637-894 .....$10.99
Calibers 224 to 7mm
Weatherby Magnums Volume 2.........573-942 .....$10.99
Calibers 300 to 460
Shotgun ..................................Product #..Price
20, 28 and 410 Gauge .............................382-443........$6.99
12 Gauge .........................................................266-146........$9.99

Loadbooks USA Reloading
Guides (continued)

Rifle .........................................Product #..Price
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RCBS CD-ROM Dot
LOAD Ballistics

Software Version 3.0
Version 3.0 CD-ROM for
Windows 95, 98, NT or 2000.  Features detailed
schematics for over 412 cartridges.  Bullet trajecto-
ries can be created from a database of 1,630 com-
ponents, plus a catalog of over 1,561 factory loads.
Also includes an external ballistics calculator and a
cartridge drawing utility.  Electronic versions of the
Speer Reloading Manual #13, the RCBS Cast
Bullet Manual and Accurate Loading Guide #2 are
included.  Contains an index of data sources show-
ing where to find loads for over 760 standard
Wildcat cartridges.  Other references included are
Ballistic Coefficient Calculator, Kinetic Energy
Calculator, Minimum Twist Rate Chart, Pressure
Assignments List, Metric Equivalents Chart and
Powder Burning Rate Chart.   

# 251-744 ............................................................................$92.99

Reloading for Shotgunners:
5th Edition

By Rick Sapp.  The definitive guide
to shotshell reloading.   This book
covers everything from the basics
of slug and shot reloading all the
way up to fine tuning trap, skeet
and hunting loads.  Feature articles cover topics
including the evolution of the shotgun, care and
maintenance of reloading tools and non-toxic shot.
Published in 2005.  304 pages - Softcover.

# 864-494 ............................................................................$16.99

Status of Steel: 
Handloading Steel Shotshells

11th Edition

By Ballistic Products, Inc.  Explains
the techniques and ballistics behind
effective steel handloads.  Includes load data for
16, 12 and 10 gauge.  72 pages - Softcover.

# 799-199 ............................................................................$11.29

Nosler Reloading
Guide:

5th Edition

Contains data for the industry's
most popular cartridges like
Winchester's Short Magnum and Remington's
Ultra Mag and Short Mag - plus Nosler's most
advanced bullet offerings, including Combined
Technology's Partition Gold, Ballistic Silvertip and
Failsafe.  This 5th edition includes data for 27 new
cartridges and new, simplified ballistic tables.
Does not include data for Winchester Super Short
Magnums.  Published in 2002.  728 pages -
Hardcover.

# 196-235 ............................................................................$19.99

Norma Reloading
Manual

This comprehensive guide offers
data for more than 2,000 loads in
73 rifle calibers.  There are also
chapters full of detailed informa-
tion about reloading components and the reload-
ing process.  The manual contains contributions
written by highly regarded experts such as  ballisti-
cian William C. Davis Jr. and Nexplo/Bofors pow-
der expert Sven-Eric Johansson.  The history of
Norma ammunition and the development of its
performance components over the last century
give this book a unique application for all reload-
ing enthusiasts.  Published in 2003.  432 pages -
Hardcover.

# 910-750 ............................................................................$22.99

Pet Loads: 
8th Edition

By Ken Waters.  One of the greatest
handloaders of all time shares his
secrets for developing the best
handloaded ammunition.  Includes data reprints
from Waters' Handloader Magazine column, cover-
ing more than 30 years of load testing as well as
information and load data on over 160 different
cartridges.  This edition contains articles on such
topics as reloading for blackpowder rifle cartridges,
choosing the best powder, Waters' favorite cartridge
and much more.  Chapters include the history and
information on each specific cartridge, provide data
on which components work best for which caliber
and provide Ken Waters' proven load data with his
overall ratings of the performance of each load.
Published in 2002.  1,040 pages - Softcover.

# 807-509 ............................................................................$44.99

Precision Shooting:
Reloading Guide

Edited by Dave Brennan.  Not just
a reloading manual with loads and
dimensions, but a guide to reloading
for the various disciplines centered around extreme
rifle accuracy.  All aspects of the perfect shot are cov-
ered, from bullet and powder selection to breathing,
holding and shooting techniques that will let you get
the most accuracy possible out of both you and your
rifle.  Chapters on highpower, benchrest, magnums,
wildcats, cast bullets and working up accuracy loads.
284 pages - 3 Ring Binder.

# 665-601 ............................................................................$22.99

Designing and Forming
Custom Cartridges

By Ken Howell.  A premier guide
and reference book on cartridges.
This book explains what each case
dimension actually means, the
properties of brass, how to form
and load custom cartridges and the
effects of propellants on a case.  Includes reloading
tips such as instructions on annealing and extend-
ing brass life, a discussion on deciding whether a
new cartridge is necessary and a list of sources for
special components. Scale drawings with dimen-
sions for over 900 cartridge cases make this book a
fantastic reference for the wildcatter.  Published in
2002.  596 pages - Hardcover.

# 942-114 ............................................................................$59.99

Pet Loads Supplement
Number 23:

First Supplement to 8th Edition

By Ken Waters.  This supplement is
the first to be released since 1998.
It includes further articles from the
famous author that touch on such subjects as the
7mm Remington Magnum, 35 Whelen and
Loading for Lever Guns.  Published in 2004.  Pre-
punched for a 3-ring binder.  64 pages - Softcover.

# 239-895...............................................................................$9.99

Speer Reloading Manual Rifle
& Pistol:
Number 13

An indispensable tool for every
reloader with how-to information,
charts, illustrations and photo-
graphs.  Contains over 9,000 pow-
der loads, plus bullet data, detailed ballistics tables,
bullet energy and velocity tables, special tech-
niques sections, a problem solving section and
much more.  Published in 1998.  730 pages -
Hardcover.

# 636-126 ............................................................................$19.99

Shotshell Reloading
Manual:

Blanks to Supersonics 1st
Edition

Published by Precision Reloading
Inc.  This manual provides shotshell reloaders
with previously unavailable recipes for most
gauges and hull lengths.  All of the load data has
been developed to SAAMI specifications and cali-
brated using piezoelectric equipment.  The com-
ponents mentioned in the book are readily avail-
able and the manual includes guidelines and tips
for precision results.  Numerous conversion and
informational charts are provided in an easy to use
three ring binder format.  Chapters cover the fol-
lowing shot types: lead, buffered lead, buckshot,
buffered buckshot, slugs, bismuth, buffered bis-
muth, ecologically friendly lead and bismuth, steel,
subsonic and blanks.  Published in 2003.  192
pages - 3-Ring Binder.

# 657-184 ............................................................................$24.99

MTM Handloader's Log

The Handloader's Log allows you to
track of your performance, pet loads
for different firearms, shotshell
loading data, firearms inventory and
more.  The large assortment of tar-
gets provided helps you quickly
analyze your reloads.  150 pages - Binder.

# 858-623 ............................................................................$17.79
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SPG Lubricants Black Powder
Cartridge Reloading Primer

By Mike Venturino and Steve
Garbe.  Topics covered include
cast bullets, components, target
match loads, ballistic charts, pick-
ing the right cartridge, manufac-
turers listing of tools and compo-
nents.  Includes reloading data on
32-40 WCF, 38-55 WCF, 45-70
Government and many others.  Published in 1992.
116 pages - Spiral bound.

# 359-738 ............................................................................$21.99

The Paper Jacket
By Paul A. Matthews.  Learn how
to bump, swage and cut paper
patches the same way they were
made more than 150 years ago.
You'll see how a paper patch can
reduce leading and improve accu-
racy in your Blackpowder rifle.  Published in 1991.
140 pages - Softcover.

# 813-840 ............................................................................$12.49

Vihtavuori
Reloading Manual:

3rd Edition

This is the most current version of
Vihtavuori's manual.  It lists the
recommended loads of their pow-
der for both rifle and handgun cartridges.  This is a
source of load data for some metric European car-
tridges not used in the United States.  Published
in 2000.  358 pages - Hardcover.

# 276-439 ............................................................................$24.79

Swift Reloading Manual:
Number One

Swift has developed a compre-
hensive reloading manual for its
A-Frame and Scirocco bullets.
Contains complete load data and optimum ballis-
tics information for 47 popular hunting cartridges
in easy-to-read, multicolor pages.  This first edition
book is a collectible edition that is beautifully illus-
trated.  Published in 2002.  300 pages - Hardcover.

# 283-583 ............................................................................$29.99

The Handloader's
Manual of Cartridge

Conversions
By John J. Donnelly.  Stoeger's
classic has been revised and
expanded with a new, easy to refer-
ence format and additional cartridge data.
Provides the reader all the physical data, how-to
designs, tools and drawings needed to convert
modern materials into more than 900 rifle and
handgun cartridge cases.  Covers everything from
obsolete patterns to the most modern cutting-edge
wildcats.  Published in 2004.  608 pages -
Hardcover.

# 815-626 ............................................................................$26.99

Wildcat Cartridges:
Combo Edition

By Wolfe Publishing.  A study into
the art of all things brass.
Combines both volumes of an ear-
lier work and includes information on cartridges
from the 14-221 Fireball to the 460 Van Horn.
Published in 1992.  1,050 pages - Softcover.

# 521-775 ............................................................................$35.99

Sierra Rifle and Handgun
Reloading Data Manual:

5th Edition 

This manual retains the popular
three-ring binder format which
allows data to be added or
removed as needed.  It has been
modernized with new cartridge information.
Includes information on cartridge histories, reload-
ing recommendations, new bullets, new cartridges,
new powders, gun cleaning, new section on
reloading process, ballistics glossary, articles on
benchrest shooting (1,000 yards and 1 mile), NRA
High Power rifle, palma match, high power sil-
houette shooting and ballistics tables.  A necessary
tool for any reloader.  Published in 2003.  1,150
pages - 3-Ring Binder.

# 946-494 ............................................................................$27.99

Sierra Rifle and Handgun
Reloading Data Manual 5th
Edition and Infinity Exterior
Ballistic Software Version 5.0

A great combination
that includes both
the Sierra Rifle &
Handgun Reloading
Data Manual 5th
Edition and Infinity
Five Exterior
Ballistic Software Version 5.0.  Buy both together
and save.

# 651-835 ............................................................................$62.99Sierra Infinity Exterior
Ballistic Software:

Version 5.0

Provides multiple trajectory charts
and graphs, point blank range, cal-
culate zero function, uphill/down-
hill shooting, maximum range,
minute of angle and more.  The Bullet Library
includes all major bullet and ammunition compa-
nies and allows for the addition of new and cus-
tom bullets.  System requirements:  PC with
Windows 98 or higher operating system, 64MB of
RAM, CD-ROM drive, sound card, speakers or
headset, Internet Explorer version 5.5 or higher
and 30MB free hard drive space.  

# 161-153 ............................................................................$38.99

Sierra Infinity Suite:
Exterior Software and 5th

Edition Manuals

Sierra's Infinity Exterior Ballistic
Computer Software provides mul-
tiple trajectory charts and graphics,
point blank range, calculate zero, uphill/downhill
shooting, maximum range, minute of angle and
more.  Easy to use Windows format makes Infinity
extremely user friendly.  Bullet library includes all
major bullet companies as well as ammunition
companies and allows for addition of new and cus-
tom bullets.  This program is available in CD-
ROM format only.  System requirements are: PC
compatible, Windows operating system, 64MB
RAM, CD-ROM drive (must support long file-
names), sound card, speakers or headset, Internet
Explorer version 5.5 or higher and 30MB free hard
drive space.

# 255-494 ............................................................................$57.99

Click-N-Shoot Software CD-ROM "Target" Version 4.0

This disc has an amazing array of full-color targets that you can print from your home
PC.  1000 different targets, including sighting targets with grids for precise adjustments,
competition targets, practice targets, rimfire targets and specialty targets that replicate
specific game animals and specialized shooting sports targets.  Works with almost any
Microsoft Windows system (95, 98, 2000, ME, NT, XP) and uses Adobe Acrobat Reader
(included on the CD) to view and print the targets.

# 475-406..........................................................................................................................................................................................................$13.99

Hodgdon 2006
Annual Reloading

Manual
This manual features more than
5,000 loads for a wide range of
rifle, handgun and shotshell cartridges.  Includes
step-by-step reloading instructions, detailed infor-
mation on Hodgdon powders and informative arti-
cles on reloading and hunting by many of today's
top gun writers including Craig Boddington, Dick
Metcalf, Layne Simpson and many others.
Published in 2006.  202 pages - Softcover.

# 363-634...............................................................................$8.99

For a complete listing of Reloading Manuals by cartridge, 
please see our website.

For additional Reloading Manuals,

see pages 833-834.
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NRA 3-Game Combo Pack:
NRA High Power Competition, NRA

Varmint Hunter, Xtreme Accuracy Shooting
PC CD-ROM Video Games

This 3-pack of games includes
NRA High Power Competition,
NRA Varmint Hunter and Xtreme
Accuracy Shooting.  Each game is a
fun and exciting shooting simulator
with a different theme.  Perfect for
honing your skills on days when
you can't actually get to the range.  System
requirements are PC with Windows 98, ME, 2000
or XP, 4x CDROM, 384MB RAM, 600MB free
hard drive space, 64MB Video Card with
Direct3D 9.0 or higher support and sound card.

# 137-208 ............................................................................$29.99

NRA High Power
Competition PC
CD-ROM Video

Game
A unique simulator that replicates the sport of
High Power Rifle Competition.  From load devel-
opment to the firing line, every aspect of the sport
is replicated in this fun and exciting game.  Shoot
the M1 Garand, M14 and M16 as well as 2 custom
target guns at any of 3 courses including the
NRA's Whittington Center.  Play the career mode
and track your progress from local to regional and
national events.  System requirements are PC with
Windows 98, ME, 2000 or XP, 4x CDROM,
384MB RAM, 600MB free hard drive space,
64MB Video Card with Direct3D 9.0 or higher
support and sound card.

# 914-140 ............................................................................$19.99

Firearm Blueing and
Browning

By R.H. Angier.  A comprehensive
manual with more than 250 for-
mulas for chemical and heat color-
ing of gun metals and for other processes such as
rust removal and nickel plating, with practical
instructions and notes.  151 pages - Hardcover.

# 364-524 ............................................................................$18.99

Checkering & Carving of
Gunstocks

By Monty Kennedy.  A fully illus-
trated home workshop reference
for the amateur and expert carver
and stockmaker.  Includes ready to
use patterns as well as detailed
instructions and techniques on how to make gun-
stocks look, feel and grip better.  Perfect for modi-
fying that stock that doesn't quite fit correctly, or
for embellishing an existing stock to increase its
beauty and value.  336 pages - Hardcover.

# 305-590 ............................................................................$37.99

Gunstock Carving

By Bill Janney.  A complete guide
to carving and engraving gunstocks.
Provides detailed color photo-
graphs of different engraving pat-
terns and a complete overview of
tools, materials and safety precautions.  92 pages -
Softcover.  

# 348-730 ............................................................................$19.99

Building Your Gunsmithing
Library

Edited by Reid Coffield and Larry
Potterfield.  Over 100 gunsmithing
books have been written since The
Gunsmith's Manual in 1883;
together they cover nearly 250 dif-
ferent topics.  If you want to know something
about gunsmithing, you can probably find it in one
of these books -- but which ones are the best?
MidwayUSA's Building Your Gunsmithing Library
is a comprehensive review of 104 gunsmithing
books, with every topic in every book rated excel-
lent, good or fair.  Also, each book is assigned a
one through five star rating.  To use this unique
reference book, study the review of a particular
book or turn to the Master Index containing all
topics and listing all books having information
about each topic.  Now, you know which books to
buy as you build your Gunsmithing Library.   If
you want to learn more about gunsmithing, this
book will save you a lot of time and money.  257
pages - Hardcover.

# 229-873 ............................................................................$24.95

GUNSMITHING BOOKS
Fundamentals of Gunstock

Checkering

By Bill McGuire.  This booklet
includes detailed information and
line drawings on topics such as
proper checkering tools and equip-
ment, pattern layout, the checker-
ing process and even includes examples of differ-
ent checkering styles.  13 pages - Softcover.

# 310-871...............................................................................$4.99

Professional
Stockmaking

By David L. Wesbrook.  David
Westbrook is a professional stock-
maker and photographer by trade
and both are quite apparent in
this book.  It has some of the very best photogra-
phy of any stockmaking book ever printed, and his
professional approach to stockmaking is logical and
well presented.   Includes detailed chapters on
inletting, stock shaping, stock finishing and many
other topics.  Also contains articles by six of today's
best stockmakers:  David Westbrook, Monte
Mandarino, Mark Silver, Ed Webber, Richard
Schreiber and Bruce Farnam.  This is a compre-
hensive treatment of the stockmaking process and
is an invaluable reference for anyone wanting to
learn how to inlet, shape or finish a rifle stock.
308 pages - Softcover. 

# 287-366 ............................................................................$49.99

Mauser M98 & M96:
How to Build Your Favorite Custom Rifle 

By R.A. Walsh.  This do-it your-
self book goes far beyond any
available books or manuals cover-
ing Mauser restoration and con-
versions.  Using detailed text,
accurate illustrations and photo-
graphs, this book explains the
methods and practices used in creating a custom
Mauser.  Perfect for the enthusiast, gunsmith or
amateur.  Includes the original shop drawings.
Published in 1997.  128 pages - Spiral bound.

# 690-411 ............................................................................$24.99

How to Convert
Military Rifles:

7th Edition

The Williams Company has put
together an excellent resource on
what kind of conversions are possible for most
popular military rifles and how to go about the
conversion process.  Also included are instruc-
tions and price lists for sending your rifle to
Williams to have the custom work done for you.
76 pages - Softcover.

# 541-393 ............................................................................$12.99

Poor Man's Scout
Rifle:

A How to Guide

By Bob Cashner.  Learn how to
take almost any rifle and transform it into a fast-
pointing scout rifle.  From the Mauser 98 to the
SKS and Ruger Mini-14, see step-by-step instruc-
tions to create a dependable utility rifle suitable for
homeland defense.  128 pages - Softcover.

# 668-114 ............................................................................$14.99

A Master
Gunmaker's Guide
to Building Bolt-

Action Rifles
By Bill Holmes.  Step-by-step instructions for
construction and modification of bolt action rifles.
Learn how to make a bolt, safety, trigger, sights,
chamber, fit a barrel and more.  152 pages -
Softcover.

# 347-029 ............................................................................$19.99
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DPMS AR-15 Exploded View
Posters

Colt M16A1 Carbine 5.56mm

These 11" x 17" posters show a diagram of the
specific firearm with all of the parts labeled.

Description ..........................Product # ..Price
Colt M16A1 Carbine 5.56mm........594-981.........$4.09
Colt M16A2 Rifle 5.56mm................643-704.........$3.99

Building a Single-
Shot, Falling-Block

Rifle Action

By Walter Mueller.  This authori-
tative text provides the reader with
excellent step-by-step instructions on how to
manufacture a traditional-style falling block target
rifle from scratch.  Includes detailed blueprints,
geometric equations and information on firearm
laws and regulations.  This book is intended for
advanced gunsmiths with access to machining
equipment.  42 pages - Softcover.

# 947-189 ............................................................................$14.99

Gunsmithing

By Roy E. Dunlap.  The standard
reference on gunsmithing written
in a fluid and entertaining style.
This is the complete gunsmith's
reference for all types of projects
from the mundane to the magnifi-
cent.  Includes a comprehensive index.  742 pages
- Hardcover.

# 373-651 ............................................................................$37.99

Gunsmithing: 
Guns of the Old West
Expanded 2nd Edition

By David R. Chicoine.  This
book guides collectors, cowboy
action shooters, hobbyists and Old West re-enac-
tors through repairing and improving Old West
firearms.  Includes 125 high-resolution diagrams
and illustrations and an illustrated glossary.  This
valuable knowledge is passed along to readers by a
working professional with years of experience and
a reputation for quality custom gunsmith work.
448 pages - Softcover.

# 118-570 ............................................................................$19.99

Gunsmithing
Shotguns:

A Basic Guide to Care and
Repair 

By David R. Henderson.  A useful
resource for beginning shotgun shooters who are
looking to get the most out of their guns.  Choke
tubes, patterning, barrels, recoil, scope mounting,
cleaning and even custom handloading are just a
few topics that are covered in this fully illustrated
manual.  256 pages -  Hardcover.

# 126-589 ............................................................................$24.99

Gunsmithing Tips
and Projects

By Wolfe Publishing. This book is
a collection of 87 gunsmithing
articles by 39 different writers.
These are feature-length articles,
taken from the pages of Rifle Magazine from
1969 to 1987.  While they are primarily about
riflesmithing, the articles on wood finishing,
checkering and metal finishing apply to all
firearms.  Highlights include four articles on
stocks and stock finishing by David Webb and
twenty articles on wood and metal finishing by
John Bivins.  There are also five articles on inlet-
ting and checkering by Jim Carmichel and six
general gunsmithing articles by Roy Dunlap.
Every article is well written by knowledgeable,
experienced authors/editors.  443 pages -
Softcover.

# 293-688 ............................................................................$22.99

Gunsmithing:
Pistols & Revolvers

By Patrick Sweeney.  Set up an
efficient and organized work-
place and learn what tools are
needed.  Then, tackle projects
like installing new grips, adjusting trigger pull and
sight replacement.  Includes a troubleshooting
guide, glossary of terms and a directory of suppli-
ers and services for most brands of handguns.
850 B&W photos.  350 pages - Softcover.

# 747-594 ............................................................................$16.99

Gunsmithing:
Shotguns 

By Patrick Sweeney.  Detailed
step-by-step instructions provide
all the information needed to
make common repairs, improve performance and
adjust the fit of all major shotgun styles. Also
offers great general tips including a list of ques-
tions to ask before a gunsmith starts working.
Save time and money on shotgun repairs.  750
B&W photos.  323 pages - Softcover.

# 699-523 ............................................................................$16.99

Gunsmithing:
Rifles

By Patrick Sweeney.  A great
book for beginners.  Learn tips
on trigger work, scope mounting,
stock repair and recoil reduction.  This book also
covers what to look for when purchasing a used
rifle and building a 10/22.  350 pages - Softcover.

# 746-802 ............................................................................$16.99

Practical Gunsmithing

By the Editors of "American
Gunsmith."  Tips and tricks from
leading professional gunsmiths -
including troubleshooting, main-
tenance, repair, customizing and
using gunsmithing tools.  256
pages - Softcover.

# 274-931 ............................................................................$15.49

Build Your Own 
AR-15

By Duncan Long.  The author
takes you step-by-step through the
process of assembling an AR-15
from readily available parts and kits.  Published in
1998.  98 pages - Softcover.

# 872-966 ............................................................................$27.99

Ed Brown's 1911
Bench Reference CD-

ROM

A step-by-step instructional disk with information
and detailed photos on disassembly, reassembly,
maintenance and proper handling of your 1911.
Also includes complete installation and fitting
instructions for many accessories.  Plus, chapters
on troubleshooting and reloading.  Runs on PC or
Mac with CD-ROM drive and graphics type oper-
ating systems such as Windows.  Adobe Acrobat
Reader included.

# 415-119 ............................................................................$31.49

Accurizing the
Factory Rifle 

By M. L. McPherson.  Join the
author in his exploration of many
of the principles and techniques
involved in accurizing and improving the func-
tioning of various types of rifles including bolt,
pump, semi-automatic, lever action and falling
block.  Shotguns and rimfire rifles are not includ-
ed.  Much of the subject matter in this book is
intended for professional gunsmiths with complete
machine shop capabilities.  340 pages - Softcover.

# 573-735 ............................................................................$37.99
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The Gun Digest Book of
Firearms

Assembly/Disassembly:
Part 1:  Automatic Pistols 2nd Edition

By J.B. Wood.  Starts with field
stripping basics, thoroughly
explains takedown components and
finishes with reassembly instruc-
tions for hundreds of popular
firearms.  Clear photographs and
easy to understand text guides the
reader every step along the way.
Complete takedown instructions for 72 popular
autoloaders plus 250 variants.  1700 B&W photos.
592 pages - Softcover.

# 338-841 ............................................................................$16.99

The AR-15 Complete
Assembly Guide:

2nd Edition

By Walt Kuleck with Clint McKee.
This Assembly Guide is a companion to the
Complete Owner's Guide (Product #240-052).
This book includes complete assembly instruc-
tions, as well as tips and tricks to make the job
easier.  By assembling the AR-15 yourself, you
will gain a deeper understanding of the design
and function of this rifle.  Published in 2000.  331
photographs aid the assembly process.  164 pages
- Softcover.

# 559-952 ............................................................................$18.99

The M1 Garand
Complete Assembly

Guide
By Walt Kuleck with Clint McKee.
This Assembly Guide is a compan-
ion to the Complete Owner's Guide (Product
#187-966).  This book includes complete assem-
bly instructions, as well as addressing the most
common problems encountered and how to
avoid them.  By assembling the M1 Garand your-
self, you will gain a deeper understanding of the
design and function of this rifle and be more pre-
pared to troubleshoot basic problems as they
appear.  Published in 2000.  350 photographs, 161
pages - Softcover.

# 111-655 ............................................................................$21.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Firearms

Assembly/Disassembly:
Part 2:  Revolvers 2nd Edition

By J.B. Wood.  Starts with field
stripping basics, thoroughly
explains takedown components
and finishes with reassembly
instructions for hundreds of pop-
ular firearms.  Clear photographs and easy to
understand text guides the reader every step along
the way.  Complete takedown instructions for 60
popular revolvers plus 130 variants.  1605 B&W
photos.  576 pages - Softcover.

# 570-032 ............................................................................$18.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Firearms

Assembly/Disassembly:
Part 3:  Rimfire Rifles Revised

Edition

By J.B. Wood.  Starts with field
stripping basics, thoroughly
explains takedown components
and finishes with reassembly
instructions for hundreds of popular firearms.
Clear photographs and easy to understand text
guides the reader every step along the way.
Complete takedown instructions for 62 popular
rimfire rifles plus over 178 variants.  1590 B&W
photos.  480 pages - Softcover.

# 219-050 ............................................................................$13.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Firearms

Assembly/Disassembly:
Part 5:  Shotguns 2nd Edition

By J.B. Wood.  Starts with field
stripping basics, thoroughly
explains takedown components
and finishes with reassembly
instructions for hundreds of pop-
ular firearms.  Clear photographs
and easy to understand text guides the reader
every step along the way.  Complete takedown
instructions for 59 popular shotguns plus over 250
variants.  1500 B&W photos.  480 pages -
Softcover.

# 494-104 ............................................................................$16.99

The Gun Digest Book of
Firearms

Assembly/Disassembly:
Part 4: Centerfire Rifles 2nd

Edition

By J.B. Wood.  Starts with field
stripping basics, thoroughly
explains takedown components
and finishes with reassembly
instructions for hundreds of pop-
ular firearms.  Clear photographs and easy to
understand text guides the reader every step along
the way.  1430 B&W photos.  480 pages -
Softcover.

# 468-061 ............................................................................$16.99

Antique Firearms
Assembly/Disassembly:

The Comprehensive Guide to
Pistols, Rifles & Shotguns

By David Chicoine.  This book is
devoted to the assembly and disas-
sembly of antique firearms for
proper cleaning and maintenance.
Over 60 models and 600 photos.  Published in
2005.  528 pages - Softcover.

# 571-607 ............................................................................$19.99

The Gunsmith Machinist

By Steve Acker.  Includes sections
on front sight installation, unusual
scope mounts, installing pre-thread-
ed short-chambered barrels, build-
ing a complete target rifle and many
other gunsmithing topics.  Also
contains articles related to general
machining topics including welding tips, personal
safety, bench blocks and even building knives and
meat smokers from scratch.  205 pages -
Hardcover.

# 213-961 ............................................................................$36.99

The Gunsmith's Book of
Chamber Prints

By Pacific Tool & Gauge.  A com-
plete list and collection of chamber
prints for many of the reamers that
PTG makes. Complete mechanical
schematics are well drawn and all
required measurements are provid-
ed.  A valuable resource for the wildcatter or just
for anyone who can't learn enough about guns.
425 pages - Spiral bound.

# 347-655 ............................................................................$47.99

The Story of Pope's Barrels

By Ray M. Smith.  A revised and
expanded edition of Ray A. Smith's
classic work about master riflesmith
and barrel builder Harry M. Pope,
whose accurate barrels are legendary.
Features discussion of Pope's life, his
barreling techniques and a full bibliography.  211
pages - Hardcover with dust jacket.

# 328-031 ............................................................................$36.99

The Combat Auto 

By Bill Wilson.  A great overview of
the 1911.  Includes information on
accessories, custom modifications,
basic combat pistols, compensators,
ammunition, handloading, proper
maintenance and much more.  This is a complete
guide to purchasing, modifying and customizing
the 1911 style auto for competition or carry.  240
pages - Softcover.

# 589-963 ............................................................................$11.99
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The U.S.
M1911/1911A1 Pistols:

A Shop Manual, Volume 2

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  A great fol-
low-up to Volume 1.  This is not a revision of
Volume 1 and not a rehash of old military manu-
als.  This book is absolutely loaded with new and
updated material, parts dimensions and hardness
specifications as well as the nuts and bolts tech
data required to dimensionally inspect, restore,
repair and build super accurate, super reliable,
"blueprint" quality carry and competition grade
M1911s.  207 pages - Softcover.

# 193-148 ............................................................................$29.95

The Colt .45 Automatic:
A Shop Manual, Volume 1

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Contains
useful information on inspection,
part selection, part installation,
trouble-shooting and function
testing.  Also shows tricks the pros
use to turn stock 1911s into full-
blown carry and race guns.  Contains instructions
and illustrations on assembly and disassembly, pit-
falls to avoid and areas to check for the best per-
formance.  202 pages - Softcover.

# 199-119 ............................................................................$27.95

The Colt Single
Action Revolvers:

A Shop Manual, Volumes 1 & 2

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  The ulti-
mate shop manual for Colt 1st, 2nd and 3rd gen-
eration Model P Single Action Army Model
Revolvers and Colt pattern replica S.A.A
Revolvers.  Covers S.A.A design, safety system
and operating theory.  Also includes detailed sec-
tions on bench function checks, assembly/disas-
sembly, parts inspection and proper fitting, action
timing and trigger pull, complete repair and
mechanical restoration, as well as improving accu-
racy and a detailed troubleshooting section.  Both
volumes are conveniently bound together in one
book.  255 pages - Softcover.

# 133-799 ............................................................................$34.95

The Mauser Bolt
Actions:

M91 Through M98, A Shop
Manual

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  This indis-
pensable manual provides in-depth
coverage of rebarreling and chambering, parts fitting
and replacement, magnum conversions, action
shortening, sight installation, trigger work, data on
heat treating receivers, parts identification and
inspection.  Though it is specifically about Mausers,
it will teach you valuable information useful for
rebarreling any rifle.  224 pages - Softcover.

# 661-999 ............................................................................$29.95

The Remington M870 and
M1100/M11-87 Shotguns:

A Shop Manual

By Jerry Kuhnhausen. Contains
instructions for inspecting, main-
taining and fixing the Remington
870 and 1100/11-87.  It also dis-
cusses many of the tools needed
and how to find and diagnose common problems.
226 pages - Softcover.

# 523-234 ............................................................................$29.95

The Ruger Double
Action Revolvers:
A Shop Manual, Volume 1

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Covers
Speed, Security and Service Six
series revolvers.  Includes assembly, disassembly
and parts identification with details of frame, bar-
rel, crane, forcing cone and cylinder work.  Has
complete list of recommended tools and includes
parts diagrams.  174 pages - Softcover.

# 122-286 ............................................................................$22.95

The Ruger Single
Action Revolvers:

A Shop Manual, Volume 1 & 2

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  A long
awaited Kuhnhausen manual,
chock full of "Old Model" and "New Model"
Ruger Single Action Revolver information not
available anywhere else.  This book features 600+
crystal clear photos, ordnance style drawings, prin-
ciple illustrations and graphics.  Includes Ruger
SA (Single Action) Revolver action function, cycle
of operation, safety and safety features.  Both vol-
umes are conveniently bound together in one
book.  255 pages - Softcover.

# 615-772 ............................................................................$34.95

The U.S. .30 Caliber
Gas Operated

Carbines:
A Shop Manual

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Includes information on
bench function checks, complete
disassembly/reassembly, full parts inspection data,
ordnance specified steels, parts hardnesses, basic
tools and gauges, correct parts fit, repair and
mechanical restoration, a complete troubleshoot-
ing section and even sections on restoring and
improving your M1 Carbine's accuracy.  Includes
over 1,200 photos and line drawings.  224 pages -
Softcover.

# 660-048 ............................................................................$29.95

The U.S. .30 Caliber
Gas Operated Service

Rifles:
A Shop Manual, Volume 1 & 2

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Covers all phases of
inspection, critical dimensions, ammunition, sight
work, stocking and more for the M1 Garand and
the M14 service rifles and their civilian equiva-
lents.  Also includes complete match rifle build-
ing information for those who wish to gain the
most accuracy possible out of these highly capable
rifles.  383 pages - Softcover.

# 582-340 ............................................................................$44.95

The Colt Double
Action Revolvers:
A Shop Manual, Volume 2

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Contains
detailed information on the J (MK III) and AA
(King Cobra) series guns.  Goes through theory,
bench checks, disassembly, reassembly, tuning and
parts interchange.  157 pages - Softcover.

# 132-389 ............................................................................$22.95

The S&W Revolver:
A Shop Manual

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Applies to J,
K, L and N-frame guns.  Covers all
common problems from cracked
frames to poor timing and excess end-shake.
Explains custom work and goes through polishing
and bluing.  Has full assembly and disassembly
instructions and troubleshooting information.  155
pages - Softcover.

# 314-178 ............................................................................$22.95

The Colt Double
Action Revolvers:
A Shop Manual, Volume 1

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  Explains and
simplifies the relationship between the cylinder,
bolt, rebound lever and hand on the Colt D, E and
I frame revolvers (Python, Old Model Trooper,
Detective Special and other large frames with
Python-style lockwork).  Includes numerous pho-
tos on assembly, disassembly, check and repair.
224 pages - Softcover.

# 369-326 ............................................................................$32.95

Wilson Combat 1911
Auto Maintenance

Manual  

By Bill Wilson.  A useful assembly,
disassembly and trouble-shooting
manual for admirers of the 1911 Colt and all of its
variants and clones from the master of the 45 ACP.
65 pages - Softcover.

# 492-864 ............................................................................$10.49
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The Complete Illustrated
Guide to Precision Rifle

Barrel Fitting
By John L. Hinnant.  This book
discusses step by step how to
chamber, ream, install and true a
barrel to an action.  Centered
around the Remington 700, this
book also covers other common
project rifles, such as the
Mauser 98.  Several illustrations and machinist's
drawings help explain each step.  Covered topics
include:  chambering, finish reaming, truing the
barrel to the action, recoil lugs and more.  304
pages - Softcover.

# 295-571 ............................................................................$34.99

The Ultimate Ruger
10/22:

Manual and User's Guide

By Mark White.  Learn how to
make easy modifications to your 10/22 to make it
more accurate, improve the trigger pull and
increase shooting comfort.  Also includes informa-
tion on disassembly, maintenance and even build-
ing a suppressor for your rifle.  112 pages -
Softcover.

# 628-528 ............................................................................$12.99

Make It Accurate:
Get the Maximum Performance

from Your Hunting Rifle

By Craig Boddington.  This book
provides invaluable tips on how to
select a rifle, cartridge and scope perfectly suited to
your needs.  Also contains in-depth information
on how to choose factory rifles, how to shop wise-
ly for used rifles and what to look for from custom
rifles.  Boddington offers simple steps to show
how you can optimize the performance of any rifle
at the range or in the field.  Includes information
on stock materials and design, bedding, reloading,
scope mounting and troubleshooting.  Published
in 2000.  273 pages - Hardcover.

# 364-567 ............................................................................$22.99

Radocy Takedown Guides

These guides cover complete disas-
sembly and reassembly of your
firearm for cleaning, maintenance
and customization.  Each black and
white guide offers tips and tricks to
make disassembly simple and easy.
5 to 8 pages depending upon model.  Softcover.

Handguns ....................Product # ...........Price
Beretta 3032 Tomcat ...............861-912 ......................$5.99
Beretta 92F....................................647-438 ......................$5.99
Browning Hi-Power ..................560-677 ......................$5.99
Colt 1911 Series ........................962-007 ......................$5.99
Colt Single Action Army........618-394 ......................$5.99
Colt Trooper Mark 3 ...............233-991 ......................$5.99
Colt Woodsman.........................741-478 ......................$5.99
CZ 52...............................................524-773 ......................$5.99
Glock.................................................671-342 ......................$5.99
HK USP............................................359-002 ......................$5.99
Luger Parabellum .......................916-747 ......................$5.99
Makarov...........................................356-784 ......................$5.99
Ruger Blackhawk ........................938-832 ......................$5.99
Ruger Mark 2 ...............................982-699 ......................$5.99
Ruger P89DC ..............................848-192 ......................$5.99
Ruger Vaquero.............................218-298 ......................$5.99
Sig Sauer P226 ............................994-564 ......................$5.99
Smith & Wesson 

L-Frame Revolver...................452-529 ......................$5.99
T/C Contender ...........................816-358 ......................$5.99
Walther P-38................................621-349 ......................$5.99
Walther PPK .................................799-696 ......................$5.99
Rifles ............................Product # ...........Price
AK-47................................................419-214 ......................$5.99
British Lee Enfield 

No. 4 Mark 1 SMLE..............570-963 ......................$5.99
Colt AR-15 ....................................578-367 ......................$5.99
FN-FAL.............................................959-624 ......................$5.99
HK 91 ...............................................116-147 ......................$5.99

Krag-Jorgenson 
(30-40 Krag)..............................411-639 ......................$5.99

M1 Carbine ...................................232-275 ......................$5.99
M1 Garand ....................................916-177 ......................$5.99
Marlin 1894 & 1895.................673-457 ......................$5.99
Marlin 336......................................421-607 ......................$5.99
Mauser 98 ......................................844-074 ......................$5.99
Mosin Nagant...............................230-943 ......................$5.99
Remington 552 ...........................753-413 ......................$5.99
Remington 700 ...........................320-749 ......................$5.99
Remington 760 ...........................337-641 ......................$5.99
Ruger 10/22 ..................................788-948 ......................$5.99
Ruger Mini-14 ..............................717-308 ......................$5.99
Savage 99........................................174-244 ......................$5.99
SKS .....................................................937-127 ......................$5.99
Springfield 1903A3 ...................669-409 ......................$5.99
Springfield M1A/M14...............758-112 ......................$5.99
Swiss K31........................................930-149 ......................$5.99
Winchester 100..........................829-913 ......................$5.99
Winchester 1887.......................738-502 ......................$5.99
Winchester 1892.......................633-534 ......................$5.99
Winchester 70.............................320-844 ......................$5.99
Winchester 71.............................368-716 ......................$5.99
Winchester 94.............................112-968 ......................$5.99
Shotguns......................Product # ...........Price
Benelli Super Black Eagle.......932-740 ......................$5.99
Browning A5.................................190-679 ......................$5.99
Browning BPS...............................713-885 ......................$5.99
Charles Daly O/U .....................623-632 ......................$5.99
Ithaca 37..........................................427-702 ......................$5.99
L.C. Smith Double.....................315-590 ......................$5.99
Mossberg 500 ..............................190-117 ......................$5.99
Remington 1100.........................240-054 ......................$5.99
Remington 11-87.......................546-279 ......................$5.99
Remington 870 ...........................610-716 ......................$5.99
Winchester 1300.......................958-276 ......................$5.99
Winchester Model 12.............241-805 ......................$5.99
Winchester 97.............................163-144 ......................$5.99

Radocy Takedown Guides
(continued)

Rifles ............................Product # ...........Price

MidwayUSA
Cotton Caps

Low Profile

# 652-754  $4.99

For more MidwayUSA

Merchandise, 

see page 836.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •

Check out these great features on midwayusa.com
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92F Series Beretta,Taurus Instructions For Operation .148-216....$3.29
Basic operations are covered including: Handgun operation, maintenance, ammunition selection and
parts list and suppliers. The Beretta factory manual is included as well. Published in 1985. 14
Pages - Softcover.
Air Crew Survival ............................................................613-488....$5.69
This manual is a survival guide for Air Crews shot down over enemy or wild terrain. Chapters cover
common topics such as how to get food and water while in the wilderness, basic shelter construc-
tion, first aid and fire building. Other portions of the manual cover more obscure topics such as
avoiding enemy patrols, surviving in an NBC (nuclear, biological and chemical) environment and ethi-
cal codes of conduct. Published in 1985. 120 Pages - Softcover.
AK-47 Assault Rifle ..........................................................118-389....$6.29
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair of the AK-47 rifle as
well as lists of repair parts and special tools. 39 Pages - Softcover.
AK-47 Owner's Manual ...................................................474-177....$6.19
This operator's manual provides a brief overview of the AK-47 and covers basic maintenance and
repairs. Chapters cover maintenance, assembly/disassembly, operation, ammunition and accessories.
Published in 1969. 40 Pages - Softcover.
All-Purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying 

Equipment (ALICE) ......................................................641-891....$6.19
Covers the ALICE (All Purpose Lightweight Individual Carrying Equipment) military issue backpack.
Manual shows you how to properly pack, carry and clean the ALICE backpack. Published in 1973.
40 Pages - Softcover.
Cal. .30 Carbines M1, M1A1, M2,And M3 .....................474-208....$6.19
Contains description of and procedures for removal, inspection, disassembly, assembly, repair and
rebuild of the Caliber 30 Carbines M1, M1A1, M2 and M3. Also contains a list of references, sup-
ply catalogs and technical manuals (circa 1947). Published in 1953. 178 Pages - Softcover.
Match Rifles, Revolvers and Rimfire Pistols ..................131-407....$6.19
Complete military handbook discussing match rifles, revolvers and rimfire pistols including stripping, main-
tenance, firing procedure and cleaning as well as parts list. Published in 1959. 99 Pages - Softcover.
Carbine, Cal. .30, M1........................................................172-504....$6.19
Covers the workings of the M1 30 Caliber Carbine. Topics covered include: Identification of the
parts, field stripping and cleaning of the carbine, basic repairs, ammunition selection and proper and
safe storage. Published in 1942. 68 Pages - Softcover.
Carbines, Machine, STEN, 9mm, Mks 

1, 2 & 3 Illustrated Identification List..........................402-905....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair as well as lists of repair
parts and special tools list. Published in 1942. 23 Pages - Softcover.
Care and Use of Individual Clothing and Equipment..410-433....$6.19
By the Department of the U.S. Army. Includes information and general instruction for cleaning,
pressing, repairing and storing items of the military uniform. Uses of bivouac equipment, such as
the shelter half, sleeping bag and poncho are discussed. Other topics covered included using load-
carrying equipment, clothing for tropical, arctic and other special environments and assembling and
packing of various standard military issue items (first aid kits, compasses, etc). Published in 1985.
66 Pages - Softcover.
Close Combat and Hand To Hand Fighting..................771-540....$6.19
Provides the methodology and techniques used by U.S. Marines in their system of close combat.
Addresses such issues as close combat fundamentals (unarmed offensive and defensive stances,
knife fighting, etc), bayonet fighting, the linear in-fighting neutral overriding engagement program
(LINE) and using weapons of opportunity. Published in 1993. 190 Pages - Softcover.
M16A1 Rifle Armorer/Depot Maintenance

and Repair Manual.........................................................421-986....$6.19
A maintenance and repair manual for the AR-15/M-16 Rifle. Published in 1980. 68 Pages -
Softcover.
Combatives Hand-To-Hand Combat.............................841-532....$6.19
By: the Department of the Army. The official U.S. Army training manual for hand to hand combat.
This manual includes Close-Range, Medium-Range and Long-Range combative techniques as well as
natural weapons, defensive techniques, offensive techniques and field-expedient weapons. 232
Pages - Softcover.
US Rifle Caliber 30 Model 1917 Enfield ........................438-647....$6.19
Complete military handbook discussing .30 Caliber Model of 1917 including field stripping, maintenance,
firing procedure, cleaning and tactics as well as parts list. Published in 1918. 62 Pages - Softcover.
First Aid For Soldiers ......................................................319-764....$6.19
Describes basic first aid measures, explains when and how to apply them and to emphasize the
significance of prompt effective first aid. Chapters cover preventing shock, stopping bleeding, first
aid for burns and first aid in a nuclear environment. Published in 1976. 158 Pages - Softcover.
Guerrilla Warfare And Special Forces Operations ......192-688....$6.19
Complete military manual for tactics, techniques and concepts of guerilla warfare and special forces
operations. Published in 1961. 257 Pages - Softcover.
M1 Garand Operator And Organizational Maintenance Manual,

Including Repair Parts and Special Tools List.............210-199....$6.19
Covers all aspects of the M1 Garand, M1C and M1D. Includes repair parts, special tool lists and
detailed diagrams to follow when assembling, disassembling, cleaning or troubleshooting. Published
in 1969. 64 Pages - Softcover.
M40A1 Sniper Rifle 7.62mm ..........................................611-651....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair as well as lists of repair
parts and special tools. Published in 1989. 35 Pages - Softcover.
Map Reading And Land Navigation ...............................416-377....$6.19
Complete handbook for map reading and land navigation tactics including equipment and strategy.
Published in 1993. 200 Pages - Softcover.
Military Mountaineering Training for Combat .............558-541....$6.19
Military training guide including techniques for climbing or traversing many types of terrain as well
as equipment use techniques and survival skills. Published in 1976. 139 Pages - Softcover.
Operation, Maintenance, Repair And Replacement 

Parts Rifle 5.56-MM, M16; Rifle 5.56-MM, XM16E1;
And Launcher, Grenade 40-MM, XM148: ....................664-012....$6.19

Complete military handbook discussing the M16, XM16E1 and XM-148 Grenade Launcher includ-
ing field stripping, maintenance, firing procedure, cleaning and tactics as well as parts list. Published
in 1966. 100 Pages - Softcover.

Operator, Organizational,And Field Maintenance Repair 
Parts And Equipment For Commercial Rifles............118-335....$6.19

Contains a list of authorized parts and equipment (from 1963) for field maintenance of commer-
cial rifles. Covers: Remington 40X-H,Winchester 52D,Winchester 75, Remington 513-T and
Winchester 70 in 308 and 30-06. Published in 1963. 48 Pages - Softcover.
Ordnance Maintenance U.S. Rifles, Cal. .30, M1903, M1903A1,

M1903A3 and M1904A4:...............................................461-553....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair as well as lists of repair
parts and special tools list. Published in 1944. 116 Pages - Softcover.
Ordnance Maintenance U.S. Rifles, Cal. 30, M1,

M1C Snipers,And M1D Snipers...................................377-767....$6.19
Contains detailed information on the inspection, disassembly, assembly and repair of the M1, M1C
(Sniper) and M1D (Sniper) Model Garands. Published in 1947. 104 Pages - Softcover.
Pistol, Caliber .45,Automatic 1911A1...........................392-308....$6.19
Contains description of and procedures for inspection, disassembly, assembly and repair of the
Caliber 45 Automatic M1911A1. Also contains a list of references, supply catalogs and technical
manuals (circa 1964). Published in 1964. 64 Pages - Softcover.
Pistol, Semiautomatic, 9mm, M9 ...................................767-975....$6.19
The official operators manual for all branches of the U.S. Military for the M9 semiautomatic pistol
(Beretta  Model 92 FS)  This manual covers all aspects of  operations, assembly, disassembly and
maintenance for the newest U.S. Military service pistol. Published in 1985. 60 Pages - Softcover.
Pistols And Revolvers ......................................................599-938....$6.19
Complete military handbook discussing effective tactics and use of pistols and revolvers including
use, cleaning and maintenance. Published in 1971. 90 Pages - Softcover.
Ranger Handbook............................................................697-880....$6.19
Complete handbook of Ranger tactics designed and used by the U.S Army at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Published in 1998. 185 Pages - Softcover.
Rifle Marksmanship ........................................................511-898..$17.99
The US Marines are some of the best marksmen in the world, and this manual contains their latest
teaching techniques. Topics range from shooting at night and at unknown distances to cleaning a
rifle under any weather conditions and engaging multiple targets. 120 pages - Softcover.
Technical Manual Colt AR-15 and M-16 ........................351-792....$8.19
Contains detailed information on assembly and disassembly of the AR-15/M-16 rifle and M-4 car-
bine. Published in 1991. 68 Pages - Softcover.
Technical Manual M16A2 ................................................406-892....$6.19
Illustrated manual containing information critical to the proper care and maintenance of the AR-
15/M-16 rifle. Outstanding for both professional and amateur gunsmiths. Published in 1984. 192
Pages - Softcover.
Rifle, Caliber .30,Automatic, Browning, M1918A2 .........328-952....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair as well as lists of repair
parts and special tools list. Published in 1969. 53 Pages - Softcover.
Rigging ..............................................................................658-394....$6.19
Provides basic instructions on knots, hitches, splices, lashings and tackle systems. Also covers the
types of rigging and application of fiber rope, wire rope and chains used in various combinations to
raise and move heavy loads. Safety operations are listed as well as rules of thumb for rapid and
safe, load calculations. Published in 1968. 136 Pages - Softcover.
SKS Rifle Simonov Type 56 .............................................164-175....$6.19
Complete military handbook discussing the SKS Rifle including field stripping, maintenance, firing
procedure, cleaning and tactics as well as parts list. Published in 1969. 22 Pages - Softcover.
Soldier's Handbook For Individual Operations And 

Survival In Cold-Weather Areas..................................818-361....$6.19
Complete survival guide outlining tactics, equipment and knowledge needed to survive in cold
weather areas. Published in 1986. 185 Pages - Softcover.
Special Forces Combat Recon Republic of Vietnam ...193-945....$6.19
Contains a number of tips that cover lessons learned in years of combat. Tips include: How to con-
duct a successful reconnaissance patrol, POW grab, how to properly react to an ambush, breaking
out of an encirclement and the proper use of a Forward Air Controller during patrol operations.
Published in 1966. 32 Pages - Softcover.
Submachine Gun, Caliber .45, M3,W/E; Submachine Gun,

Caliber .45, M3A1,W/E.................................................164-228....$6.19
By:The Department of the Army. The official technical manual for the M3 and M3A1
Submachineguns, also known as "The Grease Gun". This manual  contains instructions for operation,
disassembly and maintenance. Published in 1969. 48 Pages -  Softcover.
Survival .............................................................................383-908....$6.19
Complete survival guide outlining tactics, equipment, and knowledge needed to survive in hostile
country. A Department of the Army manual published in 1970. 287 Pages - Softcover.
Tactics,Techniques And Concepts of 
Anti-Armor Warfare .....................................................521-205....$6.19

Complete military technical manual for tactics, techniques and concepts of anti-armor warfare.
Published in 1972. 128 Pages - Softcover.
The Lee-Enfield Rifle Manual .........................................425-553....$6.39
An owner's guide for the Lee-Enfield rifle. Includes a brief history and instructions on the loading,
firing, field stripping and cleaning of this rifle. 16 Pages - Softcover.
The M16A1 Rifle Operation And 

Preventive Maintenance ...............................................310-436....$3.49
A training manual in a fun comic book form. Material includes: instructions on how to strip your
rifle, what to do in case of a jam, how-to's for rebuilding magazines and maintenance and tips that
will keep your AR-15 or M-16 operating at its best. All in an easy to read, comic book format. 30
Pages - Softcover.
Thompson Submachine Gun, Cal. .45, M1928A1 .........190-476....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair of the Thompson
Submachine Gun. Published in 1942. 28 Pages - Softcover.
U.S.Army Desert Operations Handbook .....................949-584..$14.99
The complete handbook of Desert Operations and the unique challenges associated with them.
Published in 2004. 304 pages - Softcover.
U.S.Army Map Reading and Land 

Navigation Handbook ...................................................719-330..$14.99
A complete guide to maps and map reading, including the latest techniques taught to our armed
forces. Learn symbols, grids, orientation, folding and more. Published in 2004. 192 pages - Softcover.
U.S.Army Special Operations Target Interdiction Course:

Sniper Training and Employment ................................916-315..$34.99
The complete Special Forces Sniper training system, including sniping and counter sniping, engaging
moving targets, combat search and rescue, operation of equipment and much more. 560 pages -
Softcover.

Department Of The Army, Navy, Air Force and
Marine Corps Manuals:

These are reprints of actual U.S. Armed Forces technical and training manuals.
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The SAS Fighting Techniques
Handbook

By Terry White.  Learn the fight-
ing skills of the world's toughest
combat units.  Brings into view
the most secretive and demanding
military techniques used by the
SAS (Special Air Service -
England's equivalent of the U.S. Special Forces).
Written by a former commando, this fully illustrat-
ed book reveals the amazing tricks of their trade.
416 pages - Softcover.

# 176-776 ............................................................................$18.99

The SAS Guide to Tracking

By Bob Carss.  In this guide, ex-
SAS member Bob Carss shows
how to track any moving thing.  A
remarkable guide to developing a
new awareness of the outdoors
and the perfect companion for
naturalists, outdoors people,
hunters, wildlife photographers, search-and-rescue
teams and law enforcement.  254 pages - Softcover.

# 176-066 ............................................................................$18.99

The Special Forces
Guide to Escape and

Evasion
By Will Fowler.  This comprehen-
sive guide covers everything a
combat soldier needs to know about evading cap-
ture and making a successful return to friendly
territory.  Includes useful information on variety
of environments including urban, rural, jungle
and desert.  Also has instructions on how to for-
age for food, tracking, navigation with and with-
out a map and much more.  With extensive tips
and advice from elite special forces soldiers
around the world including the S.A.S., Green
Berets and Russian Spetsnaz.  Published in 2005.
192 pages - Hardcover.

# 799-430 ............................................................................$22.99

The Pocket Survival
Guide:

The Ultimate Guide for Short-
Term Survival

By J. Wayne Fears.  Learn how to survive if strand-
ed in any climate.  Topics include trip preparation,
assembling a survival kit, emergency signaling,
shelter construction, fire building and lots more.
Pocket-sized for easy carry.  128 pages - Softcover.

# 557-682...............................................................................$9.99

Ultimate Sniper:
An Advanced Training Manual
for Military and Police Snipers

By John Plaster.  A training manual
for the law enforcement or military
sniper.  Covers basics such as target identification,
dealing with the wind, estimating range, bullet tra-
jectories and much more.  464 pages - Softcover.

# 363-335 ............................................................................$34.99

Basic Wilderness
Survival Skills 

By Bradford Angier.  Things you
need to know before you venture
off the beaten path.  This is the
comprehensive handbook for people who want to
live as a part of nature.  572 pages - Softcover.

# 403-730 ............................................................................$18.99

The Complete Book
of Outdoor Survival 

By J. Wayne Fears.  Everything
outdoor enthusiasts need to know
in order to survive in dangerous
situations.  The revised edition of
this classic imparts knowledge essential to outdoor
survival.  550 B&W photos.  368 pages - Softcover.

# 810-210 ............................................................................$16.99

The Encyclopedia of Survival
Techniques

By Alexander Stilwell.  Learn
everything necessary to stay alive
in the wild.  Over 200 line draw-
ings provide step-by step guidance
to mastering survival situations.
Key topics include building shelters, fires, traps,
tools, and rafts; wilderness first aid; rope craft and
knots; and how to survive natural disasters.  Also
learn which plants are safe to eat as well as which
animals are dangerous in survival situations.  192
pages - Softcover.

# 183-965 ............................................................................$18.99

The Greatest Survival
Stories Ever Told:

Twenty-Seven Incredible Epic
Tales

Edited by Lamar Underwood.  From
the tropics to the arctic; 27 epic tales
of survival.  324 pages - Hardcover.

# 272-334 ............................................................................$23.99

Deadly Fighting
Skills of the World

By Steve Crawford.  This edition
includes a lengthy discussion of
martial arts used by Asian elite
troops including the South Korean Tiger Division.
Western special forces are discussed in terms of
the sophisticated weaponry they use including
hand-held anti-tank weapons as well as hand-to-
hand combat and improvised weapons.  Includes
more than 100 drawings and 80 photographs.
Published in 1999.  192 pages - Softcover.

# 423-432 ............................................................................$16.99

U.S. Armed Forces
Survival Guide

By John Boswell.  This is the
same survival guide that the U.S.
military uses to train its troops.
Includes information on first aid, the psychology
of survival, building a shelter, finding food and
even surviving disasters including hurricanes,
earthquakes and nuclear attacks.  Published in
2004.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 567-004 ............................................................................$13.99

U.S.Army Survival Handbook........................................287-561..$13.49
Describes and clearly illustrates a wide array of topics, including: The will to survive, survival plan-
ning, medicine, weapons and tools, water procurement, wild plants for food, wildlife for food, shelter,
fire building, water crossings, direction finding, signaling, desert survival, tropical survival, arctic and
sub-arctic survival, sea survival, poisonous snakes, knots, climate, weather and much more. The
actual field manual issued by the United States Army to its soldiers. Published in 2002. 360
Pages - Softcover.
U.S. Rifle 7.62mm M14(A) ..............................................564-618....$5.69
Contains instructions for basic maintenance and repair on M14 and M14A1 rifles. Published in
1972. 44 Pages - Softcover.
U.S. Rifle 7.62mm, M14 And M14E2 ..............................566-245....$6.19
Complete military technical manual for inspection, maintenance and repair as well as lists of
repair parts and special tools list. Published in 1965. 50 Pages - Softcover.
U.S. Rifle Caliber .30, M1 ................................................353-602....$6.29
Contains detailed information on the mechanical operation of the M1 Garand Rifle. general char-
acteristics, care and cleaning, loading, stoppages and procedures for assembling and disassembling.
Published in 1965. 27 Pages - Softcover.

Unconventional Warfare Devices And Techniques.......707-849....$6.19
Complete military handbook discussing effective tactics of unconventional warfare including
devices, techniques, improvisational weapons and tactics. Published in 1969. 234 Pages -
Softcover.
United States Marine Guidebook of 

Essential Subjects ..........................................................277-861....$6.19
The official guide book to being a United States Marine. Learn all the tactics and techniques that
make the U.S. Marines some of the best fighting men in the world. Published in 1983. 300
Pages - Softcover.
US Marine Corps M16A2 Rifle Manual .........................217-299..$41.49
By Desert Publications. This reprint of the United States Marine Corps M16A2 manual covers
basic and intermediate maintenance procedures for cleaning and repairing your M16A2.
Published in 1992. 208 Pages - Softcover.
Hot Weather Clothing And Equipment ........................863-940....$6.69
Provides information and guidance on hot weather clothing and equipment. The manual lists and
describes each item, provides instruction for wear, use and fitting and covers general care of said
equipment. Published in 1970. 48 Pages - Softcover.

Department Of The Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps Manuals: (continued)
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Wayne Goddard's $50
Knife Shop

By Wayne Goddard.  Blade magazine
columnist Wayne Goddard demon-
strates how to outfit a knife-making
shop for about $50.  Detailed diagrams show the
design and construction of tools needed to make
knives on a shoestring budget.  75 B&W photos.  8
page color section.  156 pages - Softcover.

# 329-072 ............................................................................$13.99

The Tactical
Folding Knife:

A Study of the Anatomy and
Construction of the Liner-

Locked Folder

By Bob Terzuola.  This extensive look at the liner
lock folding knife offers tips, tricks and step by
step instructions for making your own custom
knives.  High quality photographs and illustra-
tions help make this guide simple and easy to fol-
low.  Published in 2000.  158 pages - Softcover.

# 331-347 ............................................................................$11.99

American Premium Guide to
Knives & Razors:

Identification and Value Guide,
6th Edition

By Jim Sargent.  This book offers
current market values for thou-
sands of knives, as well as interest-
ing insight into the histories of their manufactur-
ers.  Sheath knives, pocket knives and razors are
all covered.  A valuable tool for the knife collec-
tor.  Published in 1999.  496 pages - Softcover.

# 191-944 ............................................................................$16.99

Ed Fowler's Knife Talk:
The Art and Science of

Knifemaking

By Ed Fowler. This compilation
of articles written for publications
including Blade Magazine details
Fowler's philosophy on the art of knife making as
well as instructional articles for the novice or
experienced knifemaker.  Published in 1998.
More than 200 photographs, including 20 in
color, accompany this collection. 160 pages -
Softcover.

# 314-157 ............................................................................$10.99

Bayonets:
An Illustrated History

By Martin Brayley.  This history
of the bayonet features over 500
high quality photographs that help
illustrate the long history of the bayonet.  Also
covers current values and explores the history of
major manufacturers.  Published in 2004.  256
pages - Softcover.

# 714-307 ............................................................................$19.99

Ed Fowler's Knife
Talk II:

The High Performance Blade

By Ed Fowler.  A collection of 65
of Fowler's best articles, including topics from
function and design philosophies to forging and
heat treating techniques.  Published in 2003.  200
pages - Softcover.

# 288-304 ............................................................................$13.99

How to Make
Folding Knives:
A Step-By-Step How-to

By Ron Lake, Frank Centofante
and Wayne Clay.  Three custom knife makers
share hints, tips and their personal experiences
with the reader.  Detailed instructions and supply
lists make it easy to get started making your own
custom folding knives.  Published in 1994.  194
pages - Softcover.

# 187-738 ............................................................................$10.99

How to Make Knives
By Richard W. Barney and Robert
W. Loveless.  A complete instruc-
tional guide to knife making.
Everything from forging to sheath
making is covered.  Also discussed
are safety techniques, tools of the
trade and where to get supplies
for the craft.  Published in 1994.  182 pages -
Softcover.

# 980-404...............................................................................$9.99

KA-BAR:
The Next Generation of the

Ultimate Fighting Knife

By Greg Walker.  Since WW2, the
Ka-Bar has proven itself as
America's combat knife.  Now see the develop-
ment of the next generation Ka-Bar, from the
search for the perfect metals through the design
and testing process to final approval.  Even the
new sheath is the result of an amazing amount of
research and development.  80 pages - Softcover.

# 924-602 ............................................................................$11.99

American Military Bayonets
of the 20th Century

By Gary M. Cunningham.  This
book chronicles the history of the
Military Bayonet during the 20th
Century, from its use on the early
Krag rifles up to the current model
issued with the M-16.  Facts and
figures are presented with each
model, along with markings and grades that will
aid the Military collector.  Published in 1996.
115 pages - Softcover.

# 934-161 ............................................................................$20.99

MidwayUSA
Ultimate 10

Earmuffs

30 dB Blue #
214-443  $19.99

For our complete

line of Hearing

Protection, 

see pages 

266-273.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •

MidwayUSA Gift
Certificate
# 434-148  $25.00

For more MidwayUSA Merchandise, 

see page 836.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •

Hornady V-Max
20 Caliber 
(204 Dia.) 
Rifle Bullets

Description..Qty ......Product #....Price
32 Gr.............Box of 100.......826-862 ........$10.99
40 Gr.............Box of 100.......385-200 ........$13.99

For our complete line of Brass and Bullets, 

see pages 98-139.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •

Hoppe's #9
Solvent

16 oz Liquid 

# 462-963  $8.49

For our complete line of Solvents and other

cleaning supplies, see pages 333-370.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •
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The Greatest War
Stories Ever Told:

Twenty-Four Incredible War
Tales

Edited by Lamar Underwood.  From soldier to
journalist, twenty-four epic tales of war from
such authors as Hemingway, Faulkner, Stephen
Ambrose, Stephen Crane, Ernie Pyle, Rudyard
Kipling and many others.  335 pages - Hardcover.

# 566-530 ............................................................................$23.99

The Quotable Soldier

Edited by Lamar Underwood.  A
collection of memorable quotes
from the battlefield.  From ancient
history to present day, read thought-
provoking and enlightening quotes
and learn about their origins.  300
pages - Softcover.

# 756-847...............................................................................$8.99

Marine!
The Life of Chesty Puller 

By Burke Davis.  Chesty Puller
was one of the greatest battlefield
officers in U.S. history and the
only Marine to ever win five Navy Crosses.  369
pages - Softcover.

# 788-452...............................................................................$7.99

Tombstone:
The Guns and Gear

By Peter Sherayko.  This book is
an interesting and informative
account of the guns and gear that
were common in the Arizona Territory, when
Tombstone became the stuff of legend.  Sherayko
played Texas Jack Vermillion in the motion picture
"Tombstone" and includes a review of the guns and
props used in the making of that film.  This book
is a great read for anyone interested in guns of the
Old West.  240 pages - Hardcover.

# 911-614 ............................................................................$34.99

Song of the Blue Moccasin

By Roy F. Chandler.  This fictional
tale is set in the late 1700's in early
America, when the peace between
Native Americans and American
settlers was always at risk of fail-
ure.  When the mighty Iroquois
confederacy threatens to go to war,
only two brave Native Americans stand between
the Iroquois and a violent and prolonged war
with the American settlers.  231 pages -
Hardcover.

# 590-205 ............................................................................$31.99

Fort Robinson

By Roy F. Chandler.  Fort
Robinson is a fictional account of a
brave family that raised a fort in
the Pennsylvania frontier during
America's early years.  This book
tells the story of the Robinson family, and the ten
long years that they fought to stay alive and keep
their fort from being overrun.  560 pages -
Hardcover.

# 923-364 ............................................................................$31.99

Mountainman
Crafts & Skills 

By David Montgomery.  A fully
illustrated guide to wilderness liv-
ing and survival in the time hon-
ored tradition of the mountain man.  239 pages -
Softcover.

# 657-514 ............................................................................$13.99

The Mountain Men:
The Dramatic History and

Lore of the First Frontiersmen

By George Laycock.  An excellent
starting point for anyone newly
attracted to the mountain man era and a handy ref-
erence for those already familiar with it.  Included
are stories of individuals and their feats as well as
tips and techniques used by the mountain men to
live their lives.  246 pages - Softcover.

# 182-038 ............................................................................$14.99

Frontier Living:
An Illustrated Guide to Pioneer

Life in America

By Edwin Tunis.  An outstanding
book and winner of the Newberry
Honor Book Award, this book explores daily life
on the American Frontier, with vivid text and
more than 200 wonderful drawings.  166 pages -
Softcover.

# 885-938 ............................................................................$16.99

Bows & Arrows of the Native
Americans:  

A Complete Step-by-Step
Guide to Wooden Bows, Sinew-

Backed Bows, Composite
Bows, Strings, Arrows &

Quivers

By Jim Hamm.  A comprehensive account of the
history and construction of these unique hunting
tools.  An excellent reference for anyone who
enjoys hunting or target archery.  156 pages -
Softcover.

# 284-634 ............................................................................$13.99

The Border Wars of the
Upper Ohio Valley:

1769-1794

By William Hintzen.  A tale of the
conquering of the Eastern frontier.
Border Wars covers the incessant
fighting between the Eastern Native American
tribes and the settlers as they pushed westward.
390 pages - Softcover.

# 270-036 ............................................................................$24.99

Warman's Civil War Weapons:
Identification and Price Guide

By Bruce Wexler.  From handguns
and rifles all the way up to the
introduction of submarines into
battle, this book covers the history
and development of arms on both
sides of the Civil War.  Over 100 weapons and
military vehicles are covered with identification
and technical data, approximate values and over
400 color photos.  Published in 2005.  256 pages -
Softcover.

# 125-819 ............................................................................$17.99

The Peacemakers:
Arms and Adventure in the

American West

By R. L. Wilson.  A unique
pictorial celebration of the
American West, lavishly illustrated and unsur-
passed in its authenticity.  From the Lewis and
Clark expedition to the rough and rowdy cow
towns up to today's Western films, here are the
arms and adventurers who made the Colt, the
Winchester and many other marques into
American legends. Over 300 color plates and over
200 black and white photos.  391 pages -
Hardcover.

# 690-470 ............................................................................$34.99

Tim Murphy:
Rifleman

By Roy F. Chandler.  Tim Murphy
may be America's earliest recog-
nized hero.  Seneca Tribesmen
seized Murphy during his infancy,
and then he was later traded to the Huron.  Freed
during the prisoner exchange of 1764, Murphy
discovered his superior ability with a Pennsylvania
long rifle.  Still a youth, he turned to frontier
marksmanship competitions to provide his liveli-
hood.  Murphy attained national prominence dur-
ing the Revolutionary War fighting in a number of
campaigns.  An early volunteer in the Pennsylvania
militia, Tim Murphy served valiantly in the famed
Daniel Morgan's Riflemen.  396 pages -
Hardcover.

# 443-957 ............................................................................$31.99

The Black Rifle
By Roy F. Chandler.  Historical
fiction set in the American fron-
tier circa 1760.  Jack Elan settles
in Sherman's Valley and has a
number of exciting adventures.
226 pages - Hardcover.

# 174-531 ............................................................................$31.99
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The New York Times
Living History "World

War II" Books
Edited by Douglas Brinkley.  These
two volumes cover World War 2 from the early
days of unchecked Nazi expansion to the latter
days of Allied response and eventual victory.  Each
chapter is centered around a New York Times
news article, and is supplemented by period pho-
tographs and documents.  Personal letters from
leaders of both sides, as well as accounts form sol-
diers and their families, offer unique insight into
this period of World History.  Hardcover.

Description ......Pages........Product #......Price
The Axis Assault,

1939-1942 ................352 ...................199-944...........$27.99
The Allied 

Counteroffensive,
1942-1945 ................416 ...................460-199...........$27.99

Sniper One

By Roy Chandler.  Military fiction
piece that is set in the Iraqi Deserts
of the 1990s and centers around a
scout sniper team.  329 pages -
Hardcover.

# 453-367 ............................................................................$31.99

Death from Afar
By Chandler and Chandler.  The
"Death From Afar" series takes an
in depth look at all aspects of mili-
tary sniping in recent conflicts.
Centered around the Marine
Corps sniper, these books contain referential infor-
mation with compelling stories.  Volume 1 is a
basic look at military sniping and counter-sniping.
Volume 2 opens with Desert Storm and includes a
look at the Marine Corp's current arsenal and tac-
tics.  Volume 3 is a catch all for subjects that did
not fit into the first two and has been dubbed the
"Black Book" of sniping.  Volume 4 continues to
report, editorialize and speculate about Marine
Corps Scout Sniping.  Volume 5 contains the his-
tory of the military sniper and includes informa-
tion on weapon systems, training and an index for
all five volumes.  Hardcover.

Description ......Pages........Product #......Price
Volume 1.......................222 ...................776-189...........$47.99
Volume 2.......................215 ...................611-966...........$47.99
Volume 3.......................260 ...................417-687...........$47.99
Volume 4.......................271 ...................237-946...........$47.99
Volume 5.......................296 ...................145-917...........$47.99

White Feather:
Carlos Hathcock USMC Scout

Sniper

By Norm and Roy Chandler.
This is the authorized biography
of Gunnery Sergeant Carlos Hathcock who is rec-
ognized as the most successful sniper in the
Vietnam War with 93 confirmed kills.  This book
covers Hathcock's life and entire military career.
Includes personal photographs and a pictorial his-
tory.  277 pages - Hardcover.

# 939-564 ............................................................................$47.99

One Shot-One Kill: 
American Combat Snipers,

World War II, Korea, Vietnam
and Beirut 

By Charles Sasser and Craig
Roberts.  A powerful and thrilling personal record
of the desperate trials and defeats that led to the
institution of the Marine Sniper School, includ-
ing firsthand accounts of snipers in Vietnam.  260
pages - Softcover.

# 158-832...............................................................................$6.99

In the Company of Soldiers:
A Chronicle of Combat in

Iraq

By Rick Atkinson.  A look at the
strategies, personalities and
struggles of waging modern war-
fare.  This is the account of Atkinson's journey
embedded with the 101st Airborne Division dur-
ing major combat operations in Iraq.  It presents
an intimate and revealing portrait of the soldiers
and the men commanding them.  Chapter titles
include "Rough Men Stand Ready", "Enemy in
the Wire" and "At the Gates of Babylon".
Includes brief glossary of military jargon.
Published in 2005.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 637-672 ............................................................................$12.99

Raider:
The True Story of the Legendary Soldier

Who Performed More POW Raids Than Any
Other American in History

By Charles Sasser.  This book
includes vivid descriptions of
Kittleson's service in World War 2
including the liberation of the 500
prisoners of the Bataan Death
March as well as his raids of POW
camps in Vietnam.  Includes sev-
eral pages of archival photos.  Published in 2002.
319 pages - Softcover.

# 854-954...............................................................................$6.99

Theodore Roosevelt:
The American Presidents

Series

By Louis Auchincloss.  Auchincloss
uses his considerable literary skill
to forge a thoughtful, accurate por-
trait of Teddy Roosevelt from his
pioneering conservationism and adventures
around the world to his fostering international
relations and building America into a truly great,
modern superpower.  Published in 2002.  192
pages - Softcover.

# 926-113 ............................................................................$17.99

Omaha Beach:
D-Day

By Joseph Balkoski.  A comprehen-
sive reference of the D-Day events
that took place at Omaha Beach
during WW2.  Through first hand accounts,
detailed maps and timelines, the author recounts
the invasion in amazing detail.  Includes compre-
hensive lists of all Medal of Honor and
Distinguished Service Cross winners at Omaha
Beach, as well as a look at the weapons and equip-
ment used during the operation.  Published in
2004.  416 pages - Hardcover.

# 915-652 ............................................................................$19.99Great Shooters of the World
By Sam Fadala.  Contains a look at
the lives, legacies and legends that
helped shape the sport of shooting
over the past 150 years, including
adventurers like Teddy Roosevelt,
gunmakers like Sam Colt and John
Browning, innovators such as P.O.
Ackley, trick shooters the likes of Annie Oakley
and marksmen Jack O'Connor and Townsend
Whelen and many more influential characters of
the shooting sports.  287 pages - Softcover.

# 433-062 ............................................................................$18.99

Utah Beach:
The Amphibious Landing and

Airborne Operations on D-Day

By Joseph Balkoski.  A well-written
account of the allied invasion of
France at Utah Beach during WW2.  Complete
with first-hand observations, statistics and rarely-
seen casualty data.  400 pages - Hardcover.

# 532-142 ............................................................................$21.99

Boots on the
Ground:

A Month with the 82nd
Airborne in the Battle for

Iraq

By Karl Zinsmeister.  This account of one
reporter's month with the 82nd Airborne Division
is both a conservative polemic and a vivid portrait
of American infantry in action.  This book also
includes humorous stories of trading gear in
Kuwait's "Body Armor Bazaar", unique insight into
how many of the non-combat operations are actu-
ally performed by private civilian contractors and
outstanding color photographs.  Finally,
Zinsmeister pulls no punches as he attacks the
anti-war movement and his fellow journalists
whom he calls "left-wing, cynical, wiseguy Ivy
League types."  Published in 2004.  224 pages -
Softcover.

# 176-833...............................................................................$6.99
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Covert Ops:
The CIA's Secret War in Laos

By James Parker.  A former CIA
agent, Parker (Codename "Mule")
reveals the untold story of the
covert war in Laos.  This book captures the brutal
training and ferocious land and air battles fought
by Air Force Ravens, Air America and the
Hmong tribespeople.  Published in 1997.  272
pages - Softcover.

# 984-921...............................................................................$6.99

Stalk and Kill:
The Thrill and Danger of the

Sniper Experience

By Adrian Gilbert.  From the
sharpshooters of the American
Revolution to the Marine snipers who dominated
the streets of Mogadishu, Gilbert puts you
behind the crosshairs of some of the most adept
killers in history.  This book puts you on the bat-
tlefield for some of the most daring military mis-
sions in history.  Published in 1998.  256 pages -
Softcover.

# 571-518...............................................................................$6.99

Dear Mom: 
A Sniper's Vietnam

By Joseph T. Ward.  The story of a
Marine sniper as it was told to his
mother through letters from the war
as well as by the author himself.
The author was a Marine sniper in Vietnam and
his memoirs take you into the dangerous world of
the combat sniper.  254 pages - Softcover.

# 257-738...............................................................................$6.99

The Battle of Okinawa:  
The Blood and the Bomb 

By George Feifer.  A landmark text
on the greatest land battle of the
Pacific War.  Superbly researched and
extraordinarily detailed account of
the battle of Okinawa, the last major
campaign of World War II and the largest land-sea-
air engagement in history.  492 pages - Softcover.

# 213-105 ............................................................................$18.99

The One Shot
Brotherhood

By Norm and Roy Chandler.  The
book is a collection of stories and
articles by different authors that seeks
to honor military and police snipers.  This diverse
edition covers subjects from weapon selection,
training, to war stories.   Both law enforcement
and military sniping are covered.  These stories
are enhanced with rare pictures many from per-
sonal archives.    514 pages - Hardcover.

# 691-021 ............................................................................$51.99

Marine Sniper:  
The Explosive True Story of a
Vietnam Hero, 93 Confirmed

Kills 

By Charles Henderson.  The story
of legendary Marine sniper
Gunnery Sergeant Carlos Hathcock's service in
Vietnam.  Hathcock recorded 93 confirmed kills in
Vietnam.  291 pages - Softcover.

# 180-532...............................................................................$7.99

Arrowmaker
By Roy Chandler.  First book in the
acclaimed 14-volume "Frontier"
series. A superb historical novel of
the first settler in the Endless Hills
of colonial Pennsylvania during the
Indian Wars period.  390 pages -
Hardcover.

# 452-383 ............................................................................$31.99

Inside the Crosshairs: 
Snipers in Vietnam 

By Michael Lee Lanning.  A highly
researched account of the effect that
the American Sniper has had on the
modern battlefield.  From interviews
and records the author demonstrates how the
skills of these marksmen helped to save American
lives and continue to do so to this day.  Through
the interviews with men who scoped the jungles
of Vietnam, the reader will learn the mettle it
took to pull the trigger.  278 pages - Softcover.

# 118-584...............................................................................$6.99

Machine Gun:
The Story of the Men and the

Weapon That Changed the
Face of War

By Anthony Smith.  The complete
history of the machine gun, beginning with the
groundbreaking concept of Samuel Colt's repeat-
ing revolver, up through the development of the
Gatling gun and on to Hiram Maxim's invention
of the first truly automatic machine gun.  Also
addressed is the machine gun's influence on
modern warfare in conflicts throughout the
world.  Published in 2003.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 331-683...............................................................................$6.99

Mobile Guerrilla
Force:

With the Special Forces in War
Zone D

By James Donahue.  Donahue was a member of
Operation Blackjack-31, and this book chronicles
their treacherous trek through War Zone D.  This
is the tale of thirteen handpicked Green Berets
who infiltrated the VC's "secret zone".  Without
artillery support, without reinforcements, they
turned a suicide mission into a success.
Published in 1997.  304 pages - Softcover.

# 858-618...............................................................................$6.99

Sniper
By Adrian Gilbert.  Includes
accounts of the "Wild Boys" who
crawled the no-man's-land
between the trenches in World
War 1, officer-hunting German
snipers in World War 2 and the extremely suc-
cessful American snipers in Vietnam.  Includes 8
pages of authentic action photographs.  Published
in 1996.  352 pages - Softcover.

# 860-485...............................................................................$6.99

The American
Creed:

A Biography of the
Declaration of Independence

By Forrest Church.  This book charts the
progress of this creed from the America's begin-
nings to the present day by evoking those whose
words have expressed its letter and captured its
spirit.  Martin Luther King's dream that this
country might someday "rise up and live out the
true meaning of its creed," echoes Thomas
Jefferson's belief that "equal and exact justice to
all" is the "creed of our political faith."  Published
in 2003.  180 pages - Softcover.

# 510-124 ............................................................................$11.99

Infantry Weapons of
World War II

By Jan Suermondt.  A compre-
hensive look at the main infantry
weapons of World War 2.  Each
weapon is discussed in detail, including its specif-
ic role in the conflict.  Diagrams, details and over
500 color photographs make this an entertaining
and informative read.  Published in 2004.  256
pages - Softcover.

# 140-645 ............................................................................$19.99

Shooter:
The Autobiography of the Top-

Ranked Marine Sniper

By Jack Coughlin, Casey Kuhlman
and Donald Davis.  With more
than sixty confirmed kills, Jack Coughlin is the
Marine Corps' top-ranked sniper.  This book is
his dramatic first-person account of a sniper's life
on and off the modern battlefield.  It takes read-
ers deep inside an invisible society that is off-lim-
its to outsiders.  This is not a heroic battlefield
memoir, but the careful study of an exceptional
man who must keep his sanity while carrying for-
ward one of the deadliest legacies in the U.S. mil-
itary today.  Published in 2005.  320 pages -
Hardcover.

# 354-275 ............................................................................$22.99
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The Venison Sausage
Cookbook

By Harold Webster Jr.  The
Venison Sausage Cookbook offers
328 mouth-watering sausage
recipes for all occasions, derived from traditional
sausages from around the world.  This book
includes all the instructions you need to make
homemade venison sausage that is safe, simple
and economical to produce.  Published in 2003.
304 pages - Softcover.

# 170-911 ............................................................................$24.99

Complete Guide to Game
Care & Cookery:

4th Edition

By Sam Fadala.  This complete
guide to game includes butchering
and storage instructions, as well as
almost 500 recipes for every type of
wild game, from fresh fish to deep fried turkey.
Published in 2003.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 288-658 ............................................................................$15.99

The Ultimate
Venison Cookbook:

200 Delicious Recipes

By Jim and Ann Casada.  200 more
of the best venison recipes in all styles, from
appetizers to main dishes.  Also includes instruc-
tional tips for processing and preparing venison
in order to get the most out of your meat.
Published in 2004.  208 pages - Spiral bound.

# 984-658 ............................................................................$10.49

301 Venison Recipes:
The Ultimate Deer Hunter's

Cookbook

By Deer & Deer Hunting Staff.
Mouth-watering recipes have
made this cookbook a hunter's
classic.  Whether feeding a hungry bunch at deer
camp, or serving special guests in the home, look
no further.  Easy to follow recipes will have you
creating amazing dishes in no time. 186 pages -
Spiral bound.

# 370-081...............................................................................$8.79

365 Wild Game
Recipes

By Edie Franson.  Experience a
taste of the outdoors with the
"Camp Cook" of Wisconsin
Outdoor Journal.  Explore 365
delicious recipes for deer, elk, bear, moose, par-
tridge, pheasant, turkey, rabbit, squirrel, duck,
goose, walleye, salmon and trout.  272 pages -
Spiral bound.

# 360-706 ............................................................................$13.99

The Complete
Venison Cookbook:

From Field to Table

By Jim and Ann Casada.  With this
easy to follow book, you can whip
up delicious new recipes and complete menus for
the next meal.  Covers the proper care of meat and
field dressing, health benefits of eating venison and
helpful hints for easy, inexpensive dining.  208
pages - Spiral bound.

# 371-155...............................................................................$9.99

The Complete Book
of Tanning Skins

and Furs

By James Churchill.  Discusses
the finer points of tanning with
background information on the necessary tools
and equipment.  All the information you need to
begin producing quality hides and furs, right at
home.  135 B&W photos.  197 pages - Hardcover.

# 390-829 ............................................................................$18.99

Field Dressing and
Butchering:

By Monte Burch.  Burch explains
the best methods for dressing and
explains how to handle game once
you get it into the kitchen.  Also
shows how to prepare game for
freezing, curing or smoking.  Hardcover.

Description..............Pages ...Product # ...Price
Deer............................................142 ............157-360.......$21.49
Big Game ................................200 ............206-387.......$18.99
Rabbits, Squirrels, and 

Other Small Game..........128 ............812-315.......$18.99

Dress 'Em Out:

The Complete How To Guide

By James A. Smith.  A step-by-
step illustrated guide on how to
field dress, transport, prepare a trophy, butcher
and store 35 species of big game and wildfowl.
The key to getting the most out of your hunt.
255 pages - Softcover.

# 686-866 ............................................................................$14.99

Jerky: 
Make your Own Delicious

Jerky and Jerky Dishes Using
Beef, Venison, Fish or Fowl

By A.D. Livingston.  Everyone
loves jerky, and you can never
have too much of it on hand.
This book is full of recipes and
techniques for making this popular high-protein,
low fat dried meat snack.  144 pages - Softcover.

# 259-295 ............................................................................$13.99

Australia's 8 Great
Deer Video

See successful on-camera hunts for
Hog Deer, Sambar, Javan and
Moluccan Rusa, Wapiti, Red Stag,
Chital and Fallow, all in the Austrailian wilderness.
75 minutes.  DVD.

# 891-791 ............................................................................$16.99

Bongo & Sitatunga
with the Pygmies

Video
Bongo and sitatunga are taken on-
camera with the help of indigenous
hunters of the Pandjele Pygmy tribe in Central
Africa, well known as some of the world's best
game trackers.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 164-505 ............................................................................$16.99

The Capstick Hunting Collection 6-Video Set
Get all 6 Capstick DVDs in a boxed set.  Includes:  Capstick Botswana Safari,
Capstick Hunting the African Elephant, Capstick Hunting the African Lion,
Capstick Hunting the Cape Buffalo, Capstick Hunting the White Rhino and
Capstick's Last Safari.  Videos are also available separately.  DVD.

Description .........................................................................................Run Time ...............Product #..............Price
Complete Collection................................................................................................378 Minutes .....................390-229..................$94.99
Capstick Hunting the African Lion .................................................................47 Minutes ......................513-791..................$16.99
Capstick Hunting the Cape Buffalo ...............................................................40 Minutes ......................935-094..................$16.99
Capstick Hunting the White Rhino ................................................................70 Minutes ......................280-346..................$16.99
Capstick Hunting the African Elephant ........................................................70 Minutes ......................118-118..................$16.99
Capstick Botswana Safari .......................................................................................91 Minutes ......................799-450..................$16.99
Peter Capstick's Last Safari ...................................................................................60 Minutes ......................332-353..................$16.99

HUNTING VIDEOS

MidwayUSA has Just About

EVERYTHING for Shooting,

Reloading and Gunsmithing.
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Exploding Varmints
Part 1 and 2 Video

Two volumes of varmint shooting
on one exciting DVD.  Over an
hour of fast action prairie dog and
rock chuck kills, with many slow motion segments
that show the devastating effects of modern
varmint rifles and ammunition.  60+ minutes.
DVD.

# 235-828 ............................................................................$19.99

AGI Coyote Hunting
with Darrell Holland

Video Set
Coyote calling champion Darrel
Holland guides you step by step
through a successful coyote hunt.  From camou-
flage and gear choices to stalking, tracking, calling
and shooting techniques, Holland explains what it
takes to successfully hunt the coyote.  2 volume
set, 240 minutes.  DVD.

# 683-702 ............................................................................$22.99

Zimbabwe's
Glamour Game

Video: 
Leopard, Eland, Sable, Kudu

Watch as 2 leopards, a sable, a Livingstone eland
and a greater kudu are taken in Zimbabwe.  In
addition, the famous Victoria Falls and surrounds
are explored, as is Zimbabwe's second largest city,
Bulawayo.  Approximately 60 minutes.  DVD.

# 510-807 ............................................................................$16.99

Cameroon Savannah
Safari Video

16 amazing on-camera hunts for
such species as Lord Derby eland,
Western roan, and Northwestern
Savannah buffalo.  Set in the beautiful border
lands of Cameroon.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 818-674 ............................................................................$16.99

Leopard Charge
Video

A big male leopard charges Roy
Sparks in Zimbabwe.  Professional
Hunter Mark Butcher rushes in
and shoots the leopard off of Sparks.  Buck Rogers
videotapes all the events before, during and after
the charge.  Hunter and eye-witness, Hal Ahlberg,
narrates.  40 minutes.  DVD.

# 526-023 ............................................................................$16.99

Millennium Mule
Deer Video:

7 Successful On-Camera Hunts

Follow 3 hunts that take place on
the front range of the Rocky Mountains near
Boulder, Colorado.  During the first hunt, watch a
30" and 28" buck fall.  During the second hunt, 3
more trophies are shot.  Then, in the third hunt,
with snow on the ground and the rut in full swing,
2 more mulies fall.  Between the hunts, enjoy brief
sightseeing jaunts in colorful Colorado.  55 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 782-745 ............................................................................$16.99

Zambia Safari Video:
Buffalo & Roan 

Join the hunters in the Luangwa
Valley, known as the top general
bag area of Africa.  See the taking
of Cookson's wildebeest, spotted
hyena, puku, hippopotamus, Nile crocodile,
warthog, Southern impala, Cape buffalo and Kafue
Flats lechwe.  Approximately 80 minutes.  DVD.

# 952-830 ............................................................................$16.99

Newfoundland
Moose & Caribou

Video
The island of Newfoundland is
home to the world's largest con-
centration of Eastern Canada moose and woodland
caribou.  In this exciting video, 3 hunters take cari-
bou in the bogs near Deer Lake, then the hunters
move to a remote tent camp for a moose hunt
where they look over numerous bulls before each
taking high scoring trophies.  55 minutes.  DVD.

# 746-753 ............................................................................$16.99

AR-15 CQC, Close
Quarters Combat

Video: 
Tactical Shooting from 2 to 100

Yards

Lenny Magill covers the AR-15 and its use in
Close Quarters Combat.  Topics include:  Point
shooting out to 50 yards, self-defense shooting
positions, shooting on the move, clearing doors
and hallways and much more.  Also includes a dry
fire workout to improve speed and accuracy.  90
minutes.  DVD.

# 149-838 ............................................................................$27.99

AGI Israeli Instinctive
Combat Shooting Video

This video offers the same instruc-
tion given to Israeli Special Forces
and military units.  Concealed
carry, threat confrontation, shoot-
ing positions and footwork are all
covered in this easy to follow sys-
tem that will have you shooting
better within the hour.  A must have for anyone
who carries concealed.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 546-492 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Long Range and Tactical
Rifle Shooting Video

AGI offers this instructional video
to help shrink bullet groups at
ranges from 300 to 600 yards and
beyond.  Subjects covered include
rifle and cartridge selection, ballis-
tics, shooting positions and weather
conditions.  Incredible shooting
demonstrations at ranges up to 600 yards are
included.  104 minutes.  DVD.

# 333-798 ............................................................................$37.99

The Art of the Fast
Draw Video 

Cal Elrich, 8 time World Fast Draw
Champion, shares his secrets to a
fast, accurate draw.  Perfect for the
Cowboy Action Shooter or anyone else interested
in shooting competition.  115 minutes.  DVD.

# 480-354 ............................................................................$19.99

SHOOTING VIDEOS

MTM 
100-Round
Ammunition

Boxes

Fits 40 S&W and 45 ACP  Blue  

# 482-784  $3.59

For more Ammunition Boxes, see pages 90-93.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •
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Gunsite Tactical
Pistol 1 Video

Gunsite Training Center is known
as one of the premier firearms
training facility in the world.
Gunsite's educational techniques are the very best
for tactical firearms training.  This video series is
your opportunity to learn directly from the teach-
ing masters at this prestigious shooting institu-
tion.  These programs are an excellent addition to
your training library.  40 minutes.  VHS.

# 578-514 ............................................................................$29.99

Gunsite Tactical
Pistol 2 Video

Tactical Pistol 2 continues the
practical training regimen of
Tactical Pistol 1.  This video is an
in depth analysis of the gun manipulation skills
needed to increase speed, delivery, efficiency of
handgun presentations, tactical reloading, mal-
function clearances, fixed shooting positions and
movement techniques to get off the line of attack.
Movement and utilization of ballistic cover are
described in combination with other combative
skills.  40 minutes.  VHS. 

# 605-152 ............................................................................$29.99

Advanced Concealed Carry
Video:

Faster, More Accurately

Advanced concealed carry tech-
niques, as well as defensive shoot-
ing techniques used in real-world
scenarios such as shooting on the move.  100 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 671-408 ............................................................................$27.99

Glock Torture Test Video 
The Glock is known as one of the
most durable handguns ever
made.  See a Glock 17 get put
through its paces including freez-
ing in a block of ice, dropping it,
kicking it, burying it in sand and
mud and even degreasing it com-
pletely.  45 minutes.  DVD.

# 463-204 ............................................................................$24.99

Bob Munden Video:
The Fastest Gun Who Ever

Lived

Bob Munden is an amazing talent
with a handgun.  See incredible
tricks like splitting a playing card with a bullet, fast
draw, thumbing and fanning.  He even demon-
strates his ability to draw and fire two shots in
1/10th of a second.  All in a safe, fun and informa-
tive environment.  75 minutes.  DVD.

# 822-091 ............................................................................$27.99

Concealed Carry Video:
Techniques & Secrets of the

Pros

Covers concealed carry techniques,
tips and secrets of the pros includ-
ing over 40 carry methods.  Includes
a complete reference and buying
guide, easy to follow instructions on drawing and
shooting and practice techniques to increase speed,
accuracy and safety.  105 minutes.  DVD.

# 943-296 ............................................................................$19.99

The Exciting Sport of Cowboy
Action Shooting Video

Four time world champion
Dennis "China Camp" Ming and a
host of other top gun hands in the
sport discuss in detail the methods
that have made them winners.
Their unique knowledge devel-
oped through years of tough com-
petition, is now presented in step-by-step, easy to
understand format for both advanced and begin-
ning shooters.  70 minutes.  VHS.

# 263-479 ............................................................................$27.99

Glock Magic Video:
Techniques & Secrets of the

Pros

A testament to the popularity of
Glock handguns, this video covers
precision, competition and defensive shooting,
endurance testing and even underwater footage.
Also covered are aftermarket accessories, practice
and concealed carry techniques.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 178-892 ............................................................................$27.99

Gunsite Tactical
Carbine 1 Video

In this volume, the instructors at
Gunsite take you through the
basics of tactical carbine shooting,
from the basics of equipment choice, to tactics
and safety.  40 minutes.  VHS.

# 537-800 ............................................................................$29.99

Gunsite Tactical
Concealed Carry 1

Video

In this video the experts at the
Gunsite Training Center teach the
proper way to deploy a handgun from conceal-
ment.  Gunsite instructors share their methods
for carrying, drawing and using concealment
handguns effectively.  40 minutes.  VHS.

# 685-985 ............................................................................$29.99

Gunsite Tactical
Shotgun 1 Video

Gunsite Tactical Shotgun 1 takes
you deep into the Gunsite
Training Center, where you learn
directly from the masters.  This video outlines
exceptional methods and doctrine including gun
handling, safety and tactical movement.  40 min-
utes.  VHS.

# 613-848 ............................................................................$29.99

Handgun Basics For
Self-Defense and
Target Shooting

Video 
All the basics for shooting semi-
automatics and revolvers.  Gun selection, proper
shooting techniques and stances as well as proper
storage and ownership responsibilities.  Great for
the beginning shooter.  70 minutes.  DVD.

# 742-201 ............................................................................$27.99

Handgun Workout Video:
Dry Fire Training System

This program shows you how to
practice self-defense shooting tech-
niques correctly.  You'll learn and
understand the three most impor-
tant shooting techniques needed
for fast, accurate defensive shooting: presentation
of the handgun, trigger control and drawing from
concealment.  75 minutes.  DVD.

# 611-644 ............................................................................$19.99

House Clearing and
Cornering Video:

Tactics and Techniques with
Bill Wilson & Ken Hackathorn

House clearing is best left to professionals, but
sometimes you have no choice.  Learn tricks and
tips to stay safe and increase your chance of sur-
vival.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 342-134 ............................................................................$29.99

Building Your
Gunsmithing

Library

257 pages - Hardcover

# 229-873  $24.95

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •
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IDPA Video:
Invitational Competition

This video is a great introduction
to this exciting sport and features
some of the top names in the
shooting business: Bill Wilson, Ken Hackathorn,
Dick Thomas, Chip McCormick, John Nowlin,
John Sayle, Walt Rauch, Lenny Magill and many
others.  Learn all about the sport, and how to
become a member.  120 minutes. DVD.  

# 436-819 ............................................................................$19.99

Infantry Weapons and Their
Effects Video 

A review and demonstration of
standard infantry weapons and
their effects on the battlefield.
From handguns and rifles up to
heavy machine guns, see them
shoot through walls, tree trunks, helmets and
more.  30 minutes.  DVD.

# 471-108 ............................................................................$19.99

IPSC Secrets Video:
The Winning Edge

Learn tips and techniques from
some of the best IPSC shooters
ever.  Rob Leatham, Doug
Koening and others teach their techniques for the
fast, accurate shooting that lets them dominate the
IPSC course.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 171-341 ............................................................................$27.99

Highpower Rifle
Accuracy Video:

Sighting in Iron Sights and
Scopes with Jim Hill

What good is a rifle if it's not accurate at 100 yards,
200 yards, even out to 600 yards?  This program
shows you simple yet effective steps to sighting in
your rifles in a matter of minutes.  You don't need
to spend hours, lots of rounds and lots of money.
Sighting in is easy and fast with this video.
Presented by National Champion rifle shooter Jim
Hill, you'll learn all you need to know about sight-
ing in rifles with iron sights and scopes.  70 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 382-245 ............................................................................$19.99

How to Shoot Fast
and Accurately

Video 

Six instructors, including Rob
Leatham, demonstrate their tech-
niques of the fast draw.  Slow motion video and
professional instruction help you improve your
stance, grip, draw, sight picture, trigger pull and
more.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 371-178 ............................................................................$27.99

Mastering the 
AR-15 Video 

Jim Clark and Lenny Magill show
you complete disassembly and
reassembly procedures as well as
basic and advanced shooting techniques.  Grip,
stance, trigger control, sight picture and 4 practical
shooting positions.  You'll learn how to load,
unload and shoot at 25 yards to 150 yards with
speed and accuracy.  Plus, see the awesome fire-
power the AR-15 is capable of delivering, how to
fieldstrip, clean and lubricate, self-defense shoot-
ing positions and much more.  120 minutes.  VHS.

# 985-992 ............................................................................$27.99

Mastering the
Combat Shotgun

Video 

Everything you need to know
about the Combat Shotgun.  From
point shooting and tactical reloads to cleaning, dis-
assembly and maintenance, this video shows it all.
180 minutes.  DVD.

# 883-866 ............................................................................$27.99

Mastering the HK
USP Video 

The HK USP is one of the most
popular handguns in Europe and
the United States.  See complete
disassembly, reassembly, cleaning and lubrication
methods as well as concealed carry and proper
shooting techniques.  90 minutes.  DVD.

# 975-175 ............................................................................$27.99

Mastering the Mini
Glock Video 

The Glock models 26, 27, 29 and
30 are some of the smallest and
most popular concealed carry
handguns ever.  This video covers the proper tech-
niques for shooting, cleaning, carrying, disassem-
bly and reassembly of the Mini Glock.  110 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 991-833 ............................................................................$27.99

Move, Shoot, Live
Video 

Shooting on the move is an impor-
tant skill for survival during a gun-
fight.  Shooting drills and actual
gunfight footage is used to describe the proper way
to shoot on the move in order to survive.  90 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 393-022 ............................................................................$27.99

Muzzleloading
Basics Video:

Flintlock and Percussion
Firearms

With Eugene Kinnel.  A complete
guide to the world of shooting with muzzleloading
firearms. Includes equipment, types of firearms,
loading instructions, shooting techniques, cleaning
and even how to cast bullets and slugs.  Excellent
information for beginners to advanced shooters.
90 minutes.  DVD.

# 597-440 ............................................................................$27.99

Night Master Video:
Low Light Shooting &

Flashlight Techniques with
Bill Wilson & Ken Hackathorn

Learn useful techniques in low and
no light conditions.  Covers the
use of flashlights and tritium night
sights to shoot fast and accurately in the dark.  Also
covers the importance of moving with a light, the
effects of muzzle flash and a demonstration of
house clearing with a flashlight.  75 minutes.  DVD.

# 893-589 ............................................................................$29.99

NRA Highpower Rifle
Competition Videos with G.

David Tubb

David Tubb is a recognized authori-
ty on High Power Competition and
he shares his knowledge and experi-
ences at the firing line in this great
series.  60 minutes each.  DVD.

Description..................Product # ...........Price
Volume 1 ........................................166-914 ...................$27.99
Required equipment, 200 yd standing position, sight picture, trig-
ger pull, breathing and more.
Volume 2 ........................................344-074 ...................$27.99
Sitting and prone positions, continuing techniques and tips for
more accuracy and control.
Volume 3 ........................................816-968 ...................$27.99
Tubb shoots a match in Oklahoma. See him call shots, dope the
wind and win with a score of 787 with 27 in the X ring.

NRA Bullseye
Competition Basics

Video 
Perfect for anyone interested in
Bullseye competition.  See tips on
shooting stance, trigger pull, practice sessions and
equipment upgrades that will improve your scores
at the line.  Hosted by Allen Fulford, Masters
Competition winner and Bullseye Champion.  70
minutes.  DVD.

# 369-760 ............................................................................$27.99
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Service Rifle
Competition Basics
with Jim Hill Video 

Jim Hill, former National
Champion and triple distin-
guished marksman, demonstrates the techniques
he has mastered over the past 30 years.  Learn the
secrets of sight picture, trigger pull, breath control,
positions, using the sling, gauging the wind, equip-
ment needed, practice techniques and much more
for competition at 200 to 600 yards.  74 minutes.
DVD.

# 330-946 ............................................................................$27.99

Shoot to Live Video:
Gunfight Survival with Massad

Ayoob

Massad Ayoob covers all aspects of
a real gunfight.  From proper
movement and shot placement to
the differences between real world
and training scenarios and even what to do if you
get shot.  80 minutes.  DVD.

# 112-728 ............................................................................$27.99

Sighting in
Handguns Video 

In this program, Lenny Magill
shows you how to find your
handgun's point of impact and
then how to adjust the sights so
that it's dead on.  Several different sights are used
including factory Smith and Wesson revolver
sights, Bo-Mar competition sights, red-dot optical
sights, even fixed sights.  Includes a discussion
about ammunition and its effect on handgun accu-
racy as well as acceptable practical accuracy.  70
minutes.  DVD.

# 711-093 ............................................................................$19.99

Speed and Accuracy Video:
Cowboy Style

With Larry "The Durango Kid"
Cohen.  The Kid covers every
aspect of the competition, from
firearms modifications to training
techniques to make sure you
come out on top at the next shoot.  60 minutes.
DVD.

# 717-842 ............................................................................$27.99

Rifle Marksmanship
with the M1 Rifle

Videos

Part 1 of this authentic Army
Training Film demonstrates the
proper techniques of firing the M1 Rifle in the
standing, kneeling, sitting and prone positions.
You'll learn the secrets of good marksmanship and
master trigger squeeze, sight picture and sight
alignment.  Plus, learn the military's method of
rapid fire shooting to maximize hits and prolong
fire.  Part 2 covers the correct use and adjustment
of the M1's rear sight for elevation and windage,
how to estimate wind speed and direction as well
as the use of scorebooks.  DVD.

Description ....Run Time....Product #....Price
Part One.................75 Minutes..........134-085 ........$27.99
Part Two ..................60 Minutes..........113-112 ........$27.99

Way Advanced
Concealed Carry
Techniques Video 

More valuable information on car-
rying concealed.  15 new methods
of carry are covered, as well as how to carry, draw
and shoot for self defense.  A review of suitable
handguns for concealed carry is included.  120
minutes.  DVD.

# 828-124 ............................................................................$27.99

Practical Concealed Carry
with Bill Wilson & Ken

Hackathorn Video 
Ken Hackathorn and Bill Wilson
explain street carry techniques,
live fire drills and also review
popular concealed carry handguns
and equipment.  60 minutes.
DVD.

# 313-192 ............................................................................$29.99

Precision Rifle Video:
Setting Up, Sighting In,

Breaking In

Perfect for the new rifle owner, this
video covers the initial steps that
result in a truly accurate rifle out to
800 yards.  From the initial set up
through the breaking-in period to final scope
installation and sighting, this video provides step by
step instruction to do it right.  75 minutes.  DVD.

# 981-382 ............................................................................$27.99

Pistol Masters Video 
Nine of the best handgun shooters
in the world, including Rob
Leatham and Chip McCormick, all
share their techniques for improv-
ing speed and accuracy.  Topics
such as stance, grip, draw and sight picture are
covered in detail.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 814-245 ............................................................................$29.99

Precision AR-15
with Larry Crow

Video 
An in-depth look at how to make
any AR-15 more accurate.  Covers
triggers, barrels, grips, firing pins and more, as well
as a discussion on quality scopes for your rifle.
120 minutes.  DVD. 

# 360-964 ............................................................................$27.99

Extreme Accuracy Videos
With G. David Tubb.

Description.............................................Format ....Run Time ....Product # .....Price
Long Range Rifle Shooting Techniques for 

Big Game Hunters...........................................................DVD ...........60 minutes...........623-790...........$27.99
Tubb shares his knowledge and techniques for accurate long range shots. Focused around the hunter and his
vitally important first shot at game. See displays of long range shooting out to 500 yards.

Tactical Sniper Shooting Techniques for Law Enforcement.............DVD ...........60 minutes...........963-114...........$27.99
A guide to the equipment and techniques employed by successful Law Enforcement Snipers. This video covers rifles, ammunition,
optics and shooting techniques to improve accuracy from 50 to 200 yards.
The One Mile Shot ................................................................................................DVD ...........75 Minutes...........770-062...........$19.99
Watch Tubb shoot on target at a range of 1 mile from the prone position. Simply an amazing display of marksmanship.
Understanding Scopes & Ballistics .................................................................DVD ...........60 minutes...........864-182...........$19.99
Tubb explains how to match your scope with you cartridge, work with parallax, use a reloading manual to estimate trajectory and
the effects of weather conditions on bullet flight.

U.S. Marine Corps
Video:

Battle Color Ceremony

See the USMC Silent Drill Team
exhibit their incredible rifle han-
dling skills in this Battle Color Ceremony at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San Diego, CA.
An awesome display of precision timing and coor-
dination that is a testament to the USMC.  45
minutes.  DVD.

# 537-185 ............................................................................$19.99

Thompson Center The World
of Muzzleloading Video

Perfect for the beginning black-
powder shooter and hunter, this
video covers the basics of muzzle-
loading.  Topics include loading
accessories, cleaning methods and
shooting tips.  Also includes excit-
ing footage from an actual whitetail
hunt.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 765-712...............................................................................$7.99
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Ultimate Advanced
Revolver with Jerry

Miculek Video 
Jerry Miculek, one if the best
revolver shooters ever, shares his
experiences over the past 25 years of revolver
shooting.  See his tricks and techniques that have
won competitions time and time again.  Also
includes a display of his fastest work.  120 minutes.
DVD.

# 289-660 ............................................................................$27.99

Wilson Combat
Advanced Self-

Defense Shooting
Tactics & Techniques

Video Series
Hosted by Bill Wilson and Ken Hackathorn, these
videos cover the gamut of tactical shooting situa-
tions.  DVD.

Description.....Run Time..Product #.......Price
Volume 1.................60 Minutes .......948-984.............$27.99
Shooting on the move laterally, toward and away from a target.
Volume 2.................60 Minutes .......815-824.............$27.99
Proper use of cover, aimed fire, flash sight picture, point shooting
and tactical reloads.
Volume 3.................60 Minutes .......642-024.............$27.99
What happens when you are shot, multiple targets, caliber per-
formance on barriers and cover, shooting from a vehicle.
Volume 4.................60 Minutes .......697-163.............$27.99
Response to carjacking, target identification, moving targets,
advanced point shooting.
Volume 5.................60 Minutes .......178-545.............$27.99
Troubleshooting common malfunctions, choosing a defensive cal-
iber, avoiding trouble and more.

A Woman's Guide to
Firearms Video

A video for the woman considering
a defensive firearm.  Covers every-
thing from selection to application.
60 minutes.  DVD.

# 813-218 ............................................................................$19.99

Wilson Combat
Basic Self-Defense

Handgun Use &
Safety Video Series

This 2 volume set is perfect for the beginning
shooter, or for anyone who wants to become more
proficient with a handgun. DVD.

Description.....Run Time..Product #.......Price
Volume 1.................60 Minutes .......415-718.............$27.99
Basics of grip, stance, sight picture and trigger pull. Dry fire and
practice tips.
Volume 2.................60 Minutes .......319-142.............$27.99
Discussion of handguns suitable for self defense and proper
ammo selection. Human vital zones and the importance of pre-
cision shooting.

Lyman Introduction to
Reloading Video

Lyman guides the beginner reloader through all
steps to basic reloading, from beginning to end.
This quick introduction is full of information and
will have anyone reloading in less than an hour.
A perfect way for someone to learn how to reload
safely and efficiently.  22 minutes.  VHS.  

# 776-555 ............................................................................$16.99

Hornady Metallic
Reloading Video

Steve Hornady takes a beginning
reloader step by step from empty
case to a finished cartridge (both
rifle and handgun).  24 minutes.
VHS.

# 898-624 ............................................................................$27.99

AGI Handloading for the
Long Range Shooter Video 

Handloading has long been a
necessity for competition shoot-
ers, and for those who wish to get
the best accuracy possible out of
their rifle. Now AGI offers this
handloading video geared specifi-
cally toward long range rifle
shooters.  Components such as bullets, brass and
primers are covered, as well as specific reloading
techniques that will shrink groups at longer
ranges.  71 minutes.  DVD.

# 764-614 ............................................................................$37.99

Competition Reloading with
Brian Enos Video 

Covers the use of the Dillon 650
press.  Enos takes you through all
of the steps involved in creating
match grade handgun ammuni-
tion.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 523-128 ............................................................................$19.99

RELOADING VIDEOS RCBS
Precisioneered

Handloading Video

Host Gary Davis takes you
through the concepts that produce
accurate handloaded ammunition.  The folks at
RCBS cover the basics including:  Case prepara-
tion, priming, powder selection, charging and
bullet seating.  30 minutes.  VHS.

# 586-360 ............................................................................$17.79

RCBS Bullet Casting Video

Learn the basics of bullet casting from safety to
the selection of molds and other equipment to
the final pouring.  No prospective bullet caster
should be without this video, filled with quality
advice to help the viewer enjoy this money-saving
and enjoyable hobby.  15 minutes.  VHS.

# 891-754 ............................................................................$17.79

Sierra High-Power Rifle
Reloading With G. David

Tubb Video 

All the information needed to load
consistently accurate rifle ammuni-
tion.  Demonstrates comprehensive
reloading techniques for interme-
diate and advanced reloaders.
Covers the equipment needed for reloading and
how to work with brass, bullets, powder, primers,
etc.  180 minutes.  DVD.

#  986-260 ..........................................................................$42.99

Sierra Introduction
to Rifle Reloading

With G. David Tubb
Video 

Video guides the handloader from basic to
advanced reloading.  Using hands on examples
and high tech computer graphics, this video pro-
vides an in-depth look at how to reload.  Topics
covered include safety, reloading philosophy,
components, equipment and testing.  120 min-
utes.  DVD.

#  415-173 ..........................................................................$28.99

Reloading Shotgun
Ammunition Video 

Save money by reloading shotgun
ammunition.  Video covers the
entire reloading process.
Discusses reloading presses and
other tools, the components of reloading, how to
read manuals and how to make safe, reliable
ammunition at a fraction of the cost of factory
ammunition.  53 minutes.  DVD.

# 972-886 ............................................................................$19.99

Sierra Introduction to
Handgun Reloading With

Doug Koening Video 
This video helps to guide the
handloader from basic to advanced
handgun ammunition reloading.
Features hands on examples and
high tech computer graphics.
Includes information on safety,
reloading philosophy, components,
equipment and testing. 120 minutes.  DVD.

# 419-382 ............................................................................$28.99
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AGI Buying and Collecting
Used Guns Video 

A must have for any collector of used guns, or for
the novice shooter looking to purchase a gun for
the first time.  AGI instructors cover finish wear,
values and trouble spots to look for in several
action types.   This video is an invaluable tool
that will allow you to avoid the pitfalls and pay a
fair price for your next gun.  120 minutes.  DVD.

# 118-249.............................................................................$37.99

AGI How to Make Flat and
Coil Springs Video 

Spring making is a natural step in the education
of the amateur or professional gunsmith.  Being
able to produce a custom flatspring for that spe-
cial gun will save you time and money.  This
video covers material selection, shaping, heat
treating and tempering, and even includes a step
by step demonstration on how to create a custom
hammer spring.  44 minutes.  DVD.

# 145-282 ............................................................................$46.99

AGI Technical Manual & Armorer's Course Videos
Learn how your gun functions, how to disassemble it, maintain it and even do common
repairs.  Each course teaches you important details about the history, design and function of
your gun - step by step with cut-away views of the intricate internal workings.  Covers
complete disassembly and assembly down to the last part.  You will learn feeding and ejec-
tion corrections, tuning, customizing, the most common problems and solutions plus mistakes to avoid.
You will also see which parts are needed to keep your gun working, with an honest look at accessories
that work and those that are not necessary.

Description ..............................................................Format ........Run Time.......Product # ....Price
AKS, MAK-90, AK47 Semi-Auto Rifles ...............................................DVD..................94 Minutes...............691-777 .........$35.99
AR-15 Rifles .......................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............791-160 .........$35.99
Beretta 92/Taurus P92 Pistols .................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............691-818 .........$35.99
Browning 1919-A4.........................................................................................DVD ................180 Minutes .............952-767 .........$35.99
Browning A-5, Remington 11, & Savage 720 Shotguns............DVD ..............106 Minutes  ............464-714 .........$35.99
Browning Hi-Power Pistols........................................................................DVD ..............127 Minutes  ............126-588 .........$35.99
Colt 1911 .45 Auto.......................................................................................DVD ................111 Minutes .............768-724 .........$35.99
Colt Single Action Revolvers ...................................................................DVD ................123 Minutes .............798-294 .........$35.99
CZ-75 & E.A.A.Witness Pistols .............................................................DVD..................76 Minutes...............418-945 .........$35.99
Enfield Rifles .......................................................................................................DVD ................123 Minutes .............760-673 .........$35.99
FN-FAL Rifles ....................................................................................................DVD ................128 Minutes .............115-896 .........$35.99
Glock Pistols ......................................................................................................DVD..................76 Minutes...............920-465 .........$35.99
HK, CETME & G-3 Rifles............................................................................DVD..................91 Minutes...............817-354 .........$35.99
Hi-Standard Auto Pistols ............................................................................DVD ................111 Minutes .............799-527 .........$35.99
Luger Pistols.......................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............318-542 .........$35.99
M1 Garand, M1A Rifles...............................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............384-747 .........$35.99
M1/M2 Carbines .............................................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............346-357 .........$35.99
Makarov Pistols ................................................................................................DVD ................114 Minutes .............440-553 .........$35.99
Marlin 39 & 39A Lever Action .22 Rifles..........................................DVD..................89 Minutes...............867-677 .........$35.99
Marlin Lever Action Rifles 1894 & 336 .............................................DVD..................63 Minutes...............829-483 .........$35.99
Marlin/Glenfield Semi-Auto .22 Rifles.................................................DVD..................67 Minutes...............116-565 .........$35.99
Mossberg 500 Series Shotguns ..............................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............663-424 .........$35.99
Remington 1100 & 11-87 Shotguns....................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............274-164 .........$35.99
Remington 700 Rifles ...................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............425-675 .........$35.99
Remington 870 Shotguns...........................................................................DVD..................95 Minutes...............225-913 .........$35.99
Ruger 10/22 Rifles ..........................................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............177-177 .........$35.99
Ruger Mark 1 & Ruger Mark 2 .22 Pistols.......................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............422-545 .........$35.99
Ruger Mini-14 & Mini-30 Rifles ..............................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............239-071 .........$35.99
Ruger Single Action Revolvers ................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............151-651 .........$35.99
Sig Auto Pistol ..................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............937-712 .........$35.99
SKS Rifles .............................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............785-917 .........$35.99
S&W Auto Pistols...........................................................................................DVD ................105 Minutes .............474-459 .........$35.99
S&W Revolvers................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............549-922 .........$35.99
Sterling SMG (Submachine Gun)..........................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............388-732 .........$35.99
Taurus Revolvers.............................................................................................DVD ................107 minutes .............474-211 .........$35.99
Thompson...........................................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............138-178 .........$35.99
Uzi Submachine Gun....................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............743-076 .........$35.99
Walther PPK/S and FEG PA63 Pistols ................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............758-875 .........$35.99
Winchester 1894 Rifle.................................................................................DVD ................120 Minutes .............717-621 .........$35.99
Winchester 97 Pump Shotguns .............................................................DVD ................123 Minutes .............512-818 .........$35.99
Winchester Model 12 Shotguns............................................................DVD ................124 Minutes .............914-866 .........$35.99

AGI Trigger Job Videos
A lousy factory trigger pull can certainly ruin the fun and accuracy of shooting.  Learn how to improve
your gun's trigger pull, step by step with these videos that teach you the secrets of doing a professional
trigger job.  Join Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap as he shows how each trigger system works and why.
Follow each step as he uses common tools to smooth the actions and shows how you can enhance the
working of your gun.

Description ..............................................................Format ........Run Time.......Product # ....Price
AKS-47/MAK90 Semi-Auto Type Rifle ...............................................DVD..................34 Minutes...............127-734 .........$35.99
AR-15 Type Rifle..............................................................................................DVD..................42 Minutes...............913-329 .........$35.99
Enfield Rifle .........................................................................................................DVD..................54 Minutes...............319-164 .........$35.99
Model 70 Winchester Rifle .......................................................................DVD..................34 Minutes...............765-147 .........$35.99
M1 Garand .........................................................................................................DVD..................59 Minutes...............329-114 .........$35.99
Ruger 10/22 .......................................................................................................DVD..................35 Minutes...............146-504 .........$35.99
SKS Rifle ...............................................................................................................DVD..................46 Minutes...............858-484 .........$35.99
S&W Revolver..................................................................................................DVD..................46 Minutes...............464-017 .........$35.99

AGI Build Your Own Custom
Mauser Rifle Video Set

The most complete course on rebuilding a
Mauser rifle.  Covers action selection and disas-
sembly, barrel selection and installation, muzzle
brake installation, custom floor plate installation,
bolt handle modifications, trigger and safety
installation, sight installation (including solder-
ing), stock selection, fitting, finishing and check-
ering and tips, hints and tricks.  7 hours total.
DVD.

# 125-636 ............................................................................$74.99

AGI Build an M1 Garand
from a Parts Kit Video

This course demonstrates identifying, sorting and
selecting of parts and receivers. It also covers
checking parts for wear and fit and then present a
clear demonstration of the barreling and
headspacing process. Also included is a discussion
on how to identify parts by manufacturer, inter-
esting facts and bits of history.  109 minutes.
DVD.

# 396-933 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Building the Tactical or
Varmint Rifle Video

In this video, master rifle builder Darrell Holland
will take you through the complete process of
selecting the components for, and the step-by-
step fitting and assembly of a rifle capable of put-
ting all the bullets through the same hole.
Includes cartridge and barrel selection, lathe and
mill work, headspacing, fiberglass stocks,
Holland's exclusive "V" bedding system, Jewel
trigger system, tuning and accuracy.  111 minutes.
DVD.

# 913-933 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Custom Barreling Bolt Action Rifles Video

Using a Remington 700 action, Darrell Holland guides you through the complete process
of custom re-barreling and accurizing a bolt action rifle.  After watching this course, you
will understand how to choose the right type of barrel, true an action on a lathe, machine
and lap locking lugs, measure, turn, thread, chamber and head space. You will also learn
how to crown the muzzle and install a muzzle brake.  120 minutes.  DVD.

# 944-932............................................................................................................................................................................................................$46.99
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AGI Selecting,
Understanding and Buying

Rifle and Pistol Scopes Video

Quality optics are an investment, and this video
will help you make an informed choice when
selecting a scope.  Topics include reticle selection,
glass quality and differences in construction.
Dozens of models and types from various manu-
facturers are featured and explained.  Also
includes proper mounting techniques.  96 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 298-408 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Recoil Pad Installation
Video 

With this video, replacing a cracked or worn
recoil pad with a completely new one couldn't be
easier.  Step by step instructions demonstrate 2
professional methods of recoil pad replacement.
A recoil pad is even included in the set.  90 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 111-866 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Making Glocks Rock
Video 

This video is the last word on Glock handguns.
Every alteration and addition imaginable is cov-
ered in this comprehensive video.  Triggers,
sights, magazines, barrels and even caliber con-
versions are covered, as well as complete installa-
tion and modification instructions.  Accuracy and
reliability issues are discussed, as well as ways to
improve both.  This set is a must have for any
Glock owner.  227 minutes.  DVD.

# 186-832 ............................................................................$46.99

AGI How to Build an AR-15
From a Parts Kit Video

Video covers parts identification, installing and fit-
ting all the parts, headspacing the barrel, final
assembly and tuning.  A number of aftermarket
accessories are covered along with examples and
demonstrations of all the tools required to make
the job easy.  125 minutes.  DVD.

# 318-780 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI How to Heat Treat
Carbon Steels & Case

Hardening Metal Parts Video 

Heat treating high carbon steel is a basic operation
that every gunsmith should know, amateur and
professional alike.  This simple, easy to follow
instructional video covers the basic steps to anneal-
ing, drawing back and spot hardening; all processes
that have their place in the gun shop.  49 minutes.
DVD.

# 912-658 ............................................................................$46.99

AGI Pillar Bedding Rifles for
Accuracy Video

Watch as master rifle builder Darrell Holland
explains and demonstrates the step-by-step process
of making, converting and installing pillars to cre-
ate a rock solid bedding platform which will
increase the accuracy of your rifle.  120 minutes.
DVD.

# 646-214 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI Rust and Nitre Bluing
Video

Learn step-by-step how to perform this little-
known process.  The Professional Metal Re-
Finishing and Hot Caustic Bluing video (sold
separately) is mentioned as a prerequisite and
should be viewed prior to this course to fully
understand the metal preparation process.  289
minutes.  DVD.

# 718-159 ............................................................................$69.99

AGI Super Tuning the Factory
Rifle Video

This video includes lots of tips and tricks for get-
ting the best accuracy possible from factory rifles.
Barrel work, trigger tuning, bedding techniques
and aftermarket parts are just some of the topics
discussed and demonstrated in this informative
video.  120 minutes.  DVD.

# 149-599 ............................................................................$46.99

AGI How to Build a Semi-
Auto G-3 (HK-91) From a

Parts Kit Video

Now you can legally build one of these popular
semi-automatic rifles with a US made receiver
and a surplus parts kit.  Full assembly instructions
are provided, including what parts need to be
changed to stay legal.  Both stamped and forged
receivers are covered in this easy to follow video.
91 minutes.  DVD.

# 317-097 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI How to Rebarrel, Tune
and Blueprint Military Bolt

Action Rifles Video 

This video covers all the basics to reworking a
military rifle.  While the instruction focuses on
Mauser military rifles, the information is applica-
ble to most bolt actions, including Enfields and
Springfields.  Barrel installation and headspacing,
bolt and magazine modification, firing pin repair
and safety improvement are just some of the sub-
jects covered in this highly instructional video.
120 minutes.  DVD.

# 676-718 ............................................................................$74.99

AGI The Fighting 870
Shotgun Video

The Remington 870 is one of the most popular
and prolific shotguns ever produced.  This video
explains assembly, disassembly and maintenance
as well as common repair issues.  It also includes
a discussion on how to tune the shotgun for a
particular purpose, whether it be hunting, com-
petition or home defense.  126 minutes.  DVD.

# 636-231 ............................................................................$37.99

AGI The Ultimate 1911
Videos

Volume 1 is a detailed build-up of the 1911 hand-
gun, including minor gunsmithing and common
troubleshooting techniques.  Volume 2 contains
information for building a race ready 1911,
including adjustable sights, beavertail grip
safeties, front strap checkering and magazine
wells.  Volume 3 continues with the upgrades,
including a discussion of wide body 1911s, reduc-
ing trigger pull, barrel replacement and selecting
the finest competition parts available.  DVD.

Description....Run Time .....Product #...Price
Volume 1..............254 Minutes...........356-735.......$74.99
Volume 2..............182 Minutes...........570-796.......$74.99
Volume 3..............246 Minutes...........773-964.......$74.99

AGI Stock Refinishing Video

Learn an easy method for professionally refinish-
ing wood gunstocks.  Covers the process of strip-
ping off the old finish, filling or fixing dents,
sanding and filling the grain, plus special tech-
niques for getting the proper color stain and the
proper way to apply and treat the finish.  Includes
a 14 oz aerosol can of Satin Gun Sav'R Custom
Oil Gunstock Finish for your first project.  86
minutes.  DVD.

# 696-459 ............................................................................$49.99

AGI Building the Legal AKS
From a Parts Kit Video

Now you can build a legal semi-automatic AK-47
from a complete parts kit with this instructional
video.  Parts identification and installation are
covered, as well as complete assembly of this pop-
ular rifle.  A must have for any collector.  120
minutes.  DVD.

# 138-929 ............................................................................$56.99

AGI Professional Metal Re-
Finishing and Hot Caustic

Bluing Video

Clearly explains and demonstrates in comprehen-
sive detail everything that you need to know to
refinish firearms.  Covers detailed metal prepara-
tion, tank set up and mixing processes.  240 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 497-629 .........................................................................$119.99
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AGI Professional Gun
Cleaning Video 

Clean your guns like a professional.  Cleaning sup-
plies and techniques are covered to show you the
best way to keep your guns in like new condition
for years to come.  120 minutes.

# 715-855 ............................................................................$37.99
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Center X: M1A/M14
Rifle Videos

Description..................Product # ...........Price
Glass Bedding...............................922-972 ...................$19.99
Complete instructions for glass bedding an M1A/M14 for
increased accuracy. Perfect for the high power shooter or for
anyone looking for the most from their M1A/M14. Hosted by
Art Lupino. 120 minutes. DVD.
Maintenance and Cleaning 

for Improved Accuracy .......132-581 ...................$27.99
See a tried and true method for maintaining an M1A/M14
service rifle. Whether a competition shooter or collector, this
video is an important reference for any M1A/M14 owner. 120
minutes. DVD.

Customizing the
1911 for Bullseye,

IPSC, Self-Defense
& Improved

Accuracy Video
Clark Custom Guns takes you through the process
of turning your stock 1911 into a tack driver.
Whether you want a reliable self-defense gun or a
trophy-winning race gun, this video will help you
make it happen.  67 minutes.  DVD.

# 131-742 ............................................................................$19.99

Customizing the
Ruger 10/22 22

Caliber Rifle Video
Learn the process of turning the
10/22 into a custom tack driver.
Covers complete disassembly and reassembly, part
identification, aftermarket sources and the
required tools.  60 minutes.  DVD.

# 161-639 ............................................................................$19.99

Complete Disassembly &
Reassembly Video Series

These videos are great guides for
complete and detailed disassembly
and reassembly for maintenance,
cleaning and customization.  Easy
step by step instruction for proper
care of your firearm.  DVD.

Description.......Run Time ..Product #...Price
1911 ..............................60 Minutes........692-557.......$19.99
Glock.............................40 Minutes........559-128.......$19.99
Remington 870 .......90 Minutes........843-164.......$27.99
Ruger 10/22..............60 Minutes........111-258.......$19.99
Smith & Wesson 

K, L, N Frame 
Revolvers with
Jerry Miculek .......90 Minutes........472-501.......$19.99

Springfield XD.........60 Minutes........911-686.......$23.99

Building the
Ultimate Tactical 870

Shotgun Video 
The Remington 870 is an excellent
choice for home defense.  See the
latest accessories and modifications to turn an 870
into a special purpose tactical shotgun.  90 min-
utes.  DVD.

# 870-823 ............................................................................$27.99

Bill Wilson Presents
How to Shoot, Clean
and Maintain Video

Series:
These videos are great for the firearm owner.
Each volume shows how to field strip, clean, lubri-
cate and reassemble a particular handgun.  Also
covers shooting tips, basic function and trou-
bleshooting.  DVD.

Description.....Run Time..Product #.......Price
1911 45 Auto.......90 Minutes .......178-300.............$19.99
Beretta 92F ............84 Minutes .......490-348.............$19.99
Glock .........................86 Minutes .......723-037.............$19.99
Sig Sauer P226.....74 Minutes .......723-732.............$19.99

Building the Ultimate 1911
Self-Defense Handgun with

Bill Wilson & Ken Hackathorn
Video 

Build a fast, accurate and truly reli-
able self defense handgun from a
stock 1911.  Bill Wilson and Ken
Hackathorn host this step-by-step
review of popular modifications
and how to perform them correctly.
120 minutes.  DVD.

# 211-049 ............................................................................$27.99

Competitive Edge Gunworks
Cowboy Action Gunsmithing

Video:
The Tools of the Trade

In this program, master gun-
smith Larry Crow shows you the
techniques and tools for main-
taining and repairing cowboy action style
firearms.  Larry details each tool and shows you
how it works and what it does and shares valuable
tips he has learned over the past 20 years.  90
minutes.  DVD.

# 375-874 ............................................................................$29.99

Competitive Edge Complete Disassembly and
Reassembly, Cleaning and Maintenance Video

Series

Videos cover complete disassembly and reassembly of the listed firearm along with
cleaning and maintenance tips.  The experts at Competitive Edge give special
emphasis to Cowboy Action Shooters and those who look for increased accuracy and reliability.  

Description ..............................................................Format ........Run Time.......Product # ....Price
Colt Single Action Army.............................................................................DVD..................75 Minutes...............616-816 .........$29.99
Marlin Rifle..........................................................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............919-252 .........$29.99
Ruger Vaquero ..................................................................................................DVD ................100 Minutes .............910-742 .........$29.99
Winchester 73..................................................................................................DVD..................80 Minutes...............483-854 .........$29.99
Winchester 92..................................................................................................DVD..................80 Minutes...............880-846 .........$29.99
Winchester 97..................................................................................................DVD ................110 Minutes .............616-883 .........$29.99

Competitive Edge Customizing Video Series

Video covers customizing your handgun for increased accuracy and reliability. This production places an
emphasis on Cowboy Action Shooting and those who look for any advantage that will shave tenths of a
second from thier scores. 

Description ..............................................................Format ........Run Time.......Product # ....Price
Colt Single Action Army.............................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............117-063 .........$29.99
Ruger Vaquero and Blackhawk................................................................DVD..................90 Minutes...............262-190 .........$29.99

Customizing Your
Glock Video 

See all the popular aftermarket
accessories and how to install and
test each one.  Topics include
magazine extensions, slide releas-
es, guide rods, connectors and much more.  45
minutes.  DVD.

# 513-757 ............................................................................$19.99

Gun Cleaning Made
Easy Video:

Pistols, Rifles, Shotguns

Easy to follow instructions for
thorough and safe cleaning of handguns, rifles and
shotguns.  See the basic equipment needed to keep
guns in top shape, as well as costly mistakes to
avoid.  45 minutes.  DVD.

# 317-795 ............................................................................$19.99
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Tactical AR-15
Video:

Customizing for Accuracy and
Reliability with Larry Crow

Learn complete disassembly and reassembly of the
AR-15, as well as simple adjustments that can
make the rifle more accurate.  Also covers after-
market accessories and their effect on accuracy and
reliability.  100 minutes.  DVD.

# 125-264 ............................................................................$27.99

Trigger Job Video:
Complete Action Tuning for
Smith and Wesson Revolvers

with Jerry Miculek

Complete instructions for tuning
the trigger on S&W K, L and N frames revolvers.
Complete disassembly, part identification and
instructions for getting a crisp, light trigger pull
with perfect reset.  110 minutes.  DVD. 

# 262-030 ............................................................................$27.99

Gunsmithing the 1911 Video

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  This video covers the 1911
variants, including the series 80 pistols.  Learn step
by step how to assemble and disassemble the 1911,
accuracy tips and tricks to make your gun a one-of
a kind looker and shooter!  A great companion to
Kuhnhausen's "The Colt .45 Automatic" A Shop
Manual, Volume I (199-119) and "U.S.
M1911/1911A1 Pistols" A Shop Manual, Volume 2
(193-148).  55 minutes.  VHS.

# 149-213 ............................................................................$19.95

Gunsmithing the S&W J, K, L
and N Frame Revolvers Video

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  A comprehensive video
covering gunsmithing of the Smith & Wesson J,
K, L and N frame revolvers.  A great companion
to "The S&W Revolver: A Shop Manual" book by
Jerry Kuhnhausen (314-178).  55 minutes.  VHS.

# 385-244 ............................................................................$19.95

Gunsmithing the Colt
Revolvers Video

By Jerry Kuhnhausen.  This video explains theory,
proper bench checks, assembly/disassembly, parts
identification, servicing and troubleshooting.
Covers the basics of Colt D, E, and I Frame
Series Revolvers (Python, Official Police,
Detective Special, Diamondback, etc.).  A great
companion to the Jerry Kuhnhausen Manual,
"The Colt Double Action Revolvers: A Shop
Manual, Volume 1" (# 369-326).  55 minutes.
VHS.

# 331-508 ............................................................................$19.95

Power Custom Ruger 10/22
Assembly/Disassembly Video

Video covers the complete disassembly of the
Ruger 10/22.  Also covers how to install all of
Power Custom's aftermarket accessories, including
stocks and barrels.  90 minutes.  DVD.

# 563-017 ............................................................................$24.99

RELOADING MANUALS GUN REFERENCE

Lyman Centennial
Journal 1878-1978

Edited by Ken Ramage.
Chronicles the 100 year history of
the Lyman company and traces the
developments of its products.  Published in 1978.
222 pages - Softcover.

# 203-777 ............................................................................$12.99

Pet Loads
Supplement
Number 24:

Second Supplement to 8th
Edition

By Ken Waters.  The second supplement to the 8th
Edition offers loads for today's hottest calibers
including Ken's thoughts on the 223 Remington,
220 Swift, 307 Winchester and many more.  Pre-
punched for a 3-ring binder.  61 pages - Softcover.

# 650-886...............................................................................$9.99

African Rifles and
Cartridges

By John Taylor.  Taylor applies
his extensive African hunting
experience to recommend rifles
and cartridges suitable for big
game.  From single shots to
doubles and bolt-actions, Taylor
reviews many popular rifles of American, English
and German heritage.  Also included are sections
on the habits of African big game and sighting-in
your rifle.  431 pages - Hardcover.

# 309-547 ............................................................................$37.49

Safari Rifles
By Craig Boddington.
Boddington, a veteran of more
than twenty-five African safaris,
provides his readers with this
valuable resource designed to
address the needs of today's
African hunter.  Includes infor-
mation on double-rifle makers, ballistics for the
large bore cartridges, the ideal safari rifle setup,
bullets, components and recommended gear lists.
Also covers what calibers and bullets are suitable
for elephant, rhino, hippo, lion, buffalo, various
antelope and other African game.  429 pages -
Hardcover.

# 587-071 ............................................................................$37.49

Heckler and
Koch's MP5
Submachine

Gun
By Frank W. James.  One
of the most successful sub-machinegun designs of
all time, the HK MP5 offers a potent combination
of firepower, controllability and portability.  Learn
how to properly shoot and care for this gun, as
well as the history behind its development and
production including some very rare prototypes.
208 pages - Softcover.

# 170-446 ............................................................................$16.99

LATE ADDITIONS

Check out our MidwayUSA

Merchandise on page 836.

Hornady
XTP 

44 Caliber 
(430 Dia.)

Handgun Bullets

240 Gr JHP  Box of 100

# 224-132  $12.99

For our complete line of Brass and Bullets, 

see pages 98-139.

• Don’t Forget these Customer Favorites •
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Ultimate Guide to
Skinning and

Tanning

By Monte Burch.  This is the com-
plete guide to a skill that may be
mysterious to some.  Starting at the beginning,
Burch introduces the hunter to the tools of a tan-
ner and even includes instructions for making
many items that can't be easily purchased.
Instructions are given for making fleshing beams,
stretchers for pelts, fleshing knives and other
equipment.  He also covers tanning formulas and
materials, both traditional and modern.  From the
oldest techniques to the latest methods and newest
twists, this guide will be indispensable to the mod-
ern hunter.  Published in 2002.  256 pages -
Softcover.

# 285-106 ............................................................................$20.99

15 Minutes to a
Great Puppy

By Kevin Michalowski.  Proper
training can start earlier in a dog's
life than most owners realize.  See
proper ways to acclimate your new puppy and cre-
ate a solid foundation for more complex training as
the puppy develops.  Published in 2005.  168 pages
- Softcover.

# 136-064...............................................................................$9.99

The Quotable
Hunter:  

Selected Quotations from the
World's Greatest Hunting

Writers

Edited by Jay Cassell.  Contains notable quotations
from hunting figures throughout history.  From
Hemmingway to Kipling, this collection of notable
quotes is both entertaining and enlightening for
hunters of all types.  224 pages - Hardcover.

# 155-466 ............................................................................$18.99

Legendary Deer
Camps

By Robert Wegner.  Relive the
hunts, joy and trepidation of
famous American deer hunters
such as William Faulkner, Aldo Leupold and
Oliver Hazard Perry.  Features rare historical
paintings and photographs of long past deer camps.
125 B&W photos.  75 Color photos.  208 pages -
Hardcover.

# 310-688 ............................................................................$23.99

Hunting Trophy
Whitetails

By David Morris.  Years of exten-
sive game management, hunting
and outdoor editing experience
went into this book, created for those who dream
of shooting a trophy whitetail.  Learn the habits of
the wise old bucks that live long and grow huge.
Loaded with photographs, maps, how-to informa-
tion and practical tips for the successful hunter.
483 pages - Hardcover.

# 750-961 ............................................................................$23.99

Cougar Attacks

By Kathy Etling.  More than just
tale after tale of cougar attacks on
people and animals.  Etling dives
into the controversy surrounding
this predator and what should be
done to protect both humans and the cougar as
well as a discussion of the anatomy of an attack
and what to do if one is ever encountered in the
wild.  246 pages - Hardcover.

# 392-176 ............................................................................$23.99

HUNTING BOOKS

SHOOTING BOOKS

Snipercraft:
The Art of the Police Sniper

By Derrick D. Bartlett.  Bartlett is
an 18-year law enforcement veter-
an and an active duty SWAT Sniper
with the Fort Lauderdale Police Dept.  This book
offers his insights and experience with tips for the
police sniper.  138 pages - Softcover.

# 219-285 ............................................................................$14.99

The Gun Digest
Book of Sporting

Clays:
3rd Edition

By Rick Sapp.  A practical guide to sporting clays,
covering all aspects of the sport.  From basic topics
such as how the game is played to advanced con-
cepts such as handloading, this book will help the
reader enjoy this challenging pastime.  A fully
illustrated catalog of available shotguns is included,
as well as a review of the 50 best clay ranges in the
country.  Published in 2005.  288 pages - Softcover.

# 961-644 ............................................................................$16.99

Self-Defense
Requires No

Apology
By Jan Jones.  The first firearms
training book by a woman for
women.  The author is a certified NRA pistol, rifle
and shotgun instructor.  108 pages - Softcover.

# 773-709 ............................................................................$13.99

Pondoro:
Last of the Ivory Hunters

By John Taylor.  The autobiogra-
phy of one of the last great pro-
fessional hunters of Africa's
golden age of hunting. Thrilling
tales of the hunt as well as
Taylor's commentary about the
countries of Africa and the people.  355 pages -
Hardcover.

# 728-370 ............................................................................$31.49

Tales of the African Frontier
By J.A. Hunter and Daniel P. Mannix.  Meet some
of the most colorful characters from the early days
of East African settlement, such as slave traders,
elephant poachers, Masai warriors and the self
declared king of the Wa-Kikuyu tribe.  A fabulous
read about a time long past.  308 pages -
Hardcover.

# 143-603 ............................................................................$22.99

Unrepentant
Sinner:

The Autobiography of
Colonel Charles Askins

By Charles Askins.  This is the
autobiography of Colonel Charles
Askins, one of the legends in the
firearms world.  Here he recounts his early days as
a forest ranger, his decade of working for the
Border Patrol on the Mexican border, his astound-
ing success as a competitive shooter, his combat
participation in World War II, his adventures as a
paratrooper and his career as one of the world's
leading big-game hunters.  320 pages - Softcover.

# 358-959 ............................................................................$20.99

Safari:
A Dangerous Affair

By Walt Prothero. The author
writes of recent real-life deadly
and dangerous encounters with
African animals. From Nambia,
Zimbabwe, Zambia,
Mozambique and Tanzania come stories that will
be tagged as unbelievable by some but that actually
happened. It shows safaris are not without danger.
216 pages - Hardcover.

# 488-182 ............................................................................$31.49

834 www.midwayusa.com 800-243-3220 Since 1977

LATE ADDITIONS

Don’t miss MidwayUSA’s GunTec TV on The Outdoor Channel.

Visit www.midwayusa.com/guntec for more information.
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